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To those young people who have been able
to st* using drugs, to those who have
helped them to stop, and to those teachers
and other school employees who want to
help make sure others never start, this
book is dedicated.
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NEA Policies on Substance Abuse

NEA Resolutions
B-42. Substance Abuse

The National Education Association is concerned about the individ-
ual and societal problems that underlie psychological and physiological
drugincluding alcohol and tobaccodependency by both children and
adults. It calls for new and improved ways of helping children and
adults learn more positive ways of meeting and cc ing with these
problems. It recognizes the need for improved educational programs
about drugs and for the uniform categorization of drugs. It urges its
affiliates to support legislation leading to the standardization of drug
laws, which should not be limited to the sale and distribution of drugs,
but should also include prohibition of the production, sale, and
distribution of drug paraphernalia, and the improvement of drug
rehabilitation programs.

The Association urges its affiliates to support legislation mandating
drug rehabilitation programs for any violation or conviction, whether
civil or criminal, resulting from the possession or use of a controlled
substance.

The Association discourages the use of marijuana, except for
prescribed medical purposes, and believes that severe penalties for its
production, distribution, and sale should be strictly enforced.

The Association supports strict enforcement of the legal drinking
age and the laws governing the sale of alcoholic beverages in each
state and supports federal legislation to establish a uniform legal
drinking age of 21. (72, 85)

11-29. Highway Safety
The National Education Association believes that people should be

protected from death and uijury that result from the operation of
motor vehicles by drivers under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or
other mind-altering substances. To this end, the Association urges its
members and affiliates to

o. Support enactment and enforcement of effective and equitable
legislation regulating driving while under the influence

b. Advocate appmpriate educational experiences for students re-
garding the effects of driving while under the influence

c. Support recognized community and school groups in their efforts
to reduce death and injury from accidents caused by drivers under the
influence

d. Support legislation requiring mandatory restraint of all passen-
gers in motor vehicles. (82, 86)



B-38. Student Stress
The National Education Association believes that there are increas-

ing mental, emotional, and environmental pressures upon the children
of this nation. These pressures-resulting in increased drug and
alcohol abuse, violence, -oandalism, dropping out of school, and suicide
among children-speak clearly to the waste of human potential.

The Association urges its local and state afuliates to support
appropriately accredited and licensed mental health and aftercare
programs.

The Association further urgoni local and state affiliates to seek
legislative support and publicity for these programs (80, 85)

NEA New Business Item

Rehabilitation Centers for Juvenile Substance Abusers
The National Education Association supports the establishment of

substance abuse rehabilitation centers specifically designed to help
juvenile substance abusers and their families. The Association urges
its state affiliates to support actively legislation which will lead to the
creation of such juvenile substance abuse centers, and/or which
mandates the referral to such centers' programs of all juveniles found
guilty by the courts of use or possession of a controlled substance.
(1984-77)
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Foreword

Long ago I learned that if I wanted
my students to absorb instuctional material, I had to
attendclosely and caringlyto their noninstruction-
al needs. All of us in education have been forcedby
cataclysmic shifts in our nation's social climateto
redefine our mission. We cannot hide from the fact
that drug abuse, pregnancy, depression, anxiety, and
suicide are part of our students' world. Mastery of
the three R's presupposes the ability to cope.

In this book on combating drug and
alcohol abuse among students, Dr. Richard L.
Towers makes these points: that drugs can and will
destroy many of our students; that teachers and
other school employees must join with parents and
others in the community to combat this threat; that
the same problems and conditions that are in part
responsible for drug abuse also contribute to teen
pregnancy, vandalism, and suicide; and that there
are any number of steps we can take, as classroom
teachers, counselors, administrators, secretaries, and
custodians, in the everyday course of events to help
combat the problem.

I believe today's school employees
understand well the close kinship between emotional
maturity and academic mastery. That's why so much
of their effort goes toward helping students acquire
the self-esteem that is the prerequisite for mature
development. Good teachers believe in students. In
fact, they believe in students more than students
believe in themselves. They know that for so many
of our young people, the barriers to achievement are
not intellectual but attitudinal. The barriers are low
self-esteem, a shortage of confidence, the conviction
that they don't have what it takes.

These attitudes are the enemies of
learning as are the societal factors pressuring stu-
dents to abuse their bodies with drugs and alcohol.
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They're impediments to the achievement of full
potentiaL The struggle to defeat those enemies and
remove those impediments is an essential part of
teaching. More precisely, that struggle is an essential
part of creating a school climate in which students
know they are valued and that they are not alone.
Teachers cannot accomplish this on their own. The
climate that soothes bruised egos, bolsters sagging
self-esteem, and helps prevent youngsters from turn-
ing to drugs is the product of a schoolwide effort and
of a partnership with the home and the community.

Just how we go about forming this
partnership and making this effort can be found in
the following pages. In them, Dr. Towers provides
usable, specific strategies, materials, and references
for elementary as well as secondary school person-
nel. I commend this volume to you whatever your
role in the school, whatever age or condition the
children with whom you work. You may turn directly
to the classroom or schoolwide activities, picking and
choosing, or you may begin at the front of this book
and read on to the end. However you decide to use
the book, all the chapters in it are useful and
represent a basic level of understanding that all
school employees should attain regarding the drug/al-
cohol problem our students face.

Mary Hatwood Futrell
President, NEA

August 1986
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Preface

This book was written for all per-
sons who work in schools, but it can be useful to
anyone who works with children and youth and cares
about their welfare and achievement. It was written
to fill a void.

After an overall decline over several
years, the use of drugs and alcohol by adolescents
may once again be rising:* The average age of initial
drug use continues to reach downward to the ele-
mentary school." Fourth graders report substantial
peer pressure to try drugs and alcohol. The major
sources of information on the dangers of drugs and
alcohol for fourth and fifth graders are their families,
television, and films " From grade 2 to grade 9, the
percentage of kids who like school "a lot" drops
drastically, from over 60 percent to less than 20
percent? Twenty to 40 percent of the students in our
schools have a parent who abuses drugs or alcohol,
putting them at risk of developing a variety of
problems, including that of becoming drug abusers
themselves." For students who abuse drugs, their
motivation and ability to learn, their acquisition of
needed social and emotional skills, and their very
lives are in jeopardy. Yet few school employees
know what to do about the problem, or if they should
do anything about it. Many are not even aware of the
problem.

This book gives readers a basic un-
derstanding of drugs and their effects on mind and
body, but it does not dwell on pharmacology or on
statistics. It reviews the stages of chemical depend-
ency and the vocabulary of the drug scene, as well

*Superior numbers appearing in the text refer to the Refer-
ences beginning on page 210.
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PREFACE

as the reasons kids take drugs and the telltale signs
of student drug use. It also notes the interrelation-
ship of drug use, behavior problems, eating disor-
ders, chronic truancy, teenage pregnancy, running
away, and delinquency. (The term "drug" as used in
the book means "drugs and alcohol," unless other-
wise specified.) Throughout, the emphasis is on the
importance of schools' assuming their share of the
ownership for the student drug abuse problem along
with parents, students, government, and business, as
well as on the need to build coalitions with these
groups.

The major portion of the book is
devoted to methods of preventing student abuse of
drugs and alcohol and what to do about it when
abuse occurs. Descriptions of a number of activities,
materials, and programs that schools around the
country have found useful are included. The absence
of a program or approach, however, does not imply a
lack of effectiveness. Fortunately, the number of
materials and programs designed to prevent and
combat student drug use is increasing in both quality
and quantity. Social scientists who have studied the
problem now generally accept the school's unique
access to the great majority of youth and its potential
to affect students' drug usage.

The book also presents an overview
of treatment programs and reviews the school's role
in aftercare and reentry to school for recovering drug
abusers. It does not, however, discuss issues of co-
dependency, the use of positive peer pressure, con-
frontational strategies, and other counseling tech-
niques beyond its scope.

Care has been taken to make this
volume relevant and useful for those who work with
elementary as well as those who work with second-
ary school students; urban as well as suburban and
rural; American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian/Pacific
Islander, Black, Chicano/Hispanic, and white; and
students from the South and West as well as those
from the North and East. The advice and sugges-
tions contained in the following pages do not consti-
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tute legal advice; and the reader is encouraged to
consult local and state policies, regulations, and
legislation. Likewise, because of differences in local
conditions, the materials, programs, and practices
proved successful in one school may not be appropri-
ate or desirable for all others. The addresses and
telephone numbers at the end of each chapter will be
helpful. Once readers begin to explore a topic, they
will be amazed at how much is available, even in
their own backyard.

In addition to the dedkaied members
of the NEA Advisory Panel for the original manu-
script, many friends and colleagues provided valu-
able advice and support. They include but are not
limited to Dr. Cao An Quan, Charles E. D'Aiutolo,
Margit Meissner, Rita Rumbaugh, Helen Chaset,
Mary Blair Shaw, Claudia Meltzer, H. Brian Berth-
iaume, and the staff and students of the Phoenix I
and Phoenix II programs. I would also like to
recognize the influence of my mother, Mrs. Jean
Towers, whose genuine concern for others has had a
major impact on my development as an educator and
as an individual. Finally, I am grateful to my wife,
Judy, and children, Rachel, Karin, and Adrienne, for
their tolerance and understanding of my absence and
inattention during the many evenings and weekends
it took to complete this project.

Richard L. Towers



CHAPTER 1

The Drug Abuse
Problem

I think of PCP as the armpit of drugs.

Detective Ray Brett
D.C. Police
Narcotics Squad

If you teach high school, the
chances are that about one-fourth of the students in
your classes regularly smoke marijuana, more than
two-thirds regularly use alcohol, and approximately
one-fifth drink on a daily basis.1 Teenagers in the
United States have the highest rate of drug abuse of
any industrialized country in the world, and the
perceutage of our youth who commit suicide has
tripled in the last 20 years. The abuse of drugs and
alcohol figures prominently in these statistics.

Nor are younger children immune:
the beginnhlg average ages of marijuana use and
alcohol drinking have now dropped to 11 and 12
years of age respectively.2

If these figures are shocking and
disturbing, we are on our way to realizing two of the
three major goals of this book:

To raise education employees awareness of the
drug/alcohol problem among children and youth
To motivate education employees to want to be-
come a part of the solution.

The third and perhaps most impor-
tant goal is to give education employees practical,
concrete informedon that they can use to combat
drug and alcohol abuse among students in their

18 19
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schools and communities. First, however, let us look
at the nature of the problem.

Drugs that children take can kill,
cripple, and ruin young lives. In addition to serious
physical damage, drugs can also cause tremendous
emotional damage. Users learn to use drugs as
subsfitutes for coping with life's problems. When the
drugs are not available, the youngster's ability to
deal with life disappears also. Drug use, then, be-
comes the central focus of the abuser's existence.
About 5,000 adolescents commit suicide each year
or about 13 each dayand a half-million more at-
tempt it.3 Whether drug use is directly responsible is
unproven, but we know that many of the same kinds
of problems and pressures that cause adolescents to
try drugs also cause them to attempt suicide. Indeed,
surveys show that drug abusers account for much of
the recent rise in teenage suicides.4 Experience tells
us that most young people who abuse drugs have
lower grades and are involved in more delinquency.3

Commonly Abused Drugs
and Their Effects

Illegal Drugs

Almost any chemical substance can
be used to abuse the body and probably has been
used in that way at some time or other. Table 1 lists
some commonly abused substances that the U.S.
government has designated as "controlled sub-
stances" under the Comprehensive Drug Abuse and
Control Act of 1970. This law makes it illegal for
anyone to manufacture, distribute, or even possess
these substances with the intention of distributing
them to others without proper authorization. Punish-
ments for violating the law can be quite severe,
ranging up to 30 years in prison and $50,000 in fines.

The first category of controlled sub-
stance, narcotics, refers to opium and its derivatives
or synthetic substitutes. Often these are listed as

20 19



THE DRUG ABUSE PROBLEM

TABLE 1. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES:

DIA%
Trade or

Other Names
Medical

Uses

Duration of
Effects

(m hours)

NARCOT-
ICS

OPhilw Dover's Powder, Paregoric
Parepectolin

Analgesic,
antidsarrheal

Morphine Morphine, Pectoral Syrup Analgesic,
antitussive

Codeine Codeine, Empirin Compound
with Codeine, Robituszin AC

Analgesic,
antitussive

Heroin Diacetylmorphine, Horse,
Smack

Under inves-
tigalion

Hydromorphone Dilaudid Analgesic

Meperidine
(Pethidine)

Demerol, Pethadol Analgesic

Methadone Dolophine, Methadone,
Methadose

Analgesic,
heroin
substitute

12-24

DEPRES-
SANTS

Chloral Hydrate Noctec, Somnos Hypnotic 5-8
Barbiturates Amobarbital, Phenobarbital,

Butisol, Phenoxbarbital,
Secobarbital, Tuinal

Anesthetic,
anticonvulsant
sedative,
hypnotic

1-16

Glutethimide Doriden Sedative,
hypnoticMethaqualone Optimg, Parest,

Quaalude, Somnafac, Sopor

ST IMU-
LANTS

Cocaine Coke, Flake, Snow, Toot Local
anesthetic 1-2

Amphetamines Biphetamine, Delcobese,
Desoxyn, Dexedrine,
Mediatric

Hyperkinesis,
narcolepsy,
weight
control 2-4Phenmetrazine Preludin

Methylphen-
idate

Ritalin

HALLUCI-
NOGENS

LSD Acid, Microdot

None 8-12Mescaline &
Peyote

Mesc, Buttons, Cactus

Phencyclidine PCP, Angel Dust, Hog Veterinary
anesthetic

VariablePhencyclidine
Analogs

PCE, PCPy, TCP

None
Other
Hallucinogens

CANNABIS

Marijuana Pot, Acapulco Gold, Grass,
Reefer, Sinsemilla, Thai Sticks

Under in-
vestigation

Hashish Hash None

*Adapted from Dntgs of Abuse, U.S. Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration, 1979.
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THE DRUG ABU= PROBLEM

opiates and grouped with depressants since they can
have a depressing or sedative effect on the central
nervous system and brain. The best known and most
feared of this group is heroin, a substance often
diluted with sugar, soap powder, or talcum before
being distributed on the street.

The second category, depressants
(downers), induces a state of intoxication remarkably
hie that of alcohol when taken in excessive amounts.
As with narcotics, drugs in this group generally are
both physically and psychologically addictive; that is,
they will produce extreme physical symptoms such
as nausea, insomnia, and delirium, as well as debili-
tating emotional dysfunction if the user is deprived
of the substance. The most commonly abused drugs
in this category include barbiturates, Quaaludes,
Valium, and Librium.

The third category, stimulants (up-
pers), includes powerfully reinforcing drugs that can
lead to increasingly compulsive behavior. So called
for their effect on the nervous system, stimulants
release aCrenaline, increase blood pressure, and
heighten awareness. Among this group is cocaine,
the most potent stimulant of natural origin and the
most increasingly popular drug in the United States
today. Stimulants are extremely habit forming. Be-
cause the "high" is so intense and lasts such a
relatively short time before the user wants to experi-
ence it again, the user often takes depressants along
with the stimulant to soften the "crash" or to end
the "high."

Hallucinogens (psychedelics) are natu-
ral and synthetic substances that distort the user's
perception of reality. They can cause panic, para-
noia, and possible long-term insanity. This group
includes PCP, a drug that poses great risks to the
user. The range of its effects is both bizarre and
volatile, often producing psychosis indistinguishable
from schizophrenia.

Cannabis is the category containing
marijuana, which, along with alcohol, is the most
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abused drug in the United States. Marijuana is
credited by many experts with leading youngsters
into drug dependence since it often is the first illegal
drug they try. At one time thought to be a benign
substance whose moderate use should be decriminal-
ized, marijuana use now is generally considered to be
not only decepfively harmful to the psyche but a
great risk to physical health as well. Lung damage
from smoking "pot" is estimated to be 17 times
greater than that caused by tobacco cigarettes. Mari-
juana sold on the street today is known to be 25
times more potent than that generally available to
adolescents ten years ago. Prolonged heavy use of
marijuana also can inhibit the development of coping
skills needed to be a functional adult and can slow
down memory, coordination, and reproductive abili-
ties. Indeed, some experts credit marijuana with
impeding the learning process by interfering with
five elements necessary for learning to occur: (1) a
prepared mind (one capable of receiving and inte-
grating what is to be learned); (2) an intact memory;
(3) the act of repeating, or practicing, the information
or skill to be learned; (4) motivation; and (5) rein-
forcement or reward.'

sugar/

Psychologically active drugs, those
that alter moods or perceptions of reality, are all
around usin medicines and in household products.
Certain ones, like alcohol and tobacco, are accepted
and institutionalized by society. Recently, adoles-
cents and preadolescents in some areas have been
increasingly inhaling glues and fumes from aerosol
cans for a "cheap high," a practice that can lead to
suffocation and death. Youngsters may raid the
family medicine cabinet for barbiturates (which act
as depressants), tranquilizers, or amphetamines
(which may be prescribed for fatigue, depression, or
obesity).

Alcohol is another powerful depres-
sant. It can cause both physical and psychological

2 4 23



THE DWG ABUSE PROBLEM

dependence and may lead to brain and liver damage.
Excessive intake by either parent around the time of
conception or by the mother during pregnancy may
severely harm the fetus. Alcohol use by teenagers
tends to increase dramatically as they get older. Beer
is by far their favorite beverage of abuse, followed
by wine and hard liquor. Most adolescents are
introduced to alcohol by experimenting with beer. As
of this writing, drinking alcoholic beverages is illegal
in all states for youngsters under the age of 18, and
in 38 states for those under the age of 21.

Drinking to intoxication, or being
"bombed" or "smashed," is a common occurrence
among frequent adolescent users of alcohol. Of the
10 million alcoholics in this country an estimated 3.3
million are children. Another 12 to 23 million chil-
dren currently live in homes with an alcoholic parent.
Alcohol is a major problem for young drinkersoften
leading to the use of other drugs. It is also a major
physical and emotional problem for the children of
alcoholics who face high risks of becoming alcoholics
themselves.7

The direct relationship between
smoking and cancer, heart disease, and other ail-
ments such as emphysema has been well document-
ed. Overall, during the last decade cigarette smoking
has declined in the United States as more Americans
have become conscious of and more concerned with
their personal health. But while adults have been
smoking less and exercising more, teenagers have
been smoking more and exercising less; and teenage
girls have been smoking more than teeriage boys.
The terrible future toll of this practice is even now
showing up in higher lung cancer rates for women.

Another tobacco product that is par-
ticularly popular with athletes is chewing (a.k.a.
"smokeless") tobacco or "snuff." Because this sub-
stance is advertised by professional sports figures,
adolescents assume that its use cannot be too harm-
ful. They are not aware that it can lead to cancer of
the lip, cheek, tongue, and throat, causing disfigure-
ment and death. Estimates of the number of teens

25
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"dipping" snuff range from 8 to 30 percent. It
should also be noted that while cigarette ads are
banned from television, smokeless tobacco ads are
unregulated.

"Designer" Drugs

Without question, the problem of
drug abuse in this country is a big onethe United
States consumes more illegal drugs than any other
developed countryand the profits from drug traffic
are enormous. Domestically grown marhuana, for
example, is a $14-billion-a-year industry and is said
to be the nation's number one cash crop.8 The profits
from cocaine and other drugs smuggled in from
South America, the Orient, and Europe have become
so huge they are said to have corrupted bankers,
police, judges, and officials at all levels"

American ingenuity and know-how
have recently devised a new way to evade the law
and make moneywith "designer" drugs. These
synthetic drugs, or analogs of similar controlled or
illegal drugs, are different enough from the real
thing to avoid being considered "controlled sub-
stances," thus freeing their dealers and manufactur-
ers from drug trafficking penalties. Designer drugs
simulate the effects of certain illegal drugs by chang-
ing the substance's chemical composition. The prob-
lem is that even a slight change in the chemical
structure of a substance can increase its potency
and the chances of fatally overdosing. Certain ana-
logs of a heroin-like narcotic called fentanyl are up to
1,500 times more potent than morphine; they have
been sold on the street as "china white," "synthetic
heroin," and "heroin."

Some designer drugs have caused
serious side effects such as brain damage and dePAh.
One analog of Demerol has left many of its users
with the shaking symptoms of Parkinson's disease;
other designer drugs have produced symptoms of
similarly terrible diseases. The point is that when
teens buy illegal drugs, they do not know what they
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are gettingand most times neither does the seller
or friend who supplied them. From analogs made by
underground kitchen chemists to marijuana sprayed
with herbicides, the users of street drugs today are
playing Russian roulette with their brains.

Multiple Drug Use

Increasingly, teenagers are using a
variety of drugs. Most alarming is the indiscriminate
combining of interactive chemicals. Mixing alcohol
with barbiturates and other substances that depress
the central nervous system can, for example, bring
on respiratory and heart failure. Counterbalancing
uppers and downers, stimulants and depressants, is
another frequent practice and can produce violent
behavior.11

Adolescent drug abusers frequently
use whatever happens to be available when they are
ready to "party." Since young people often rely on
friends for drugs, they cannot always control the
drug they use. When they have reached the stage of
drug dependence, students may have gone beyond
the point where they care about what drug they use,
as long as it provides a high, or "mellows" them
beyond concern. The effects of mixed drug use on
judgment and inhibitions can have disastrous results.

Victimless Crime?

What if some young People destroy
their minds and bodies with drugs? Why all the fuss?
As some adolescents say, "It's my life. If I want, to
mess it up, it's my right." The fact is, of course,
they are not the only ones who suffer the conse-
quences. Adolescents addicted to drugs steal, as-
sault, sell drugs to others, and sexually prostitute
themselves to support their habits. Tens of thou-
sands of people are killed, maimed, and injured by
automobiles driven by drugged and drunken drivers
each year. Add to this the heartache of parents
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whose offspring abuse drugs and the strong negative
influence on siblings who "get turned on" by older,
drug-abusing brothers and sisters.

Many youth and young adults
charged with rape, assault, and murder have cited
the influence of alcohol or drugs as a reason for
these deeds- PCP, in particular, is most frequently
associated with violent, senseless crimes. Despite
widespread knowledge of its ability to cause unpre-
dictable violent behavior, memory loss, and uncon-
trollable reactions, smoking PCP-laced cigarettes has
become an accepted part of life for many inner-city
teenagers. The half-crazed behavior seen in teens
under this drug's influence has prompted some police
departments to provide their officers with special
training for dealing with PCP users.12 Another drug
responsible for robberies and violent crimes by des-
perate young addicts is a concentrated form of
cocaine known on the streets as "crack" or "rock."
Urban police forces are becoming increasingly
alarmed by the extraordinary ability of crack, which
is smoked rather than sniffed, to produce compulsive
and violent behavior in those who use it.

The list of victims of drug and alco-hol abuse is a long one. It includes the many
thousands of disrupted American classrooms and
teachers disillusioned by drug-abusing students who
take time away from other students and resources
away from the general school program. The most
helpless victims, however, are the babies born to
drug abusers. They risk having birth defects such as
mental retardation, distorted facial features, and
heart ailments. Such impairments have even been
observed in babies of women who used large quanti-
ties of alcohol or tobacco during pregnancy and have
been described by physicians as the "fetil alcohol
syndrome" and the "fetal tobacco syndrome."13

Finally, the drug users themselves
pay a price not always recognized until years later.
For example, because of a crackdown on the chemi-
cals previously used in making cocaine, drug traffick-
ers are now processing the drug with benzene, a
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chemical known to cause leukemia and genetic dam-
age in humans."

Drug Dependence
Dr. Robert DuPont, former head of

the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and others 15

have identified three drugsalcohol, marijuana, and
cocaineas requiring special attention since (1) they
are used more frequently than any others and (2)
they are the gateway to the use of all other drugs.
"They are dangerous," he says, "because they are
mistakenly thought to be harmless," and ". . . are
Moly to produce full-blown dependence partly be-
cause use of these drugs is widelyand wrongly
thought to be easily controlled." In general, the
earlier drug use begins (under age 15), the heavier
and more serious it will become."

According to experts," there are four
steps to drug dependencethe physical or psycholog-
ical compulsion to use a drug on a continuous basis:
1. Experimentation and first-time use, which even if

unpleasant fails to discourage many adolescents.
This occurs oiten, but not always, during the late
grade school or early middle school/junior high
years. Generally students experiment together
with friends.

2. Occasional or "social" use, which is characterized
by infrequent (usually less than once a week)
acceptance of drugs offered by drug-abusing peers
or older siblings often after an adolescent has
been repeatedly exposed to drug-abusing, peers
and/or adults. This and the "regular use' stage
usually occur during the late middle school/junior
high and early senior high school years.

3. Regular use (typically once or twice a week), a
stage during which the chosen drug is actively
sought out and an attempt is made to maintain a
personal supply of the substance. At this stage
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extracurricular and sports involvements decrease,
grades begin to drop, and students may begin to
steal from parents and/or pilfer from others.

4. Dependence (or addiction), the final stage in a
almost indispensable part of the user's life. At this
stage solitary use increases and the student may
find it difficult to face the day without drugs.

Drug Use and Abuse

The problem with drug useeven
experimentationis that it can lead to dependence.
And the problem with drug dependence, as discussed
earlier in this chapter, is that not only can it have
tragic consequences for the abuser, but it also im-
pacts negatively on the rest of society as well.

For the purpose of research, "use"
and "abuse" are distinguished from each other by
social scientists. Others who make the distinction,
however, often inadvertently condone occasional "so-
cial" use of various drugs, particularly alcohol and
marijuana. While it is true that not everyone who
experiments with drugs becomea dependent, it
should be remembered that both of these drugs are
generally illegal for teenagers to use and both carry
serious health hazards.

No one becomes dependent on a drug
overni&ht.* But some youngsters may progress di-
rectly from experimentation to regular use, jt as
some may never use drugs again after initial experi-
mentation. It takes time, however, for a physical
tolerance, the need for ever-increasing quantities of
the drug to produce the same pleasurable experi-
ence, to be built up. I believe that any nontnedically
prescribed use of a chemical substance to produce an
artificially pleasurable experience by a child or ado-

*Some experts now think, however, that it may be possible to
become addicted to "crack," going from experimentation all
the way to dependency, in a very short period of time.

,3 0
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lescent constitutes drug abuse and has the potential
to seriously harm and adversely affect that young-
ster's life.

Street Terms

Drug abuse like any social phenome-
non has its own vocabulary. Technical terms hie
"tolerance," "dependence, and "narcotic" are de-
fmed as they are used in the body of this book.
Street terms, or slang, also are incorporated to the
extent possible and useful. Since most adolescent
drug abusers use street terms, some grasp of basic
terminology will be helpful to readers. Keep in mind,
however, that terminology may vary over time and
from place to place.

ACID LSD.

BLACK BEAUTIES Stimulants (uppers) available in oral
DEXIES capsules, which may also be dissolved
BrNNIES for injection.

BONG A water or other kind of pipe for smoking marijuana.

BURNOUT A person whose perceptions and emotions are
deadened and apathetic from too much drug
usea "zombie."

BUZZ Similar to a high or euphoric feeling when intoxicated
as a result of taking drugs.

CLEAN Not being in possession of, or not using, any drugs.

CRACK A new, inexpensive purified form of cocaine ready
to be smoked that comes as "rocks" in small plastic
vials.

CRANK Amphetamines.

DROPPING ACID Ingesting LSD.

DRUGGIES Young people who take drugs, as distinguished
DOPERS from "straight" kids or those who do not take

drugs.
ECSTASY Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA), a

controversial drug that has properties similar to
hallucinogens and amphetamines.
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FREAK OUT

FREE-BASE

&met Tends

A panic reaction to taking LSD or other
hallucinogenic drug.

Adding chemical solutions to cocaine in order
to smoke :t and rid it of impurities. The
solution added to the cocaine is usually a highly
flammable solvent that can cause serious
accidents.

GARBAGE HEAD Someone who will take Lnything to get
high-

GET OFF To achieve a "high" as a result of taking a drug.

GOOFBALL A barbiturate or amphetamine pill.

GRASS Marijinna
POT
GANJA

GREEN PCP; or marijuana soaked in PCP (lovely),LOVE BOAT and parsley soaked in PCP (green).
BOAT
LOVELY

HEAD A heavy user of drugs.

HEAVEN Cocaine.
COKE
"C"

HIGH A state of intoxication as a result of taking drugs.

HIT A puff or a single dose of a drug.

JOINT A marijuana cigarette.

NARC To inform on or report a drug user to authorities.

NOD A drowsy, dreamy dozing state following the taking of
a drug, usually an opiate, due to its sedative effect.

O.D. Overdose, usually taking an excessive amount of a drug
with severe adverse physical and mental effects, some-
times death.

POPPERS Amyl nitrate, a drug that usually comes in a vial
that is broken in a handkerchief and inhaled; used
to stimulate sexual experience.

REDS Secobarbital, a short-acting barbiturate.
RED DEVILS
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ROACH The end or "butt" of a marijuana cigarette.

RUSH The initial onset of a warm, orgasmhie feeling, a
euphoria, and physical well-being immediately after a
drug has been injected.

SKIN POPPING To inject a drug subcutaneously. The onset
of the drug is not so immediate as with
"mainlining," injecting intravenously.

SNORT To inhale usually cocaine or heroin through the
nose.

SPACED OUT Intoxication as a result of taking drugn, or a
dulling of the senses as a result of prolonged
psychoactive drug use.

SPEED Amphetamines or other stimulants.

SPEEDBALL A mixture of cocaine and heroin or amphet-
amines injected as a mixture.

STONED A state of intoxication as a result of taking drugs.

STRAIGHT A state of, or an individual, not using drugs.

TOICE A puff of marijuana or other drug that is smoked.

TOOTER A tube, often made from rolling a paper or dollar
bill into a cylinder, used to snort or sniff cocaine
from a flat surface into one's nose.

TRIP To take a hallucinogenic drug.

TURN ON To introduce someone to drugs; to be high on
drugs.

WAKE UP The first dose of drugs in the morning.

WASTED A state of intoxication as a result of taking drugs.

YELLOW JACKETS Pentobarbital, a short-acting barbitu-
rate.
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Produced by J. Gary Mitchell Film Co.
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MTI Teleprograms, Inc.
108 Wilnot Road
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This film uses candid interviews with participants in
a "Cokenders" program to identify reasons behind
the sudden rise in cocaine addiction. Although it is
about adult cocaine users, the film is useful in
teaching adolescents and young adults about long-
term consequences.

The following films are available free by writing at
least three weeks in advance to
Modern Talking Picture Service Scheduling Center
NIDA Free Loan Collection
5000 Park Street, North
St. Petersburg, FL 33709
(For emergency serviceless than three weeks
aheadcall (813) 541-5763.)

For Parents Only: What Kids Think of Marijuana
(1980) 70366F, 70366U
Produced by Vision Associates for Drug Enforce-
ment Administration
30 min., color
In 3/4" U-matic videocassette, and 16 mm film
formats
In this documentary on adnlescent use of marijuana,
several teenagerscurrent and former usersdiscuss
beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and fears. Parents also
reveal their anxiety and search for solutions to
marijuana problems. A psychiatrist addresses
straightforward comments to parents, and two youth
counselors offer fresh insights on marijuana use.

Growing Up Stoned (1984) 74156F
Produced by Dave Bell Associates, Inc.
51 min., color
Audience: General adult, parents groups, health
professionals

This film presents portraits of three teenage heavy
users of drugs and alcohol: Adam, 17; John, 15; and
Heather, 16. It documents the disastrous effects oftheir drug use on themselves, their families, their
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schooling, and their communities, in interviews and
as the episodes happened. When the film was made,
the three youngsters had become drug free.

The PCP Story (1976) 70025F
Produced by Film Tree Productions
26 min., color

Audience: General, health professionals and parapro-
fessionals, law enforcement
This film explores the drug problem of PCP (phency-
clidine) abuse. It presents facts about its effects, the
people who use it, and those who are trying to help
end the life-threatening emergencies caused by it.

Pills and Alcohol (Sedatives) (1979) 7637W
Produced by Post Time Print and Tape
25 min , color

Audience: General
Dr. Lawrence Wharton, a specialist in alcoholism
and drug abuse, describes the sedatives, including
alcohol, mild tranquilizers, barbiturates, "daytime
sedatives," and bromides. Dr. Wharton discusses the
length of action in the body of these drugs as well as
their combined sedative-stimulant effect. He stresses
that a user who loses control over any one of the
sedatives cannot control any others.

Pot (1982) 70062F
Produced by Gary Whiteaker Company, Inc.
29 min , color

Audience: General, young adult
David Ohlms, M.D., discussee marijuana's effects on
body systems. He describes the effects of THC, the
active principle in marijuana, on the brain and the
genital areas, then explores its possible effects on
neurons and neurotransmitters. He discusses distort-
ed perceptions related to marijuana, "flashbacks,"
and the motivational syndrome (loss of ambitions
and goals).
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Psychoactive (1976) 70026F
Produced by William E. Cohen
29 min., color
Audience: Senior high, college, adult
This film classifies drugs into five families, such as
stimulants and sedatives, and describes their effects
on the body. Nine different major body systems are
shown. Combining live action and animation, the film
explains how the body systems function and how
each drug may affect several systems. Vivid scenes
show possible dangers.

Reeding, Writing and Reefer (1978) 70339F and
70340F (two reels)
Produced by NBC News
52 min , color

Audience: General, parents

Edwin Newman narrates this documentary exploring
the rapid increase in marijuana use by American
youngsters. Two boys describe their marijuana use
and its marked effects on their lives. Although
children think marijuana harmless, evidence shows
that smoking can irritate the lungs, may cause
cancer, and can impair driving. The film shows the
illegal smuggling network stretching from Colombia
to the United States.

The following film is available from
FMS Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 4428
5520 East Montecito Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93140
Cocaine: The Highs and Lows (1986)
28 min., 16 min film or videocassette
This film explores the addiction process from begin-
ning throw", treatment and recovery. Dr. Mark
Gold's book, 800-Cocaine, comes with it free.
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CHAPTER 2

Why Young
People Take
Drugs

It got to where the reason I was doing them was because I
couldn't put them down.

Anthony, age 17

No one can adequately explain why
young people use drugs, although many people have
tried. Before examining some of the explanations,
let's hear from some students.

I was with my cousin once and she offered me a drag on a
joint. I guess I was curious. Later, I started using speed,
but I don't know why. I just hied it

Mary, age 15
I was always scared to smoke dope. But hie the first time
I tried it and nothing happenedI didn't die or freak out
the fear was gone.

Jenny, age 16
I had a big problem going from elementary to junior high.
I was fat and I had no friends. This kid in seventh grade
offered me some dope to smoke during lunch. He was the
only kid who'd talk to me. I'm not exactly sure what it
was, but I really got high. After that I tried all sorts of
stuff to get that same feeling.

Paul, age 17
I did it because everyone else was doing it. I figured why
not Besides, that was the only place I got accepted . . . by
the druggies. Then when my mom and dad got divorced, I
really got into drugs. I was tired of feeling bad all the time
bnause of my parents. Later when I was hustling, I used
to get beat up a lot, so that's when I got into acid . . . to
escape my problems.

Stan, age 16
I first started drinking at dances and parties in junior
high. When I went into high school, I wasn't a big man
anymore. School became pretty boring for me, so I started
doing pot, and went on up the ladder to coke and acid.

Bob, age 17
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I don't know why I started using drugs. It just seemed
him a good idea at the time. I guess there was nothing
else to do.

Tracy, age 15
I had no intention of using. I just wanted to try it.

Laurin, age 13

Examining the Reasons
It has been said that if students only

knew what they were letting themselves in for when
they abuse drugs, none in bis or her right mind
would ever touch them. Knowledge, however, is notthe same as wisdom. Consider how many people
continue to smoke cigarettes although they know
that it increases their chances of cancer and heart
disease. Simply telling kids about the effects of
drugs is not always enough to discourage them from
trying them, particularly after they have reached a
stage of development where they no longer accept
what their teachers and parents say as gospel. Kids
take drugs for a variety of reasons. The following
sections examine some of them.

Pleasure

One reason Why young people take
drugs is that drugs give pleasure; they make the user
feel good. Chronic drug abusers seek to gain plea-
sure and avoid the pain of withdrawal. When people
become dependent or addicted, these two factors can
produce compunction. As the drug abuser builds up
a physical tolerance to a particular drug, he or she
requires greater and greater quantifies to produce
the same high, or pleasurable experience. Unlike
most natural highs, such as the pleasure derived
from performing well on an examination or playing
one's best on a winning athletic team, the pleasure
from taking drugs does not last. In fact, after the
high ceases, the drug abuser usually experiences the
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opposite of pleasuredullness, emptiness, and some-
times discomfort. Nor is there any feeling of content-
ment, accomplishment, or fulfillment. The desire to
"feel good," often cited by adolescer 1. drug abusers,
points to the youngster's inability, to derive pleasure
in natural, more socially acceptable, and less harmful
Ways .

Peer Pressure

The desire to be accepted by one's
peers frequently becomes an important determiner of
kids' behavior about the time they leave elementary
and enter middle school/junior high. The statements
of students given at the beginning of this chapter
indicate the influence of friends and classmates,
particularly when kids experiment and begin using
drugs. Peer support of drug experimentation among
adolescents, therefore, probably reflects the increas-
ing importance of peer influence during this stage of
development.

Most initial drug use takes place,
researchers tell us, between the ages of 12 and 18.18
Preoccupation with the opinions of others, accept-
ance by others, having friends, and being found
attractive by the opposite sex, all are natural con-
cerns of adolescents. But these concerns also make
kids vulnerable. Those who are not emotionally
strong may succumb to negative peer pressures, to
the temptation of being welcomed to a new group of
friends, friends who make few demands except to
share their desire to use drugs. One research study's'
found that the best predictor of illicit adolescent drug
use is the school climate. Student drug use is
influenced by the amount of drugs used in a school,
the prevalence of drug-using behavior, and the de-
gree to which this behavior is acapted among the
drug user's social clique. Indeed, several studies28
indicate that association with drug-using peers (par-
ticularly close friends) during adolescence is one of
the strongeat predictors of adolescent drug use.
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Life Stress and Pain
For many youngsters, childhood and

adolescence can be a painful period. Simply experi-
encing the natural changes in the body, the mind,
and the emotions during adolescence can be difficult
enough. Add to this new roles in school and at home,
more responsibilities, emerging sexuality, and in-
creased expectations to do well in school and get
accepted to college or earn a scholarship, and it is
easy to appreciate the tremendous pressure adoles-
cents sometimes feel as they grow up. This pressure
can come not only from peers but from teachers andparents as well.

Another source of stress is family
dysfunction or simply not getting along with parents
or siblings. Feeling misunderstood or unappreciated
can result in unhappiness and depression. The inabil-
ity to cope with stress and unhappiness, then, may
lead some to seek escape from the pain of everyday
living by taking drugs, running away, or even at-
tempting suicide.

Youngsters who live in poverty as
well as those who live in affluence can become
unhappy and depressed. Those who are poor, how-
ever, may be subjected to additional stresses, such as
poor living conditions, no job, no spending money.
Minority and refugee youngsters often must cope
with stress caused by discrimination, inability to
speak English, and the frustration of trying to under-
stand and function in a different and bewildering
culture. Whether rich or poor, black or white, Asian
or Hispanic, or American Indian, almost all adoles-
cent drug abusers express a feeling of alienation,21 of
being out of place, of not belonging, of being
estranged.

In the minds of impressionable, vul-
nerable adolescents, almost anything can become
unbearably painful:

Failure to make the team
Being spurned by a member of the opposite sex
Divorce or separation of parents
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Farling a subject, or even a single test
Death of a parent or grandparent
Moving up to middle school/junior high or high
school and discovering that no friends are in any of
their dasses
Moving to a new town and school away from
Mends
Being left at home unsupervised by working
parents
Having an abusive or alcoholic parent.

The large numbers of immigrant and
refugee students born outside the United States
often must contend with additional stress factors,
such as the :following:

Not knowing how to get help during a crisis
iNicit 1?e_ing, able to make friends among American
studeiitC:,
FeelinkiiiiltY: about relatives or friends who died
or *ete'-,,liikii:),-0:4ind
Being lefeiniddenly without the comfort and secu-
rity of an extended family that consisted of par-
ents, grandparents, uncles, and aunts
Being expected to serve as the linguistic and
cultural translator of this new U.S. society for
their elders
Being expected by parents to obey the customs
and rules of their "old" society and by their
teachers and classmates to obey the customs and
rules of American society
Having little or no previous schooling in their
native country.

Experimentation

Most developmental psychologists
agree that curiosity and risk taking are vital to
healthy human growth and development. This need
to explore and test may lead a child or adolescent to
experiment with drugs. Many who experiment do
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not continue using drugs. But for those who do
experimentfor whatever innocent reasonsand
then become heavier users, the results can be harm-
ful to normal growth and development.

Rebelliousness

In contrast with experimentation, re-
searchers22 have found that drug abuse, especially in
early and mid-adolescence, is sometimes part of a
general pattern of rebelliousness and nonconforming
behavior. A wide array of personality traits, includ-
ing nonconformity to traditional values, a high toler-
ance for deviance, resistance to traditional authority,
a strong need for independence, and normlessness,
have all been linked to drug use.23 Many of these
same traits are associated with antisocial and delin-
quent behavior, and often precede drug use.

A Chemical Society

Everywhere they lookmovies, TV,
newspapers, home, and schoolyoung people en-
counter drugs: ads for medicines to dull pain; beer
commercials promising friends, success in athletics,
and good times; rock videos and movies glorifying
drug use; and almost daily media revelations that
professional athletes and other role models use
drugs. Society's ready acceptance of unprescribed
drugs such as aspirin, alcohol, and caffeine pills are
not lost on adolescents. They also note the truck
driver who uses amphetamines to stay awake at the
wheel and the housewife who needs barbiturates to
get to sleep after a hectic day. The message is clear:
"Everyone's doing it: you can, too."

Despite consistent findings" that
young people are influenced to use drugs by the
drug-using behaviors of adults, only recently have
drug abuse prevention campaigns been geared to
adults. Not only sports and entertainment celebrity
role models, but parents themselves have a signifi-
cant influence on their children's attitudes toward
the use of drugs. Indeed, some studies25 show that
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most parents of adolescents who are heavy drug
users are themselves heavy users of illegal drugs
and, often, alcohol. In general, whether or not an
adolescent's parents abuse drugs, his or her use of
drugs considered acceptable by the community
cigarettes, beer, or winewill precede use of sub-
stances the community considers unacceptable.26 Ac-
cording to some persons, regulations against any
kind of drug use, including cigarettes and alcohol,
therefore, should be enforced on school grounds; and
stores in the community displaying drug parapherna-
lia and magazines should be closed "because they
are an all too visible symbol of adult complacency
toward adolescent drug use."27

Low Self-Esteem and
Poor Life Attitude

If all the previously listed factors are
such strong incentives for young people to abuse
drugs, why, readers might wonder, don't more kids
use drugs? While most youngsters face many of
these common pressuresstress, pain, and peer and
societal influencesnonusers as a group seem to
possess a stronger self-concept. Along with a rela-
tionship among drug use, school problems, and fam-
ily dysfunction,29 studies also have noted a relation-
ship between low self-concept and drug use.

In a study of drug use among stu-
dents in six Boston area school systems, Smith and
Fogg29 found that adolescents who used marijuana
"did not feel capable, valued, and accepted." Con-
versely, Tessler, surveying junior high and high
school nonusers in California, found that such young-
sters regarded themselves as successful in school,
reasonably attractive, and well-liked. Tessler39 also
found that while drug users often said that they used
drugs because their friends were users, non-drug-
using students claimed their own "self-respect" was
more important than their friends' use of drugs.

A low opinion of self can be the
result of external or self-generated factors. Whatever
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its genesis, feeling unattractive, dumb, not likable,
incapable, unloved, and unworthy can turn the world
into a dull, boring, unhappy placea place where
exerting the energy to meet life's challenges does not
seem worthwhile, and where drugs offer a way out.

This apparent lack of any kind of
motivation except to get high that so many "drug-
gies" today exhibit may be their way of showing that
they have no confidence in themselves. Others react
to real or imagined rejection, abuse, and attacks to
their egos with counterattacks on parents, teachers,
and other authority figures. Such counterattacks can
take the form of vandalism, truancy, shoplifting, and
drug abuse. Some research has shown a defmite
relationship between drug abuse and all these of-
fenses, as well as poor school performance.31

Family Influences

In addition to parental drug-using be-
havior and attitudes toward drugs, the quality of
parent-child interactions is also related to a child's
use or nonuse of drugs. In particular, the following
characteristics were observed to be common to
families of drug-abusing adolescents:

Negative communication patterns, such as fre-
quent criticism, blaming, and lack of praise
Inconsistent and unclear behavior limits
Denial of the child's drug use
Unrealistic parental expectations
Family self-medication
Miscarried expressions of anger.32

School Factors

We do not know whether poor per-
formance in school causes drug use among students.
Certainly it commonly follows the onset of regular
drug use; and drug users appear to perform more
poorly in middle school/junior high and senior high
school than do nonusers.33 Some researchers have
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sought to show that first grade teachers' ratings of
antisocial behavior can be used as predictors of later
drug abuse." Whether or not this is valid, it is a fact
that students not committed to educational pursuits
are more blely to engage in drug use.35

The annual survey of American high
schod seniors by University of Michigan researchers
shows consistently that the use of hallucinogens,
cocaine, heroin, stimulants, sedatives, or tranquiliz-
ers is significantly lower among students planning to
attend college; and that drug users tend to be absent,
cut more classes, and generally perform more poorly
than nonusers." Clearly, what goes on at school has
a great deal to do with why kids take drugs; and the
fact that they do take drugs has a great deal to do
with what goes on at school.

So What?

Besides all the foregoing reasons for
drug abuse among young people, researchers have
posited scores of others from "to find out more about
one's self ' to "to improve sex." Most credible
reasors, however, probably can be subsumed under
the general headings used in this chapter. Neverthe-
less, the question remains, why should anyone care
why kids take drugs? Some people take the position
that regardless of the reasons they take them, no
real help can be given to drug abusers until they stop
using them, and that preoccupation with underlying
psychological and sociological factors only will serve
as a diversion from the task at handgetting drug-
abusing youngsters to stop and preventing potential
users from starting.

Proponents of this view feel that
schools and parents have been too lenient, that they
must take a firmer stance to forbid drug use, and to
punish transgressors. Others have pointed out, how-
ever, that understanding why kids abuse drugs will
help prevent as well as stop their use. Both views
seem to have merit; using both approaches may
therefore make the most sense.
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Akohol, Drugs . . . A Way Out (1976) 70323F
Produced by Sandler Institutional Films, Inc.
20 min., color
Audience: High school through adults; parents; par-
ticularly current heavy users of alcohol or drugs
The narrator challenges viewers by asking about
their attitudes toward drug-taking, and suggesting
that some attitudes indicate trouble ahead. Two
actors, portraying heavy users, oice their evasions;
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the narrator helps them begin to take constructive
steps in their lives. A segment called "The Wmner's
Game" shows how to overcome fears of insecurity
and change.

Alcohol and Drugs . . . Making the
Decision (1978) 70360F
Produced by Sandler Institutional Films, Inc.
36 min., color
Audience: Middle school/junior high through adults,
parents
Paul Williams and Meredith Baxter Birney show the
issues involved in making decisions about alcohol
and other drugs. Actors demonstrate how some
youngsters blame others for their problems while
nonactors tell their success in overcoming their own
drug problems. Ms. Birney discusses how to fight
fears and how to arrive at decisions. The narrators
stress, "There are no short cuts to feeling good."

Alcohol, Drugs or Alternatives (1973) 70282F
Produced by Sandler Institutional Films, Inc.
25 min., color
Audience: Senior high school and young adult
This film shows how young people may attempt to
deal with insecurity and inadequacy by taking drugs.
Christopher George and Tommy Smothers demon-
strate that a young person can make the difficult
effort to acknowledge and overcome destructive
feelings. The film stresses that young people can
help one another, and that satisfying alternatives to
drug use exist.

Almost Everybody Does (1970) 70041F
Produced by Wombat Productions
14 min., color
Audience: Upper elementary; general
Emphasizing that all people have good and bad
feelings, this film focuses on how people learn to
oope with these feelings. Scenes from an average
middle-class family give examples of copingrelax-
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ing with a martini, smoking, chatting, or taking an
occasional pill. The film asks, "When does a drug
that changes the way a person feels become harmful
or dangerous?"

Can a Parent Be Human? (1971) 70311F
Produced by Dimension Films. Part of "The Search-
ing Years" series
111/2 min., color
Audience: High school, parents
This film explores the question "How can parents
reach their children better?" In a spontaneous, in-
tense discussion, young people compare ways in
which parents frighten children with ways in which
they make successful contact. After a break for class
comments and activity, the film continues with a role
play in which a distant father attempts to come
closer to his son.

We Have an Addict in the House (1972) 70308F
Produced by Communications Foundation, Inc.
30 min., color
Audience: Youth, parents, general adults
In alternating sequences, teenagers talk about why
they used drugs, their alienation from their parents,
and their strong need to belong to a group. In turn,
their parents recount their shock at their youngsters'
addiction and their pain as they confront the reality
of their family situation. As the dialogues proceed,
the parents and teenagers gradually achieve under-
standing and reconciliation with one another.

Soft Is the Heart of a Child and Lots of Kids Like Us.
These two films (30 min each) are available from
Gerald T. Rogers Productions, 5225 Old Orchard
Road, Suite 23, Skokie, IL 60077.
Soft Is the Heart of a Child depicts the struggle of a
family to stay together under the stress of an
alcoholic father. A school counselor attempts to help
the children and their parents. The second film, Lots
of Kids Like Us, deals with a similar theme.
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Calling the Shots: The Advertising of Alcohol (1986,
30 min.) is available in 16 mm film or videocassette
from Cambridge Documentary Films, Inc., P.O. Box
385, Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 354-3677.
This high school and college-level film examines the
images used by advertisers to sell alcohol. It ana-
lyzes how the fears and needs of young people are
used to create the new young alcohol consumer; and
it demonstrates how some advertising deliberately
disguises the warning signs of problem drinking and
falsely links alcohol with those qualitieshappiness,
success, sexual fulfillment, prestige, athletic ability,
creativitythat its abuse diminishes and destroys.
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Anderson, Joan Webster. Teen Is a Four Letter Word
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Brenton, Myron. How to Survive Your Child's Rebel-
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Minn.: Winston Press, 1982.
Elkind, David. All Grown Up and No Place to Go:
Teenagers in Crisk Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wes-
ley, 1984.
F,rnaciari, Suzanne. How to Talk to Kids About
Drugs. Washington, D.C.: Potomac Press, 1980.
Meyer, Roberta. The Parent Connection: How to
Communicate with Your Child About Akohol and
Other Drugs. New York: Franklin Watts, 1984.
Novell% Joseph R. Bringing Up Kids American Style.
New York: A and W Publishers, 1981.
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CHAPTER 3

Whose Problem
Is It?

Whatever class I was in while I was high, the information
went right through my head. I wasn't paying attentionat all.

David, age 16
I'd smoke a couple of bolts before I'd leave the house,
catch a ride with a friend, and do some on the way to school.
We'd meet up in the smoking area and just not go to first
period if we knew where we could get some. When I went to
class I was so strong I didn't want to doany work. I would
crash out and sleep, or just raise hell.

Frank, age 17

Before a problem can be solved,
someone must take the responsibility for dealing
with it. Who should take responsibility for dealing
with drug and alcohol abuse among children and
youth? Whose problem is it? Is it a school problem?
Is it a police or public health issue that should be
addressed by the government? Clearly, the problem
belongs to all of us who are affected by itschools,
parents, students, and society. In sum, it is the
community-at-large that is affected by drug abuse;
and all segments of the community, including the
schools, must become involved in dealing with it.

Why Drug Abuse
Is a School Problem

"Why is it that the school is expected
to solve all of society's problems? Teenage pregnan-
cy, suicide, drug abuse, poor nutrition, low self-
esteemyou name it and we're supposed to cure it.
Well, I don't know about you, but I was hired to
teach algebra, not to play at being a psychiatrist."
Sound familiar? It is a legitimate question. Why
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should teachers be expected to deal with these
problems? What have such problems to do with
teaching algebra or any other subject? The short
answer to this question is they have everything to do
with teaching. First of all, teeaage pregnancy, sui-
cide, low self-esteem, poor nutrition, and drug abuse
may indeed be different facets of the same set of
problems that are closely related to each other and to
such other problems as class cutting, truancy, and
disruptive behavior. If students are unavailable for
instruction, either physically or mentally, teachers
cannot teach them.

Moreover, the negative effect that
one or two students nodding off or giggling at the
back of the room can have on the rest of the class
and on the teacher's attitude toward the class should
not be overlooked. Certainly parents have primary
responsibility for dealing with adolescent drug abuse,
but without the active involvement of schools, the
chances of successfully combating the problem are
considerably reduced. Consider that (1) virtually all
children and youth in the United States attend
school, (2) many students spend more waking hours,
each weekday in contact with teachers than with
their own parents, (3) schools have a profound effect
on the outlooks and attitudes of young people, and
(4) schools traditionally are concerned with the char-
acter as well ask the cognitive and physical develop-
ment of their students.

"All this may be true," one might
argue, "but aren't we opening a Pandora's box of
extra responsibility, work, and trouble for ourselves?
What if the student I report retaliates by scratching
up my car, or calling my home in the middle of the
night? What if my principal gets the idea that I can't
control my class? What if the student's family sues
me for making accusations I can't prove?"

Yes, these are possible consequences,
but their probability is low and the stakes are high.
Yes, there may be authorities who do not want to
acknowledge that a problem exists. But when a drug-
or alcohol-connected student death or other tragedy
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occurs, the school board will want to know why
someone did not try to head off the problem. More
importantly, teachers need to become involved be-
cause the very lives of their students may be at stake
and the viability of the schools' mission to prepare
young people to be responsible for themselves and to
gain the skills necessary to improve the quality of
their lives and contribute to society does hang in the
balance. Teachers cannot help but be involved.

The Parent Movement

The major responsibility for dealing
with adolescent drug abuse, of course, belongs to the
parents. All over the country parents are banding
together to combat drug and alcohol abuse. During
the last half dozen years they have developed major
initiatives at both national and local levels. Groups
like PRIDE (Parents' Resource Institute for Drug
Education), MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driv-
ing), and the National Federation of Parents for
Drug-Free Youth have lobbied successfully in many
instances for enforcing existing laws, raising the
legal drinking age to 21, and enacting tougher laws
against advertising and selling drug paraphernaha
The interest of the White House in the problem also
has lent impetus and strength to the movement. At
the local level, such groups often push for tougher
school regulations and policies against drug/alcohol
use, training programs for parents, treatment pro-
grams for kids, and vigorous drug prevention cam-
paigns in and outside the schools. The parent move-
ment today has built up a head of steam. Many
hard-fought political battles have made these groups
sophistimted and assertive. Parents can be effective
allies mad supporters of school perzonnel interested
in combating drug and alcohol abuse. They can help
run political interference, help supply resoarces, and
play the all-important cooperative role at honie in
providing consistency in rules and outlook.
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Students
Some of the school's most potentially

powerful allies are drug-free students who increas-
ingly are willing to fight against drag abuse among
their peers. Non-drug-abusing students do not enjoy
sitting in class with someone nodding off in the next
seat, or entering lavatories where marijuana smoke
accosts their senses, or being approached in the
corridor or outside the school by druggies soliciting
money for a hit, or being put in the uncomfortable
position of going against pressure by peers to use
drugs. Most of all, students are concerned about the
deaths of classmates from drunk driving, suicides,
and overdoses. Drug and alcohol abuse, therefore, is
very much a problem for students whether or not
they themselves use drugs.

Annual surveys of high school seniors
by the University of Michigan have indicated that
students have become more conservative in their
views regarding drug use. Thirty-two pea-cent of high
school seniors favored legalization of marijuana in
1979, for example. That percentage dropped sharply
to 19 percent in 1984.37

The importance of changing student
attitudes, in breaking down existing norms, cannot
be overestimated. The great majority of high school
seniors now have friends who do not approve of
using illegal drugs. More and more of these students
are willing to risk being labeled "nerds," "outs," or
"unpopulars." They are willing to speak out against
drug and alcohol abuse at their schools. Teachers
and other school personnel should encourage and
assist this new development. In the coalition to
combat drug and alcohol abuse, students are now
ready to take their place. They can act as peer
counselors, they can lobby against drug and alcohol
abuse, and they can work to change the norms
regarding teen drug and alcohol use in their school
community. Experience has shown, however, that
ongoing faculty support and encouragement are vital
to sustain effective student activism in this area.
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Goverment and
Community Agencies

Government and community agencies
also are important allies. Some, sucb as police and
health departments, tend to provide direct but nar-
row services because of their view of their missions.
Most drugs of abuse are illegal. Tnerefore the
enforcement role of police departments should be
clear-cut. Eut often it is not. Dkirict attorneys mpy
be hesitant to prosecute juvenile offenders. Juvenile
judges' case 'loads may be backlogged, thus n.aking
enforcement uneven or, at worst, neglected. This is
an area where parent groups can help by calling for
tougher laws, harsher penalties, and stricter enforce-
ment. Likewise, school/police/court liaisons must be
set up to ensure consistent and coordinated treat-
ment of particular offenses.

Ongoing interagency contact and co-
operation also are important in order to avoid turf
wars, cr arguments between schools and government
over respective areas of responsibility. Health and
social service departments, for example, may consid-
ee drug treatment and rehabilitation programs to be
their domain and question the schools' dabbling in
these areas. Schools often are quite happy to leave
this area of responsibility to those departments.
Nevertheless, some notable successes in cooperative
and joint responsibility in prevention, enforcement,
and treatment of drug abuse problems do exist
among schools and govermnent/community agencies.

Business
Business is concerned about student

drug abuse and is willing to assume its share of the
responsibility. For example, when the National Fed-
eration of Parents for Drug-Free Youth launched an
ambitious youth training project (REACH America)
to prepare young people to participate in drug
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prevention activities at school and in the community,
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Foundation helped
fund the effort

When the Education Commission of
the States asked several business leaders to advise
the group on the subject of education, the resulting
report reflected the private sector's concern that
millions of teenagers are "disconnected" from soci-
ety as a result of drug abuse, delinquency, pregnan-
cy, and other related problems. Unhice Nam at Risk
and other recent exhortations to the schools to raise
academic* standards and individual achievement, the
business report Action for Excellence calls for schools
not to neglect unmet social and human needs that
may be adversely affecting up to half the high school
population in some major U.S. cities. Again, the
message is clear: business has a stake in what goes
on in society and especially in the schools, and it is
willing to help.

The nature of business concern with
combating drug and alcohol abuse among the na-
tion's youth is reflected in the news that hundreds of
companies are setting up programs to combat drug
abuse among their own employees. "Illegal drugs,"
says Time Magazine, "have become so pervasive in
the U.S. workplace that they are used in almost
every industry, the daily companions of blue and
white collar workers alike."3$ Because the problem
seems to be most prevalent among younger workers
and because it costs them so much in lost productivi-
ty and health insurance, out of pure self-interest
business is anxious to help stop it before it starts.

How can educators tap this source of
help for their school? They can do what others do.
Ask the local Lions Club to reprint antidrug bro-
chures for general distribution. Ask the Chamber of
Commerce to establish a teen drug abuse prevention
committee to assist school and community efforts.
Seek funding for school projects from local or region-
al corporations. In short, unashamedly ask the busi-
ness community for help, and point to what so many
other businesses are doing throughout the country.

,
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Building Coalitions
Classroom teachers, counselors, ad-

ministrators, or other school employees need not, nor
should they, work alone. They can reach out to form
coalitionswith colleagues at school, with parents,
with community agencies and private businesses,
and with students. All that is required is a common
acknowledgment that drug abuse is a problem that
cannot be allowed to exist, that it can be dealt with
effectively if all segments of the community are
willing to work together. Each segment has some-
thing appropriate and useful to contribute. The
following chapters discuss what the school's contri-
bution is and how it can be made.

Resources

Who Is Affected
Alcohol and Your Unborn Baby. NIDA. Washington,
D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, n.d.
Blume, Sheila. Drinking and Pregnancy: Preventing
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Minneapolis: Johnson Insti-
tute, n.d. (20-page pamphlet available from Johnson
Institute, 510 First Avenue, North, Minneapolis, MN
55403-1607, 1-800-231-5165)
Franks, Lucinda. "A New Attack on Alcoholism."
New York Times Magazine, October 20, 1985.
Manatt, Marsha. Parents, Peers, and Pot. NIDA.
Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Goveriunent Printing Office, 1979.
Task Force on Education for Economic Growth.
Action for Excellence: A Comprehensive Plan to Im-
prove Our Nation's Schools. Denver, Colo.: Education
Commission of the States, 1983. (This report was
chaired by the governors of North Carolina and
Delaware and the chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee of IBM.)
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"Young Children of Alcoholics Target of Prevention
Program." ADAMHA NEWS 10, no. 1, January
1984.

Community Activities

Crowley, James F. Alliance for Change: A Plan for
Community Action on Adolesant Drug Abuse. Minne-
apolis: Community Intervention, 1984.
Manatt, Marsha. Parents, Peers, and Pot IL NIDA.
Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Public Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1983.
Task Force on Education for Economic Growth.
Action for Excellence: A Comprehensive Plan to Im-
prove Our Nation's Schools. Denver, Colo.: Education
Commission of the States, 1983.

Community Resources

Local affiliates of the following service organizations
may have information and materials available on
community efforts and drugs and alcohol:
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks (active in
Michigan on behalf of children of alcoholics)
Junior League (has an active community service
component; local groups may be involved with local
government and private education and prevention
efforts)
Kiwanis Clubs
League of Women Voters (materials provide informa-
tion on local laws and legislation dealing with drugs
and alcohol)
Lions Clubs (have a very active drug and alcohol
awareness program with booklets such as Dead at
Seventeen, PCP, Kids and Drugs, and The Battle
Against Pot, among others)

Local insurance companies may be able to provide
brochures produced by some of the large national
companies, or write directly to the following:



Advocacy Programs Division
Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Plaza North F-3
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 291-5624
(The Drunk Th-iver May Kill You)
glue Cross/Blue Shield
Public Relatiow;
550 12th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
(Think Before You Drink, pamphlet on drinking and
driving; It's up to YouWhat Parents Should Know
and Do About Drug and Akohol Abuse Among Chil-
dren, booklet about substance abuse for parents)
GEICO
GEICO Plaza
5260 Western Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20076
(There's a Killer Loose, pamphlet on drunk driving;
Teens, Akohol, Other Drugs and DrivingA Guide
for Parents)

Other local resources to check with for information
about what is happening in the community include
the following:
Hospitals and other treatment centers or clinics
Mental health associations
Public health departments
Police community relations officers
Churches, synagogues, and other religious institu-
tions with active community programs
Chambers of Commerce

Parent Programs/Activities

Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD)
669 Airport Freeway, Suite 310
Hurst, TX 76053
(817) 268-MADD
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Parents' Resource Institute for Drug Education
(PRIDE)

100 Edgewood Avenue, Suite 1216
Atlanta, GA 30303
800-241-7946
(404) 658-2548
National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free Youth
8730 Georgia Avenue, Suite 200
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 585-KIDS
The National PTA
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611

Student Groups

Students Against Driving Drunk (SADD)
do Robert Anastos
66 Diana Drive
Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481-3568



CHAPTER 4

Recognizing the
Problem

I think my mom knew because it was obvious. I always
came home and I'd barely speak to her. I didn't know what I
was saying half the time. But she just pretended she didn't
know. My teachers always knewI knew they knew. But
even if they had said something, I would deny it and lie and
swear I'm not.

Janet, age 15

Adolescence, the period when most
juvenile substance abuse occurs, is a period of
turbulence, rapid growth, and change. Adolescents
often behave strangely. How can school staff know,
then, if a student is abusing drugs? A good knowl-
edge of human growth and development, particularly
for the age group concerned, is essential. Depending
on the severity of the student's abuse, certain telltale
signs may become apparent.

Symptoms
The following are some basic ques-

tions school employees should ask themselves when
they are concerned that an individual student may be
abusing drugs:
1. Does the student have problems at school

truancy, class cutting, declining grades?
2. Its the student less interested in classroom and/or

extracurricular activities?
3. Has the student been dropping old friends or

been hanging out with new ones? Does the
student hang around with known or suspected
drug users?
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4. Has the student's personality changed notice-
ably? Are there unexpected mood swings?

5. Does the student exhibit unprovoked hostility or
frequently get into fights or vehement
arguments?

6. Has the student become less responsible, exhibit-
ing changed work habitsnot doing homework,
not turning in reports on time or doing them
sloppily, showing up late for class?

7. Has the student's reputation gone downhill with
friends, classmates, and teachers?

8. Has the student been involved with the law?
(Some of the same problems associated with
disruptive behaviorfights, extorting money
from other students, vandalismmay also be
responale for students' taking drugs. As a rule
of thumb, therefore, when you see a student who
is in trouble, look for other signs that may
indicate drug or alcohol abuse. One sign, howev-
er, does not always mean that such abuse is
occurring.)

9. Does the student vehemently defend the right to
drink or get high?

10. Does the student protest too much? Does the
student resist talking or hearing about alcohol or
drug abuse?

11. When talk of drugs occurs in class, does the
student exchange knowing glances with others,
giggling or laughing as if sharing a private joke?

12. Has the student's appearance changed dramati-
cally: complexion worsened, hair dirty and un-
kempt, clothes slovenly? Has he or she gained or
lost weight?

13. Does the student wear drug slogans or symbols
on shirts, belt buckles, or other articles of
clothing?

14. Do the student's notebooks, book covers, texts,
or yearbook reflect drug-related information or
doodling?



15. Does the student exhibit obvious signs of drug or
alcohol use, such as bottles, bongs, or
paraphernalia?

16. Do you detect visible or other signs about the
student, such as a change in the size of the
pupils of the eyes, hyperactivity or sluggishness,
strange smells on the breath or clothing, slurred
or incoherent speech?

17. Is the student always tired? Does the student
tend to want to put his/her head on the desk and
sleep at the back of the room, or nod off during
class?

18. Has the student's physical health deteriorated? Is
she/he pale or anemic-looking? Does she/he snif-
fle or cough a great deal? (Sleeping and eating
patterns may be affected.)

19. To your knowledge has the student's relationship
with members of his or her family deteriorated?
Is the student withdrawn from the family, stay-
ing in his/her room and coming out only to eat or
answer the telephone?

20. Does the student appear to be in a trance? (This
last and extreme manifestation of excessive drug
use over a prolonged period of time is sometimes
referred to as "burnout." Long before burnout
occurs, however, the more subtle symptoms
should become apparent.)

Denial

Parents are in a much better position
than teachers to judge many of these behaviors. But
they may not recognize the signs. They may work
and the student may work, and they may spend very
little time with each other. Indeed, teachers may
have more contact with an adolescent who is abusing
drugs and experiencing problems than the parents.
Even if the parents do notice the child's strange
behavior, they may not be able to admit to them-
selves that their child could be involved with drugs.
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Occasionally parents may become angry with others
for bringing this possMity to their attention. This
phenomenon is called "denial"; it can be found not
only among parents but among students and teachers
as well. In fact, denial can be a real impediment to
recognizing and acting upon drug abuse symptoms in
young people. Sometimes because of denial, people
simply do not bother to look for symptoms; and if
they do notice them, they rationalize them away.

In some cases, teachers may be hesi-
tant to "get a kid in trouble," particularly if the
student is likable, has not caused any trouble, or is
an important member of a team or club the teacher
coaches or advises. Part of this phenomenon may
stem from society's tendency to view drug abuse as
a moral issue rather than as a disease. If a student
had a compound fracture of the arm, however,
teachers would not hesitate to get the youngster to a
hospital, willingly or not. Drug abuse should be
considered in the same wayas an ailment for which
the afflicted person may not want treatment.

Telltale Signs

Education staff who have a general
concern that a student might be abusing drugs or
alcohol should look for further evidence. The follow-
ing are some additional signs suggested by profes-
sional drug and alcohol counselors:
1. Redness Around the Eyes. The harshness of mari-

juana smoke can irritate the skin and the eyes.
Users may wear sunglasses, stay in dimly lit
rooms, or use eye drctis to try to cover this up.
Teachers who have students in classes immediate-
ly after lunch, or after students have had opportu-
nities to leave the building or stay unattended in
lavatories or stairwells, should be particularly
vigilant for these signs.

2. Burns. Students may exhibit burn marks on the
thumb and index fingers and on the fingernails if
they hold the marijuana roach, or cigarette, with
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their fingers while trying to smoke it to the veryend.
3. Particles of Drugs. Particles of drugs often stickbetween or on the teeth, or on the clothing, orprotrude from the pockets of students who handlethem.
4. Matches and Ashes. Marijuana is hard to keep lit.As a result, users often carry large numbers ofmatches with them and may exhibit small white

ashes on their clothing.
5. Odors. Students may smell excessively, not of

strange smoke but of deodorant or aftershave
lotion. Often they will spray themselves, or the
area or room they have been using, to cover theodor of drugs.

6. Oral Hygiene. Frequent brushing of teeth, gar-gling, or use of breath fresheners or mints mayalso be an attempt to remove unpleasant tastesand to disguise telltale odors from drugs.
7. Unexplained Illnesses. Students may develop agenerally drowsy appearance, become tired and

say they do not feel well but do not know why.
School nurses should be on the lookout for suchstudents, who frequently will not want to see the
nurse. Those who abuse drugs and alcohol areusually more susceptible to illnesses such as fre-
quent colds, vomiting, and dizziness.

8. Feelings. Students may begin to hide their feel-
ings, which may result in emotional outbursts.

Once concern is aroused, it may behelpful to consult a checklist of factors that mayshed additional light on the probability that a young-ster is using drugs. For example, if some physical
signs have been observed, try to determine howmany of the following additional factors may beinfluencing the student's behavior:
1. Organic-Is there a known drug or alcohol abuse

problem in the student's family that may suggest
a predisposition to the problem?
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2. AffectiveDoes the student exhibit
low self esteem?
isolation?
impulsiveness?
negative feelings about school?
poor cognitive development?

3. BehavionzlDoes the student exhibit
poor self-discipline?

't antisocial behavior?
poor judgment in the selection of friends?
uninvolvement with extracurricular activities?

4. SocialDoes the student appear to be
in conflict with what is socially acceptable?
unduly influenced by peers?
a member of a disorganized and/or dysfunction-
al family?
influenced by poor role models?

Drug therapists often make use of
checklists containing hundreds of items in order to
determine if and to what extent youngsters may be
abusing drugs. The preceding list is a crude form of
such an assessment tool. Most of the items given
may be precursors of not only drug abuse but also of
delinquency, suicide, eating disorders, sexual promis-
cuity, or other self-destructive behaviors. Any school
employee who observes a student exhibiting a combi-
nation of several of these factors plus symptoms and
telltale signs mentioned earlier in this chapter may
be dealing with a very troubled youngster.

It is important to remember that
none of these symptoms definitely means that stu-
dents are using drugs. Adolescents can exhibit vari-
ous forms of strange behavior without being on
drugs. But when teachers feel strongly that one of
their students may be abusing drugs, they should be
prepared to do something about it. Many students in
drug rehabilitation programs have described to me
instances of coming to school drunk or getting high
in school and simply nodding off at the back of the
classroom with no one bothering them. These young-
sters were sure that their teachers knew they were
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under the influence of drugs but ignored their condi-
tion because they did not care or did not want to
become involved.

Teachers may be unsure, if they do
suspect drugs, about what, if anything, they should
do. They and all other school employees who suspect
that a student may be abusing drugs are obligated, if
not legally, then certainly ethically and professional-
ly, to do something about it. The question is, what
should they do? Chapter 5 discusses their role in the
intervention process as well as other ways in which
they can combat drug and alcohol abuse.

Resources

Adolescence and Depression, National Institute on
Mental Health. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of
Public Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
1984. Stock No. 017-024-01237-8, ADM 84-1337.
(A packet of simply stated, nontechnical information-
al material about adolescent conflicts and their rela-
tionship to depression and suicide)
How Can I Tell If My Child Is Using Drugs? Parents'
Resource Institute for Drug Education (PRIDE), 100
Edgewood Avenue, Suite 1216, Atlanta, GA 30303
(800-241-7946 or 404-658-2548)
Miller, Mary S. Child Stress: Understanding and
Answering Stress Signals of Infants, Children, and
Teenagers. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday and Co.,
1982.

Schwartz, Richard H. "Frecuent Marijuana Use in
Adolescence: What Are th Signs, Stages?" NASSP
Bulletin 69 (1985): 103-8.
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CHAPTER 5

Attacking the
Problem

I had one teacher. . . . she really deep-down cared about
me. She knew I was getting high and she asked me about it.
I was very upset. But she's the only person during my us-
ing that I ever apologized to because I realized this is the
first person who has ever really cared about me. She's the
one that got me to thinking. I backed off for a little while.
But it got worse because everything seemed to pile up
when I wasn't using.

Loretta, age 16

Successfully combating drug and al-
cohol abuse in a school requires that a number of
pieces fit into place. The school administration and
faculty must acknowledge that a problem may exist.
The entire staff should understand the deleterious
effects of drugs and alcohol on the students and on
the school. The entire staff also should be familiar
with the symptoms of drug and alcohol abuse, and be
willing, within the appropriate limits of their roles, to
become involved in helping kids in trouble.

The Role of the Teacher

When confronted with student drug
and alcohol use, most teachers are not sure what
they can or should do. Often they feel powerless and
alone. As a result, they may do nothing. They may
ignore students who do not disrupt the class or
remove from class those who are boisterous or
unrulyneither of which may be an effective course
of action. There are, however, some very specific
steps that teachers should take in dealing with
student drug use. They should-
1. Express their concerns to the student.
2. Notify the parents of their concerns.
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3. Consult with and/or refer to appropriate staff.
4. Participate as appropriate in the intervention plan.

Talking tO the Student

While the responsibility for combat-
ing drug abuse in the school should tr. shared among
administators, counselors, and teachers, it is the
teacher who, because of daily contact with students.
will generally come up against the problem first.
When a student's symptomatic behavior arouses the
teacher's concern, the first step should be to talk to
the student, express concern, and offer help: "I'm
really worried about you, John. Your behavior seems
different. Would you like to talk about what's going
on? Have you been getting high? You know, if you'd
like to get some help, I'd be willing to work with you
or to put you in touch with people who can help." In
the absence of a trusting relationship, do not be
surprised if the student initially macts bv denying
that anything is wrong. Never initiate such a discus-
sion, however, if the student appears to be under the
influence of drugs or alcohol. The telltale signs,
other than those of alcohol intoxication, are glazed
eyes, extreme lethargy, sleepiness, or extremes in
mood such as giggling, crying, and hostility. Depend-
ing on the school's policy, such students should be
sent directly to the health room or office. When you
next see the youngster be sure, howera, to express
concern and offer help. Do not simply assume sccue-
one else will take care of the problem or has done so.
Check with the office or health room to see what, if
any, followup has occurred.

Teachers who are not comfortable
about asking if the student is taking drugs should
simply express concern over the noted behavior and
tell the student they are ready to help. Subsequently,
however, they should be prepared to bring up the
question of drug use, especially if the behavior
continues or worsens. Avoiding the topic does no one
any good. In fact, it may encourage the drug taking
since silence enables the youngster to continue abus-
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ing drugs without being hassled. In this way, t.L.ach-
ers, as well as parents and friends, may unwittingly
contribute to the student's drug problem.

When working with students from
other cultures, particularly limited-English-speaking
refugees, be sensitive to and aware of cross-cultural
differences in communication and interpersonal be-
havior. In general, follow this advice:

Use a bilingual staff person whenever available to
check the cultural appropriateness of your ap-
proach.
Give students title to build trust before making a
direct appeal to them or their parents.
Be aware of the need of some students (particular-
ly Southeast Asian refugees) for more formal
structure and one-to-one interaction with authority
figures-
Do not interpret refugee students' "shyness" as
dishonesty or resistance to authority.
Do not allow the student to play the school off
against the parent.
Make sure that students do not become dependent
on you and that they can take ownership for their
own decisions.

Talking to Parents
A second important step is to talk to

parents. Here again, teachers may be troubled by the
prospect of bearing bad news or making an accusa-
tion without being certain of its accuracy. Just as
with the student, however, it is important to remem-
ber to express concern, not accuse, and offer to help,
not threaten. Likewise, teachers may not wish to
mention drug involvement initially unless the stu-
dent's condition is extreme and obvious, but they
certainly should mention it soon if the behavior
persists. At first, it may be enough to express
concern, describe the behavior, and inquire if the
pr rent has noticed it too. A suggestion to consult a
physician or counselor might also be made. Of
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course, the teacher need not always be the one who
contacts the parents. Counselors and administrators
can and should do so as well. In some schools, they
may prefer to do so. But contact must be made, and
frequently the parent will want to speak with the
teacher who observed the behavior.

Remember, even if parents resist the
initial offers of help and expressions of concern, the
effort must be made and made again. Nor should
teachers be deterred because of fear about legal suits
for making false accusations. Expressions of concern
made by school personnel about students' possible
drug involvement or the act of reporting students
who appear to be under the influence of drugs
generally are not considered actionable as long as
school personnel act in good faith and show reason-
able cause by citing observed behaviors.

More often than not, however, the
parents may be feeling alone, confused, and guilty.
The call from the school, whether from a teacher,
counselor, or principal, may be just what they need-
ed to motivate them to seek professional help. Just
as frequently, parents may not be aware of the
extent of the problem or they may simply expect the
school to solve it. Their active involvement in deal-
ing with the problem, of course, is vital. If they are
not notified, however, they cannot be brought into
the process.

Talking to Colleagues

Just as with parents, other teachers
or school staff members also may have been con-
cerned about the student but have said nothing until
approached by someone with a similar concern. It is
important, therefore, to consult with colleagues who
have contact with the student. Once alerted by a
concerned staff member, a counselor or assistant
principal usually coordinates the comparing of notes
on a particular student.

Some schools favor a more formal
approach to identifying and dealing with student
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drug problems. They may designate a committee or
team of professionals to receive all staff referrals of
suspected drug abuse, and to conduct a preliminary
assemment of a youngster's problem to determine if
sufficient evidence exists for referral to a profession-
al drug specialist for a formal assessment. This
approach relieves individual teachers of the responsi-
bility of confronting students and notifying parents.
The "preassessment team" does it instead. The
team often consists of a drug counselor, a teacher,
the school nurse, and sometimes an administrator
and student. Membership varies from place to place,
but in most cases all members of the group receive
special training, and at least one member receives
advanced training in chemical substance abuse and
preassessment techniques.

Because the behaviors associated
with drug and alcohol abuse may also occur in
connection with other problems, some schools use
this centralized preassessment and referral process
for dealing with any number of student problems,
academic as well as behavioral, rather than focusing
exclusively on drug abuse. Teachers and other staff
are asked only to identify and document behaviors of
concern. The preassessment team meets with the
student, and often the parent as well, to determine if
the problem can be dealt with at school sur if referral
for professional help is warranted. For example, a
first-time offender caught in a school lavatory accept-
ing a drag on a friend's marijuana cigarette may be
issued a stiff punishment and given appropriate drag
abuse information, while a longer-term user of drugs
whose school and home situations have clearly dete-
riorated as a result of drugs would be referred to a
professional assessment and rehabilitation program
in the community. In general, then, the school needs
to make an assessment that is adequate to make a
sensible decision about the next most appropriate
course of action.

Like the committees mandated by
federal and stqte legislation on handicapped students,
such teams may also recommend specific school
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program adaptations for students. It is not a good
idea, however, to use the same committee that deals
with special education for drug abuse and other
behavioral problems unless the student is otherwise
handicapped. Currently, drug dependency is not con-
sidered a handicapping condition under provisions of
Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handi-
capped Children Act, although recent attempts have
been made in federal court to have this condition
included in the federal law to guarantee such young-
sters an individual education program specially de-
signed to address their drug dependency.

In general, centralLed preassessment
and referral teams may be a useful way to organize a
school's resources to respond to the problem of
student abuse of alcohol and drugs. Great care
should be taken, however, that such teams do not
serve to encourage non-team members of the school
staff to neglect or abandon their responsibilities to be
vigilant and reach out to students in distress. The
use of a school preassessment and referral team
should not relieve teachers of the responsibility to
take the steps outlined earlier in this chapter. It
simply should make it easier for them to consult with
and refer students to appropriate colleagues in the
school.

Referring and Helping the Student
Finally, teachers need to remember

that they are not trained therapists or drug treatment
professionals. The planning and implementation of
an intervention program is the responsibility of the
school's or the school system's pupil services team,
or of the appropriate community agency or private
pracfifioner. Teachers may be asked to provide
information or help convince students to avail them-
selves of needed help. In less severe situations, a
teacher or other staff member may be asked to
participate in a support group for a student who
needs help in coping with everyday problems. Such a
group may be composed of a teacher, a counselor,
and some "straight" friends of the studenteach
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person being available to talk to or provide encour-
agement when necessary. Students who have
stopped using drugs may also require such a support
group to help them remain drug free. Helping young
people discontinue the use of drugs can be extremely
difficult, and each case is different. Therefore, refer-
ral to the counselor, the principal, the nurse, or
designated others who can act as liaison with appro-
priate professionals is essential.

Helping Versus Enforcing
A frequent source of frustration and

confusion for school staff is the apparent conflict
between the helping role and the enforcing role.
Actually, botn roles are appropriate and compatible.
Students who ree afraid to seek help from a teacher
because they link the adult will "narc" on them
should receive a careful explanation: if they seek
help from the teacher, confidences (within limits) can
be kept; but if they come to school in possession of
drugs or under their influence, the teacher will not
hesitate to report them.

What, then, should be the limits of
the confidence that a teacher should maintain? Ceen-
eeally speaking, if a student comes to the teacher for
Lap sincerely wanting to stop using drup, the
teacher should mainb..n confidences about past drug
incidents so long at they do not condnue to occur
and the teacher is convinced that the youngster is
making a good Lith effort and agrees to get help.
Individual school policy will determine specific die-
cretion in this regard, however; teachers should
check with their principals first to determine what
confidences 11-4e.,y are authorized to keep and under
what circtee ences. (See Appendix D for a sample
policy on coniidentiality.)

E:aergencies
Sometimes students who abuse drugs

have severe psy ehological and physical reactions to
the aicals they put into their bodies. "Bad trips,"
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or paranoia, panic, depression, hallucinations, and
illusions, can lead to suicide or aggressive and
bizarre behavior." Long after the student has taken
drugs such as PCP or LSD, a "flashback," or
recurrence of the hallucinations and illusions, is
passible. The real danger of a bad LSD trip is that
the user, having lost touch with reality, will be
injured by jumping out a window and expecting to
float on air or by walking in traffic and expecting to
be shielded from the impact of an oncoming truck.40

Severe negative effects of PCP in-
clude disorientation, anxiety, paranoia, hyperexcit-
abit-iy, hallucinations, feelings of impending doom
and death, and violence.° Psychosis, a serious men-
tal disorder characterized by personality disorganiza-

n, fragmented thoughts and feelings, and delu-
sions and hallucinations, may develop within days of
:?Idng PCP. Here again, a danger exists that the
user may be harmed because of a lack of good
judgment. The anesthetic properties of the drug can
cause the user to feel invulnerable to pain or serious
injury, and to have delusions of great strength. At
the same time, the PCP user may feel threatened by
classmates and teachers who can appear as demons
or monsters. In this state, the student may be
dangerous to both self and others.

Cocaine, too, can cause a form of
paranoid psychosis consisting of the halluciriation
that insects or snakes are crawling under or on the
skin. The use of amphetamines also can produce this
kind of hallucination as well as depression and
delusions.° And long-term barbiturate use may re-
sult in paranoia and violence, as may the long-term
use of alcohol or hashish, although not usually wh,
used alone.43

The chances of a student experienc
ing such a violent reaction to drugs or alcohol while
under a teacher's supervision are slight. Neverthe-
less, teachers should be prepared since it could
happen. The following suggestions may help:
1. Stay calm; do not raise your voice, express anger,

or in any way threaten the student.
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2. Immediately notify the office to call for emergen-
cy help (police, paramedics, fire-rescue squad, or
ambulance) and for help to physically restrain the
student if needed.

3. Try to keep the class quiet, or if possible, remove
the stadent to a quiet nonstimulating environment
while waiting for professional help."

4. Speak calmly and try to reassure the student that
no one intends any harm.

Ask the student how much and what drugs have
been taken. This information will be useful to the
mKtical staff in determining how to treat the stu-
d mt. The primary concern should be to keep the
,oungster from doing harm to self and others, and to
get professional help immediately. If the student
reacts in a negative or frightened manner, stop
talking and back off.

The Role of the Principal

No discussion of the teacher's role in
combating student drug abuse is useful without
noting the tone-setting impact of the principal. Prin-
cipals must not only une,- (-stand and approve of the
basic steps of the teache; intervention process, they
must encourage and support faculty members as
they implement them. This means that prir cipals
must take a leadership role by (1) providing or portu-
nities at meetings and workshops for faculty to
discuss drug use and rules, and teachers' roles in
combating drug use; (2) publicizing to students,
parents, and others that teachers are legitimately
empowered to communicate their concerns to both
students and parents; (3) providing professional per-
sonnel to whom teachers may refer students in need
of counseling or other help; and (4) following up with
students and/or parents when teachers feel they have
fulfilled their responsibilities and can do no more.
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Other School Interventions
In addition to constructive and caring

confrontation with students and parents, there are
other interventions that schools have found effective.
Group counseling sessions designed to screen for
drug-related problems can be effective if well struc-
tured and run by a trained counselor. Some schools,
however, have found that simply giving students
opportunities to meet in small groups to "rap" is
useful even if the adult leader is not a trained
counselor. Such support groups can help students
work through problems, find support from peers to
stay "straight" and refuse drugs, cope with an
alcoholic or abusive family situation, or stay off
drugs after treatment. (See Chapters 6, 7, and 8 for
additional information on support groups.) Other
approaches have assigned kids to a form of in-school
suspension where they spend one or more days each
week in a drug education class learning about why
they might be using drugs and how to stop.

Students who have received training
as peer counselors and/or in drug abuse prevention
can be effective in convincing their drug-abusing
classmates to seek help. One strategy, for example,
is to set up a drop-in center in a corner of the
cafeteria, staffed by trained students. Posters and
announcements publicize the availability of student
volunteers to help kids with any problems or ques-
tions they might have: from concerns about a broken
locker to getting help for a drug problem. The
volunteers are given automatic access to a counselor
and an assistant principal in case of need. During one
such project conducted by a high school during the
first 30 days of a new school year, a number of
potential and current drug users referred themselves
to other students who connected them with profes-
sional help. The drop-in center also functioned as a
way of publicizing and enlisting volunteers for
groups such as SADD (Students Against Driving
Drunk) and other student-sponsored antidrug activi-
ties at the school.
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Training and Mobilizing

In most schools some staff members
who are more interested in and committed to work-
ing on the drug problem than others can provide
leadership in this area. Ideally, others can rally
around or receive support and encouragement from
these individuals. This "core group" should include
Rt least one administrator and counselor iu addition
to teachers. Some groups include parents and stu-
dents as well, depending upon how much experience
the school has had working cooperatively with these
constituencies. If possible, specialized training should
be provided for this group, and subsequently more
basic workshops for all staff. A number of groups
around the country conduct such training. They wi;1
either come to the school, or staff or core groups can
be sent to them for intensive training.

School-Community Action Teams

One way of mobilizing to attack a
school's drug and alcohol problem is to form a team
of interested and committed persons representing
teachers, students, adminish-ators, counselors, other
school employees, and the community-at-large (such
as a member of the clergy, a police officer, or a
rescue squad technician). The team representing a
school-community coalition then undergoes intensive
training, sometimes at a site away from the school,
for about a week. Participants learn about drugs,
their effects, why kids abuse them, and how to
intervene and prevent student drug abuse. At the
same time the team develops an action plan for
dealing with the problem in their school and
community.

In Maryland the state education de-
partment has made small grants available to individ-
ual high schools and their feeder middle school/junior
high and elementary schools to help pay for consul-
tants, materials, transportation, and other expenses
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associated with establishing these school-community
action zeams. Local school boards often supplement
the team expenses, and community fundraising also
helps pay pat of the costs of implementing the
action plan. Most plans involve a variety of preven-
tion activities, some student early intervention such
as peer counseling, and training activities for the rest
of the staff and for groups at feeder schools.

School Teams

Another training model with similar-
ities to the school-community action team is the
"School Team." Funds to implement this model
come from matching grants by the Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Education Program of the U.S. Department of
Education. The goal of this approach is to help
schools prevent and reduce drug abuse and associat-
ed destructive behaviors such as poor school perfor-
mance, truancy, violence, vandalism, and dropping
out. The grant is used (1) to help the school team
develop a cooperative approach to school governance
in which the entire school community assumes own-
ership of problems and takes part in their solutions,
and (2) to help create and maintain a positive school
climate to reduce destnictive behaviors.

Residential training at a regional cen-
ter is followed by back-home field training and
technical assistance by consultants from the regional
training center. As with the school-community action
team, the school teamwhich consists of administra-
tors, teachers, counselors, and a parent or other
community member also prepares an action plan for
implementation. Student membership and involve-
ment may come later as the school and team wish.
The focus of this approach, however, is definitely on
school staff.

The residential training includes the
following:
1. A basic understanding of alcohol and drug abuse

and related disruptive behaviors, their causes and
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manifestations, and the current scene with respect
to alcohol and drug abuse and related disruptive
behaviors, and smoking

2. An understanding of young people and how they
learn and develop their needs and expectations

3. Skills and experience in responsive educational
approaches, such as communication, personal
awareness, group process, and classroom man-
agement

4. A basic sensitivity to other cultures, lifestyles,
social concepts, and mores

5. A basic understanding and overview of a variety
of program strategies for prevention of substance
abuse

6. Experience in interdisciplinary team building and
working together as a cohesive unit

7. Skills in program planning and management,
including needs assessment, identification of
resources, techniques for developing a widespread
support base, planning, management, and eval-
uation

8. A basic understanding of the school and school
system as an organization, and of the management
of organizational change.

In addition to implementing action
plans that include training for colleagues and par-
ents, counseling for kids, fundraising, and resource
mobilization, school teams emphasize positive school
governance and climat. They also focus on commu-
nication skill building, and problem-solving and con-
flict resolution workshops, as well as school policy
revision. The involvement of school principals on the
team promotes the sharing of decision making and
greater consultation with staff around these and
other issues.

As of this writing, over 4,000 school
f:eams from small and large, urban, suburban, and
rural schools throughout all regions of the nation
have been trained dn. ough one of the five regional
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ceuters listed at the end of this chapter. On a more
economical scale, staff from local drug treatmer:
centers, hospitals, or health departments often are
willing to conduct workshops for school staff free of
charge. These workshops may focus on recognition,
intervention, and referral. The opportunities for
training are numerous. As with any new educational
resource, however, previewing and screening a pro-
gram before using it make good sense. This can be
done by talking to people who have heard speakers
or participated in training programs to find out if
they will meet your particular needs.

The School Survey

Before determining the school's ac-
tion plan, either the administration or a concerned
group should take stock of the school's strengths and
weaknesses. Many schools have found that a simple,
anonymous survey of students' attitudes toward and
use of drugs is a helpful way to determine present
conditions in the school. The survey may be expand-
ed to include related areas of concern such as safety,
race relations, and staff and student morale. An
example of the type of questions asked: "I smoke
marijuana more than once a week.True or False."
Or, "Most of my friends use drugs during school
hours.True or False." The state of Maryland
conducts such a survey every two years and shares
the results with local school officials. Information
gathered from a school survey can also be supple-
mented by statistics from police and from school
suspension or serious incident records.

From these data, areas of need can
be identified rather easily. For example, if a signifi-
cant percentage of students in a school indicates that
they regularly smoke marijuana, or that they are
aware of students stealing or extorting lunch money
from others. that school has a problem. In any event,
the school's action plan should be a response to an
assessment, either formal or informal, of the school's
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needs. Generally speaking, teachers, students, and
parents, as well as administrators, should have a
voice in determining that plan.

Working as a Team

The people, conditions, and factors
influencing a youngster's drug abuse may be so
intermeshed that alterint vine part of the picture
without adjusting the ott,'.1 may prove ineffective. If
the school decides to I:4:4 action without involving
the family, the primary fa:tence on the student's
life, its attempts probably wü be fruitless. Alone, no
one person or group can solve the problem. Each can
take some steps to initiate the helping process, but
everyone who affects the student's life must work
together to develop a comprehensive response to
deal with a youngster's drug problem. Within the
school, teachers, admidistrators, counselors, coaches,
all other employees, and students must cooperate.
Schools in turn must involve parents as full partners.

In the community at large, individ-
uals and groups already concerned and working on
problems such as drunk driving, "head" shops, and
law enforcement should be enlisted to help lobby
government for appropriate treatment facilities and
services for adolescents.

In a number of communities, existing
social service or mental health agencies may be
trying to deal with the problem on their own. They
can no more do this alone than can the schools.
luteragency cooperation also is a necessity. In Mont-
gomery County, Maryland, for example, a joint
project of the schools and the county health depart-
ment, PACT II, uses drug counselors to work with
students in need. These professionally trained thera-
pists do an in-depth assessment of students referred
to them by school personnel, parents, or the police
and juvenile courts to determine (I) if they have a
drug problem, (2) the severity of the problem, and (3)
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the appropriate kaid of treatment needed. The
PACT LI counselors then assist the student, as well
as the parents and siblings if they feel it is a family
problem, to identify and recei treatment from
pc:rfichiar hospitals, detoxification centers, thera-
pists, or drug Iymtment centers as required. In
certain instances, however, they may simply work
with families, students, and school personnel to
develop an in-school program or a combination of
outside family therapy with in-school followup activi-
ties. At times these therapeutic counselors must
counsel with the student, parents, and siblings to get
them to the point where they realize they are in need
of help and agree to accept treatment. In some cases,
the school can help by refusing readmit students
unless they eater a :2:eatment progr.

A similar interagency approach is
used by the Westchester (New York) CourA=.7 Depart-
ment of Community Mental Health and local school
systems with which it places Student Assistance
Counselors. A description of this program is included
in Chapter 6.

Disciplinary Regulations
and Policies

Rules

Many persons believe that the best
way to combat student drug abuse is for schools to
establish and vigorously enforce strict rules regard-
ing possession, use, and distribution of drugs. Fear
of strict and immediate consequences, not concern
for some future health impairment, they argue, will
deter student drug use. Experience does show that
any comprehensive plan to combat student drug and
alcohol use in schools should include logically formu-
lated rules with firmly and consistently enforced
consequences. The more clearly and frequently com-
municated the rules, the more effective they will be.

8 4
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A number of students, because they fear getting
caught, may never begin to use drugs in the first
place. Strict rules and close monitoring of bath-
rooms, stairwells, and school grounds, however, may
result in driving many others elsewhere to use drugs.
Weekend "partying" at unsupervised homes or shop-
ping centers, as well as before and after school use
of drugs, remains an inviting option for drug-abusing
students.

Specific consequences will vary from
school district to school district, depending upon
state law, local sentiment, and the seriousness of the
problem. Many schools impose mandatory three- to
five-day suspensions for students caught under the
influence and/or in possession of drugs. Since most
drug possession is illegal, many schools also notify
the police when they have proof of poesession.
Students caught distributing drugs and/or repeatedly
using or possessing them may be expelled. In many
schools, however, drug abuse rules are not consis-
tently or regularly enforced.

Enforcement

The zeal with which rules are en-
forced may be related to how recently the local news
media publicized the problem or a tragedy such as a
student death from overdose or drunk driving oc-
curred in or near the community. To be effective,
however, enforcement must be ongoing and consis-
tent regardless of whether drug abuse happens to be
a "hot issue" in the school or community at the time.
Additionally, public schools must be careful to ex-
tend due process rights to all students and not to
exclude them from school on suspicion alone. If a
student claims illness and denies drug use, the school
can usually do little in the absence of other proof.
For this reason, it is most important not to rely
solely on enforcement of disciplinary measures. A
balanced approach is best Students cannot ?ways
be forced into treatment as a condition for reu:imis-
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sion to school, although it should be noted that most
students who are heavily into drugs usually must be
coerced in some way or other to enter treatment.

An important component of the en-
forcement effort in many high schools is the use of
security assistants to monitor bathrooms, parking
lots, stairwells, smoking areas, and halls. Although
the use of such ancillary staff may help reduce the
opportunity for students to use drugs on or around
school premises, it does not, of course, solve the
drug abuse problem.

School rules should make it easy for
a student needing help to seek it without fear of
reprisal. When a student seeks help from a teacher
or counselor, disciplinary consequences need not be
imposed. Discretionary privilege and maintenance of
confidentiality may be reserved to school counselors.
Teachers, nurses, and administrators also should be
able to exercise these privileges, since students may
not want or be able to seek out their counselor. In
most instances, however, it makes mon, sense not to
go beyond a promise of immunity from punishment
for past offenses, and thus be free to share informa-
tion with colleagues, parents, and treatment
specialists.

Policies

A good number of school systems
have drug and alcohol abuse policies. Many of these
policies, however, are general statements framed
several years ago. A school system that does not
have a policy should form a committee of teachers,
administrators, counselors, parents, and representa-
tives of the community agencies to frame one for the
board of education's consideration. Likewise, any
system whose policy was formulated more than five
years ago should appoint a committee to review it.
Well-thought-out, comprehensive school policies as-
sure fair and consistent treatment and quality of
service to students. They also clarify roles so that
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teachers will be certain about what actions they
should undertake. (See Appendix D for an example
of a state board of education policy on alcohol and
other drugs.)

A good drug policy should include
the following:

The rationale or need for a school policy
The relationship of drug use to other antisocial
behaviors
The commitment of the school to work with
parents and the community at large to deal with
the problem
The commitment of the board of education to
openly acknowledge any drug problem that may
exist without any prejudicial effects on the school
admInistration or staff
Specific prevention and intervention procedures
beginning in the elementary school
Rules and consequences along with procedures for
communicating these to students and parents
Confidentiality, counseling, student peer involve-
ment, and enforcement steps
The assignment of specific roles to various job
positions within the school
The school's relationship with outside agencies
such as police and social service departments.

Ta lie a Stand!

It does no good to be able to identify
the problem if neither teacher nor school is ready
and able to deal with it. When teachers have identi-
fied a student they feel may be abusing drugs, they
should express concern and willingness to help the
student and parent, and discuss it with the school
nurse and/or the administrator designated to deal
with this matter. Their goal should be to put a stop
to the abuse for the protection of other students in
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the school and for the benefit of the abusing student,
and to refer the student for help. Ignoring the
problem will not solve anything and would be

esponsible.
In addition to the steps outlined earli-

er, lchers and all school employees can also help
com , the drug problem in their school and commu-
nity tanding up and being counted. For example:
I. Let know that you do not approve of

abusing cvs and alcohol. Let your students
know in e, discussions or in casual conversa-
tion that y- imequivocally oppose the use of
drugs are. , by youth. If you do not say
anything :t..;..'erv.s r.d thers may assume that
you are i C trr P:4 even that you approve of
such praL. Wnether you teach geography,
health ethIcation, algebra, American literature, or
fifth grade, sooner or later the opportunity will
arise to let your s:utients know exactly where you
stand.

2. Be sure that your prricipal and other school
administrators undereb.nd that you are concerned
about childhood and adolescent substance abuse.
If your school has a drug policy, let it be known
that you expect it to be enforced. If your school
does not have a drug policy, urge your colleagues
to join you in calling for the development of one.

3. At budget time and at other times of the year, let
your school board and other elected community
leaders know that resources for dreg education,
prevention, and intervention, an. well as staff
training, should be made availc!Ae.

4. If your school still provides student smoking
area.:, argue against them. Such zreas send the
wrong message to youth. They alco put their
health at risk. Studeats often use the:,e areas to
pass and use drugs.

5. Work with colleagues, parents, and others to
establish a compi ehensive plan to deal with drug
use in your schuci, inc. Iding
a. Training of staff
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b. Formulation of procedures for identification and
referral of drug abusers

c. Establishment of both in-school and community
early intervention and support programs

d. Access to community counseling and treatmen1
resources

e. Implementation of awareness prevention, and
education programs

f. Equitatee and ongoing enforcement of rules and
regulations.

sumxuary, while school personnel
should not be expected to function as drug abuse
counselors, nor should schools become treaiment
centers, both the school and the teacher have an
important role to play in combating dra.g abuse. This
and previous chapters have examined some identifi-
cation, intervention, referral, and support functions
appropriate to the school. Ensuring that students are
referred to suitable assessment, cothFael'aig, and
treatment services is a legifimate role for the school.
The following chapter examines another important
role for school involvementpi-el? Intion.

Resonrces

Assessing Drug Abuce Problems

Adolescent Assessment Project
919 Lafond Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55104
(612) 642-4029
This project has prepared an assessment model for
determining the degree of drug dependence and
designing clinical interventions for adolescents 12 to
0. It consists of a number of questionnaires aad

interview schedu for use by a trained chemical
abuse pre7essional. It may be useful to preassess-



xnent team members as well, or in training such
staff.

McCarthy, Michael J. "A Model for the Chemical
and Mental Health Assessment of Adolescents."
Jamestown Adolescent Treatment Program, 11550
Jasmine Trail North, Stillwater, MN 55082. (612)
429-5307.

Working with Minorities

Atkinson, D. R, and others. Counseling American
Minorities: A Cross-Cultural Perspective Dubuque,
Iowa: William Brown Co., 1981.
Baron, A., Jr. Explorations in Chicano Psychoky.
New York: Praeger Publishing Co., 1981.
Page, J. B. "The Children of Exile: Relationships
Between the Acculturation Process and Drug Use
Among Cuban Youth." Youth and Society 11, no. 4
(1980): 431-47.

Training Programs

"Reach America" Student Training Seminars
National Federation of Parents
1820 Franwall Avenue, Suite 16
Silver Spring, MD 20902
(301) 649-7100 or 800-544-KIDS

The School-Community Action Team Model has
been used by a number of schools in Maryland. For
information about the approach and for names and
addresses of action team schools write or call
MADART Project Director
Maryland Department of Education
200 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 659-2321
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For specific descriptive and funding information
abod the School Team Approach, write or call the
nearest regional training center or
Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Room 2011
Mail Stop 6264, Building FOB-6
Washington, DC 20202
(202) 755-0410
Northeast
U.S. Department of Education
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Training

and Resource Center
Ade lphi National Training Institute
P.O. Box 403
Sayville, NY 11782-0403
(516) 589-7022
Southeast
U.S. Department of Education
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Training

and Resource Center
5915 Ponce DeLeon Boulevard, Suite 11
Coral Gables, FL 33146
(305) 284-5741
Southwest
U.S. Department of Education
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Training

and Resource Center
Center for Educational Development
6800 Park Ten Boulevard, Suite 171 West
San Antonio, TX 78213
(512) 735-9191
West
U.S. Department of Education
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Training

and Resource Center
Region 8 Training and Development Center, Inc.
Box 9997 Mills College Station
Oakland, CA 94163
(415) 632-3775
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Midwest
U.S. Department of Education
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Training

and Resource Center
2 North Riverside Plaza, Suite 821
Chicago, IL 60606-2653
(312) 726-2485

For information about odic training materials and
workshops contact
American Training Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 3140
Boulder, CO 80307
(303) 442-5010
Capabilities, Inc.
P.O. Box 318
Lexington, SC 29072
Community Intervention, Inc.
529 South 7th Street, Suite 570
Minneapolis, MN 55415
1-800-328-0417
Johnson Institute
10700 Olson Memorial Highway
Minneapolis, MN 55441
(612) 544-4165
PRIDE, Inc.
100 Edgewood Avenue, Suite 1216
Atlanta, GA 30303
800-241-7946
(24-hour hotline and tapes on drug and alcohol abuse)

School Surveys

Tessler, Diane Jane. Drugs, Kids, and Schools. Glen-
view, Ill.: Scott, Foresman Co., 1980. pp. 113-29.
Crowley, James F. Alliance for Change: A Plan for
Community Action on Adolescent Drug Abuse. Minne-
apolis: Community Intervention, 1984. Appendix B.
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Nehemkis, Alexis, and others, eds. Drug Abuse
Instnonent Handbook. Rockville, Md.: National Insti-
tute of Mental Health, 1980.
This publication reproduces some 40 different sur-
veys and provides descriptive summaries of each
instrument. The book may be useful in choosing
selected items.

Copies of the 113-quection student survey adminis-
tered to Maryland secondary school students every
two years can be acquired by writing to
Chief of Management Information Services
Office of Management Information and Certification
Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
Drug Abuse Administration
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 383-3959
The questionnaire surveys students' knowledge, atti-
tudes, and experiences concerning the use of drugs
and alcohol. Most schools would not want to use so
many questions, but this instrument gives examples
of good questions to ask.

A community drug and alcohol abuse survey will be
supplied and processed for 250 per child or $50 for
an unlimited number (as of 1986) by PRIDE, Inc.
(100 Edgewood Avenue, Suite 1216, Atlanta, GA
30303).

Teacher Intervention

Fornaciari, Suzanne. How to Talk to Kids About
Drugs. Washington, D.C.: Potomac Press, 1980.

"A Better PlaceA Better Time"
35-min. 16 mm color film available from
Community Intervention, Inc.
529 South 7th Stree Suite 570
Minneapolis, AiN 55415

.e.
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A good training guide, the film shows adults how to
offer creative and varying levels of intervention for
adolescent drug and alcohol use; it stresses the
importance of rallying support for a team effort.

Other Interventions
Muldoon, Joseph A., and Crowley, James F. One
Step Ahead: Early Intervention Strategies for Adoles-
cent Drug Ptvblems. Minneapolis: Conununity Inter-
vention, 1986.

The following are available from
Johnson Institute
510 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55403-1607
1-800-231-5165
Intervention: A Ptvfessional Guide (9 pp.)
This guide explains the steps involved in identifying
the problem and training key persons for
intervention.
The Family Enablers (16 pp.)
This booklet identifies and addresses the problem of
how family members often make things worse by not
dealing directly with their loved one's alcoholism. It
has implications for all who refuse to deal directly
with another's drug problem.

For specific information on group sessions integrated
into the school day, contact the following:
Insight Class:

Community Intervention, Inc.
529 South 7th Street, Suite 570
Minneapolis, MN 55415
800-328-0417
High School Awareness Cenk,r:
Drug Abuse Coordinator
South Lakes High School
11400 South Lakes Drive
Reston, VA 22091
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Student Drop-In Center
Amistant Principal
Gaithersburg High School
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

Students Helping
Other Students (SHOP):
Drug Abuse Prevention Coordinator
Howard County Public Schools
10910 Route 108
Ellicott City, MD 21043

Working as a Team

Coordinator, Project PACT
Montgomery County Health Department
11141 Georgia Avenue, Suite 510
Wheaton, MD 20902
Crowley, James F. Alliance for Change: A Plan for
Community Action on Adolescent Drug Abuse. Minne-
apolis: Community Intervention, 1984.

Policies

School Drug Policy: Overview and Recommendations.
NIDA. Washington D.C.: Superintendent of Public
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) (5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857) has copies of
school system policies on drug and alcohol abuse and
can recommend schools with good policies, as can
the National School Boards Association (1680 Duke
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, [703] 838-6722), and
the Public Affairs Staff, Drug Enforcement Adminis-
tration (14th and I Streets, NW, Washia.z..., DC
20537).
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States that have recently developed comprehensive
alcohol and drug policies include the following:
California State Department of Education
Health Education Office
721 Capital Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 322-5420
Maryland State Department of Education
Division of Instructioa
200 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 659-2000
Minnesota State Department of Education
Drug Education Office
Capital Square Building, Room 658
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
(612) 297-3913
New York State Department of Education
Bureau of Health and Drug Education
Room 960 EDA
Albany, NY 12234
(518) 474-1492



GlfArTER 6

Preventing
Student Drug
Abuse

tbizk peuple look at drug abuse and think problems of
this size art ummattageable. don't buy that. This effort is
.tort.11

Paul Newman

just as there is no single cause of
drug abust, SO tASY there is no single, or best, way to
prevent it Dkapite the absence of supporting evi-
dote*, howvier, many people long believed that

protiding information on the effects of drugs
would deter chilken and adolescents from using
Chem to most CMS, the information was factual, but
kiting the 1.960s it frequently contained "fear arous-
al messages" about the health and social conse-
atAncts.of using drugs. Unfortunately, most young-

ii atteution to these scare tactics. During
the 1.910e, drug abuse prevention programs began to
recognise and addxess the social and personality
fatcts that contribute to drug abuse behaviors
mon dildrm and adolescents. Through affective
education, they attempted to eliminate the reasons
gudents use aragt by meeting their emotional and
axial needs with social skills training programs.

Principles of Prevention

Although many current drug and al-
Cobol alme prenotion efforts are based on research
results, as frequently happens, research presents
Milted raeasages. Therefore, experience and old-
fiaahioned commix sense also must serve as guides.
Same avow* sense principles follow.
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tAt a Broad-fiased Approach
To prevent drug abuse among du-

dents, a range of different strategies must be em-
ployed by school staff:
1.. Deter drug use by limiting the availability of

drugs on and around school property and impos-
ing stiff and Cairly enforced penalties for use,
possession, and 4liitioii.
Continue to provide infonnotion on the effects of
drugs in a lagtual manner, emphasizhig their
allort-term o immediate physical and social
effects.

3. Provide social *ills training, including how to
cope with social pressures to use drugs, how to
analyze the comefootaces of individual choices
and identify alternative behaviors consistent "iith
the individual's value system, and improving self-
esteem.

4. Cooperate with the home atul other agencies to
provide more responsible and age-appropriate al-
ternative activities that help youngsters Moose
their bonds with school, family, and commonitY

Start Prevention Activities Eaniez
Accorolbg to some,4$ early age of

drug use onset is the best predictor of serious abuse,
Prevention efforts simuld begin before youngvtkrs
are faced with the decision, usuallY between 12 *rid18 years of age. The need to 'begin in the elementary
school is therefore critical. Special efforts should
likewise be made to bolster prevention actties
before especially traumatic utd vulnerable times
such as the transition to middle school/junior high
and to senior high school.

fititilisk Students First
We know from research, experioce,

and common sena* that some kids are at greater risk
of becoming drug abusers than others. Somet;imes
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these children exhibit their vulnerability early in
their school careers, but more often they NO noticed
in middle school/junior high and senior high school.
This is not to say that prevention progmes should
not be offered to all sttulents. When students are
identified as being at high risk, they shoold be given
additional help unmediately. Some of the risk factors
to look for include the following:
1. Poor parent-child relationship, including parental

withdrawal of love, or abuse and neglkct
2. Low self-esteem
3. Delinquency, disruptiveness, rebellioosness, or

alienation
4. Low academic motivation
5. High degree of independence, and tolerance for

risk-taking behavior
6. High degree of family and/or peer misose of drugs
7. Early cigarette use
8. Psychological disturbance.

Note that these factors appear to
increase the probability of a youngster's Slitcmpent-
ly abusing drags. The signs, or symptoms, fiscussed
in Chapter 4, on the other hand, may indicate that
the youngster is already usir4 them. Ilia cli4tinction.
is worth keeping in mind since the way teachers deaL
with a student who is already abusing chugs and one
who has not yet begun to abuse them noy be quite
different. One factor that teachers may ocitce both.
before and after drug use is class cutting and
truancy.

Cover All Bases

Prevention efforts should ln a contin-
uum of interrelated and complementary activities
including those at scLool, at home, and in the
community. They should begin with preschool and
extend through high school and beyond . They should
extend beyond information and awareness V* sOCiat.
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enviromnental, interpersonal, and behavioral factors.
Since children become involved with drugs by start-
ing with "gateway" substances like tobacco and
alcohol, we must concentrate early in students' lives
on showing them the dangers in using these harmful
substances. Everyone's help should be enlisted, in-
cluding that of successful non-drug-using students
who can serve as positive peer role models.

Schoolwide Activities

Activities that involve students be-
fore and after school, during lunch and free periods,
and in assemblies still play an important role in most
schools. Before examining what can be done to
prevent student drug abuse in the cla.ssroom, let's
look at some schoolwide activities.

Table 2, Grade Level Guide to Mate-
rials and Activities in Chapters 6, 7, and 8, will help
teachers easily locate prevention materials and activi-
ties appropriate to the grade(s) they teach. The
pictograms that appear in the margin next to each
material or activity description will aid in quickly
locating material for specific needs. (See page 102
for a key.)

Homecoming Theme
Corridors and Floats

Most high schools have a homecom-
ing celebration each fall. Often sophomore, junior,
and senior classes compete with one another in
decorating a corridor of the school building and/or in
building a float for a parade or rally. Since this
celebration usually accompanies a dance and a foot-
ball game, opportunities for drinking and drug tak-
ing, why not encourage a "chemical, free fun" theme
for the next homecoming activity? One of the class-
espreferably the seniors so that they can act as
examples to the juniors and sophomoresmight
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TABLE 2
GRADE LEVEL GUIDE TO MATERIALS

AND
ACTIVITIES IN CHAPTERS 6, 7, AND 8*

Here's Looking at You, CARE Center 165
Two 129 Smoking

Alcohol and Other Prevention 137
Drug Risk Reduction Strengthening Self-
Project 131 Concept 147

Grades K-3 Soozie and Katy 135 DUSO 150
Project Charlie 130 Alliance Against
Project DARE 133 Drugs 167
Cross-Cultural Educa- TESA 150
tion 143 SAPE 166

Refusal Skills 136 Alcohol and Other Drug
Mass Media 139 Risk Reduction
Project Charlie 130 Project 131
Book Reports 140 Smoking

Grades 4-6 Marijuana, A Second Prevention 137
Look 135 Strengthening Self-

Student Composi- Concept 147
tions 140 Magic Circle 150

Project DARE 133 Alliance Against
Assemblies 103 Drugs 167
Posters 142 TESA 150
Here's Looking Natural Helpers
at You, Two 129 Program 119

Just Say No Club 107 Mentor Program 106
Decision Making 138 SAE-6' 166
CARE Center 165 Student Publi-

cations 140

*Also see Resources at the end of each chapter for references to
additional materials, activities, and programs that may not be de-
scribed ia the body of the text and are not reflected in this table.
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Refusal Skills 136
MAUS Media 139
Student Publications L40
Project DARE 133
Oook Re Ports 140
Dm= 143
5tudea CompositioSS 1,40
Coss-Cultural Educit,
hots 143

Posters 142
Goths 7-9 5.114118 No 107

ea Social Skills 14A
Assemblies 103
Materials for Blac

Youtli 118
just Say No Club 1.9't
ideas Booklet 146
Student Assistance
Program 115

Alcolol Prevention 116
Mentor Program 1D6
Shock Trauma Unit

Orienitation 110

Project DARE 133
MASS Media 139
Student Publicatim 140
geEnsal Skills 136
nook Reports 140
note:lent Compositiono 140
Cross.Cultural Educr
titet 143

Posters 142
arsdes 1.4-19 SSL. Social Skills 149

Drama 143
Maezials for Black
Youth 118

liomecoming Theme 99
Assemblies 103
Deterrents (Drunk

brIvitig) 104
Alcohol Prevention 1/v
Doe-to-One Program 166
5upport Groups 198
Stiodeut Assistance
Program 115

v'

Von COM At 105
twoe SIAM
kniektothot LIO

kKswerkcl Ong
Abwra 111

-You MAO riA It 112WV 10
Upport Gouva 106
lYkec Ctamoe Vet
IV CARUS 4:101 113
Ilatoral 1.1elperA 119
Strevitintioir
ktoslW

litoeiA WA* at You,tn
Aliatoot Maim
Atop tor

mvierv
Albenutivo 102
frtrytititg Premtio 137

With% 14,,,,lriag 158
SAPV 166
TX% 160

Itikutor hop-4o 116
MIced fer. It 112

SW& l'inottA Vat
Otielatatioan 110

AeScue S0.14
Otiefltatioln 110

flAcovelvd 1:kkg
Alackoeco 111

Far CoAcian AfIly 113
WA) 162

agr,1041imt
Coons 14't

Peer CAave11fk9 164
Nam* liAteo 119
CAU Ceilteg4A 166
iW Lookiot a You,
tom 129

Atliwe 401,51
Pens 10

&Wet* Pyvve2t',1oo 137
1.56

TM- 15tr
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PICTOGRAMS
Ices to Use of f're*ention Material/Mtivky

m
Coke Level for Student4naplemented
Niaterial/Acibity Activity

ie-W}

IvIinority-Specific
lvlaterial

Parent-hnpleatented
Activity

Interagency
Conlitnnnity4k4satee

Activity/Material

adopt a theme like "Having Ihin Withont Alcohol"
and decorate their float or their school ccwidor vith
ideas for alteratives te getting high with chemicals,

"chernickfree ilighs"---for example, 'Get Ifigh
on Yourself' or 'Get nigh on LiTe." 114 sure to
accentuate the positive, not voila* thak ct placing
emphasiA on neraiim aspects that sound like What.,
ing or wolding. This idea also works for proms,

At the dance iVf, music should be
screeued lot proArkg lyrics and, if possible, the
playing of MAU MAIM teaWCIS (Or videos) should
be encouraged. Became of adverse parent readial
recent years to dr Ai:oriented rock tau*, a number
of entertairsers noir We begun to word soaks 014
produce lidos that are either free of sue), lyrics or
openly auartig. ,tesrie Wonder, 11111Y Joel, and liob
5eeger are examples of such artists.
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AkeseMblieS

Ilan to &vete al least two assem-
blies 0.1411 year to dratt and sleohol abuse. some of
the Mre Milkt W00,111100 ftAtiRk tato bp sport*,
music, or other celebrities whom ancients know and
respect, The Iteveretrd Jesse Jackson, for example,
has visited ilit/$11AT Ai Wool4 me,er the past several
years to talk stgente Arcot drig and alcolwl
abuse. Pstquently pufeasion*1 attlaes, rock stars,
or TV petsonalities sre happy le make themselves
available to speak wiar kids, if only they au asked,
The recent mands14 lootieditzal athletics makepositive role nwitla kom 41110/4 those ?Mita Mgt
invortaot than ever,

klak tO 4 att Ole content of the
talk as well as the speaker's approach bekre the
presentation begins. J t*tt nbernter can meet a
speak 06 the t4VIA100 with the viaitor in advance to
provide guidelines, A*, iai 1lcwj, 4ctivities
such as koultoAkithIA i, &Eli* diSCUSAion$ fl
social maim 1 Waitioa, ancient involvement in
invithg and inkodming the streaker gives the activi-
tY az air acceptabilivY, possifyle, try not to have
the entire sch(3ol or * mlitoriurn pewit. The
most effect:4e aaaerrilles Atk thAtit 'With aaclience-
speaker interacrion; this is better aftomplished when
only Vtle VIAM 444 as Me sophomore a junior
class, attends a one lime, Alwsys follow up the
spealer with inforolgion Orl lellete to find help.
Invariably, $AIlle 5t1101gt who are aiming drugs will
be moved to want to tyiet help, While they are willing
and tootivated, ccnaseitnv Or others who can refer
them th tteatnIenv should lye available to talk to
them,

Another astrentrly iclea especially e
fectiv t pm:A time is called. "carecl %tiff.' This
presentation laisally involves a police oftcer or
traffic safety professional (sometimes from * state
higbviray aeiy i Alk MAAttlailt thit) who tzie tO
ittitore5S upon eophoinarA, juniom and seniors the
deadly gAttle t1:10 play when eltinkiv and driving. Ir
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includes slides of automobile accidegis and OM
histories of tragedies that have omurred in the bow
or city, and, in some cases, that have itloava
Shidents at the high school. While some ilatk
chewed the scared stiff approa0 as, larieckswil9
negative, others have found it reobstic sud its e&cts
on kids sobering and effective.. The insportaut
to remember in such a presentation it not to exag,
gerate to create an effect. In the colse ot 4.14,14thv
driving, there is no need to do so.

Other large group presentati000 can
entertain at the same time they deriver a rtaaaaap
about drugs and alcohol,. Studeuts i leirloutati
school grades, particularly, are imprftutd b )ur
glers, musicians, mimes, starytelletor astd ciheso
whose performance is usixl as h cnlrdivatiag avit
of a health education or scieuce twit cm dm* aoci
alcohol. One such perfonuer, xwe hil2 eavel
drama teacher, specializes in toAing fourth thmatgb
sixth graders "to juggle and uoi talm dugs!' by
entertaining them while he exftiodes dog nlyr,bo
discusses alternatives. Drug eductitiori tut engageo
young students' attention and *gym tbe mew*"how to say no when someone in osiddle schniA ):test
year offers you drugs" can be W.Ronlylhbed i uet
assemblies or large group activities 40,04, cr dome
individual classes in a buildiuley Manr paoltaktd
programs of this type are available worm-daily.

Drunk Driving Detetrent

At prom time police cloartmento Ln
some communities will tow tkt 4 $CtIOCIi vinetla
cars demolished by teenagers in. aexideras Waving
drinking. The wrecks are disPlayed On tlae salvo:11'4
front lawn or other conspicuous locatiort. rsetaila
the accidentnames and ages of peoplk 1111,4"aa*
displayed by the wreck aloug with adwouitioes ouch
as "Friends don't let friends drive drolt,'' or It yon
drink, don't drive; if you drive, don't cltittle

One high school devorm pan a a
corridor wall to this information. The camel one'

icit05
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Was of death, ho welt a4 tfuotk from the student
dtivit'vg thk kat that Owl frieAds, are painted onthe vall told Ilt:toto tor i1toe and think about
doing tbe At1tif0 0104 year.

Avother sucoessful program to
Met driVtit' astil *Hi* 4tnoug high %hail stu-dot* Projftt Omdvation, A catopaign to promotetfr aticl prevent alcohol and drug-

4midostA doting tbe WO school prom and
gismlitatitio OAAAAA. UAW coromunities the cam-
paign Li ptontoted 004440 radio. TV, anti newspaper
*t* posters *od hitttoft, *nd whited osuinders it1
tIAWA tel*etv, Immo boltes, sod delivered with
ovo *ad Rolm, View velAted tones, midi as the
Waohiogron, atteo "Arrive AliveDon't drink
add drive," 41.17 41eo appw 411 rkstaurant tables or
Wog kom police aml Vtre stktion vAndoPs. In addi-
tion, tree told ri4e4 lone Isom the prom or gradua-
tion partleA for thou who feel they are in no
modilion to drive or velo do not want to ride with
ooe L.o ta4 Mos 4riatiok ate als4 provided with no
Ilvotims asked..

vtot Proftzt rad'uation campaigns
47* oponeored by Woorkto went groups, studentgrow focal 4 polin or other govern-meta ageftio, Ii working together for * safe prom
anti grothlatitto wow. f'acitkots konsistiu of wallet
Cattla vith ittAktkklIV 41,16wriatiott, .bumps stickers,
'bottom, postetA, anfil. likst of tomplAtts on the
daagers Ai titiAkiAg AA4 dtMng are often made
alail*Kt to pui* an oesents ii the weeks before
the ptom MAW*,

1Mity or ,hots find it effective
to *ow films 11 /V Lot hor n , a poigoant story of
teettafik tragedy kAt444 toy driving *unit at this timeof yen,

0400-011e,Prograti).

Pteyotigm atiOroach tried at
Sauttleld Seltiot 1Jigi Wool in Michigan makes
bigla $41441 balky or odAlt onUnble oia a one-to-
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000 Ws to bat vith Ititl* 'Amor* with tight
**Ades aftoo have no kme to 41k to to a largo high
or,hoot taw be iccipoWile thiSA god
*dolt vita io mall*Ole Aeo they oto, The Cmt..to-
One wognotivvioo iostitated foe otudeots ood aft*
tts got kgetliat lust to talk arbor Own 90410
ttotei of *bout pattorlat txttivAnt if atmory, The

foroulatod by c0000elor Atom Naze xod
oath tvioher Iv* Gould, Kw* koos the tealilatito
tlot oho thk kw* to 4tadisot A4M444 ost*bliot-
ing pots000l relationship wif odaltoue who
Will Wm par6color iatoevot v*e 4414/0t, 000 who
the otudeot feels W1i 004 ore,

The prevoyi lootodes ov floly toot-
er* ontl eauoselera l*t Ooltots, food oorlike votitoo,
weetatiesao, petootto work 0 the eahool
boomoo they like Iticl* wot to help, 1,4* Otoalti
twelve* Ole taw icof reiftwf time ow,14 day to omit
*Meow (who *elf-refer tir At* recommended lot the
Coge.40.4:4*) vith ove a 60 416 odolto loot of 110
Ow Uwe aigned up ticb vtalitaWkot trait oiveta 0
Watt ono A *leek OW At WWII Of 196X0 tA'
Ova Szhool ofSchls topert that modes* Aull to
the juagtora tor mop tAAiAtt% 511C41 alts4 to
itaptiwe tittoetlaoce or graileo, teedirig a frkeld to
help ittaii they become ootaiotuble ti Moir AAV
ettoktotie4M, r tleAdibik wo adult tole model tivt
amy 1e lakitiag at two, lte prograto iv virvtatl aot
vo loom the role of the posit oe goithwoo comelor
bat tTio$ swim/lea them We*, TailAug with oo
*dot WI member Ar0 atrAi MAW AtA4WA 14,4
elor* waformbie d3sco-40v c'coace-ate with liveit
PattltS. OkatailoAallY A Ake rohlower ideotigeo
oe,eieta problev aucl rt tb ooto se-tic:N*1y tow
bled *rodents to c000selote for profemiorol

Mentor Mole

The WO* Modd also hts beeti
used by aeveral odzolo la 4tiit U avtz vtle
cow*y to adcipoito the pohloto of drug AIM wv it
AffitdA studo.ots' attittale*, taavikito *04 echoa
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AkVA*000, Att) Iwo model is designed to help
atoclenta gain go much as possible /mg tlfeit school
kotgierice, it hos applications to AMAMI t< pkt1014.1
fe$40 vet 5r1dettt9 meet regularly Witb itAAAthr

*MtAfr o buOcl comitulicatIon, Gerptli01144,
aoi leadership

41441k schools tlie nreator ma? laold
mug grow tneetitvics or plan oat/tits tot two 0
foor assigned *At-Alta. *cboalo hate adopted and
arlakted the model in many ways, bot rlte common
tluvad a an Mese pragrapas is vlie 040fttot rvAfr
tionahip tlot Oltri5tS between motor and shulent,

stwient comes to respeot the nlentot so *port",
awl profmioaal, as me wht ralum Itopes,
wisdom, awl onengtbs that the guxlent how} to*Noire. 'tP flfOt caro for, teachm challenges,
aocl AtIpptsr03 itik student

The Mentor Waal can be AA elfeC-
44i* *We for providing supvtirt ti todenta who
are exteeciewzing difficulties with dm or &robot
*Wog, and * con be au eflective preveotion program

anpplyiAg otudents with the colaing strategiev
neelecl 0 avoid drug involvement

just 5ay No Chibs

NIDA-spogsorol activity that is ei
sotaefte% nsefol witb children, partlenlarly io
-*Mar WO, ioterniediee, id okltb wbools, i the 4-9,It* **Y rWr Clap This progica0 1)Ifers booltleM
pias, bottoos, aorl toe slts embiagoled with the 10
slogaa lost 8,a, No." In effect, it Mips stwlents say
no viva Wiz poet prftstre them 0 scsiolte, to tam
/Wm 0 drinig. It gives thm a rea444
say no tiat *MO ttoe and that holoverv *fir self-
&Wein, The folioed.* -are attraattm and
straighttorward, atid tom to be effeotive, pattingar-
ly with yonairec childrest, The Ara Just ,14t
mots wre stvlecl in Oakland, Califrarnia, with the
eightliyarold optr of AOC's "Punk" Wooster

W0,0 Moon Frye, doing i weekly half,boor
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community service program. Soleil is now the nation-
al chArperson of all Just Say No groups, which are
proliferating in schools and commimities across the
country, particularly in elementary and middle and
junior high schools.

Even when children have not tried
thugs or alcohol themselves, most know others who
have and are deeply affected. The concept of Just
Say No groups is based on several key ideas:

Changing the acceptance of the youth drug cul-
ture; getting young people to see drug use as a
serious potential health hazard
Getting young people to make a strong public
commitment to remain clnig free
Involving kids against drugs at en early age.

Anyone can organize a Just Say No
group: a high school student, several students work-
ing together, teachers, counselors, parents, law en-
forcement personnel, members of the clergy, other
interested community members. Most clubs comfort-
ably handle 15 to 20 members each, hold regular
meetings, and emphasize giving ail members a
chance to participate and lead. The aim is to change
the prodrug peer culture. Information, advice, and
ideas on how to start these groups, what activities
have been successful elsewhere, how frequently to
hold meetings, and how to network with other
groups are available from NIDA.

Support Groups

Some young people find it is not easy
to stay straight when it seems that everyone around
them takes drugs. For these students, many high
schools provide support or "rap" groups. Such
groups offer the opportunity to meet and be positive-
ly reinforced by like-minded peers, or to express
concerns and get help with problems. Other kinds of
groups common in some schools are those for kids
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who (1) live with an alcoholit or dnig-abusing family
member, (2) use drugs but are trying to top, and (3)
have been through some type of fornal alcohol or
drug treatment and need support to keep from
backsliding. In most cases, each type of group meets
separately, but occasionally a group made up of
predominantly one type of studentsay, "atstain-
ers"may include a student in a different category,
such as one who uses drugs but wants to stop.

Students are referred tc, support
groups by counselors, administrators, teachers, or
themselves; but typically a counselor intkorievirs and
approves students for a group. Eligibility criteria for
an abstinence support group may include such fac-
tors as the following:

1. A desire to stay drug free
2. An ability to benefit from the group process
3. A need to eas5. pressure on a student.

The organization and professional
staff involvement of support groups may vary but
most groups generally follow these ground rules:

1. After the initial session, students makk * commit-
ment to attend a specified number of sessions.

2. Groups meet weekly, usually during lunch or an
activity period; or the period when they meet is
rotated each week so that the same class is not
missed repeatedly.

3. Confidentiality is maintained in the group.
4. An adult staff member acts as the group leader,

with peer counselors functioning as co-leaders.
5. Groups do not try to provide therapy.
6. Group members always address their comments to

each other and the group, there ue no side
conversations.

7. Groups should remain small enough foe everyone
to participate fullysay, no larger than seven or
eight students.
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PREVENTING STUDENT DRUG ABUSE

Visiting Shock-Trauma Units

One schcol sends its eleventh graders
through an orientation to the shock-trauma unit of a
nearby hospital. The program has three stages. First,
staff from the hospital and a health education teacher
or assistant principal working with a few classes at a
time describe and discuss the purpose, workings, and
eligible patients of the unit, with emphasis on drug
overdose cases and victims of auto accidents that
involved alcohol or drugs. The next day, or within a
week, students visit the hospital and meet and talk
with physicians, technicians, and nurses before and
after they visit the unit and observe emergency cases
in treatment. Finally, students engage in followup
activities at school either by completing individual
assignments or by doing a group project such as a
school display, a spot announcement, or a presenta-
tion for other students.

Rescue Squad Orientation

Another school uses the local fire department rescue
squad team to get across the message that drugs are
serious business. At a group meeting to discuss
drugs, a student simulates a psychotic PCP episode
or jumps up from the audience, yelling, "Oh, my
God, I'm flying," and seems to pass out on the floor.
The activity is staged beforehand for dramatic effect
unknown to the student audience. Then another
person yells, "Call the rescue squad." As if by
magic, the squad arrives within several minutes and
goes through the motions of emergency treatment.
The whole subterfuge lasts only about six or seven
minutes before students are told that the victim is
OK and that the incident is a simulation to demon-
strate what happens when kids take certain drugs.
During the staged incident, adults watch the student
audience carefully to see if anyone reacts with undue
stress or &rm. The remaining presentation de-
scribes what the rescue squad technicians do in such
cases and possible effects of the drug in question.
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Recovered and Recovering
Drug Abusers

A number of years ago a popular
approach aniong some drug prevention specialists
was to invite recovered drug abusers to speak to
"straight" students about their experiences. This
approach fell into disfavor mainly because the re-
formed abusers often had an unintended opposite
effect on their listeners. Youngsters looked at these
seemingly healthy and restected recovered abusers
in a romanticized way. Additionally, some recovered
abusers openly admitted to their young audiences
that they still used drugs from time to time.

Careful screening of recovered drug
abusers is therefore extrenziely important, as is the
case with anyone who is to address students on this
topic. Inviting youngsters -who are currently in drug
treatment programs to speak at faculty meetings can
be a productive activity for both teachers and young-
sters. It is a good idea, however, not to invite
students from the same school in order to avoid
inhibitinit both faculty and student speakers from
sharing perceptions of each other's behavior relating
to the problem of student &LIR abuse. Teachers who
have listened to and interacted candidly with stu-
dents in treatment and their therapists or drug
counselors have rated these activities among the
most interesting and professionally rewarding of any
they have attended.

At such meetings the kids share how
and why they started using drugs, what drugs they
abused and how often, and if and how they used
drugs before or during school hours. Teachers are
usually particularly interested in students' percep-
tions of what their teachers thought about their drug
use and whether they believed that the teachers
were aware of it. In addition, most faculty find it
valuable to hear students share their feelings about
whether their teachers cared about them and what
they could have done to help.

Recovered drug abusers can also be
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effective ic talking to peers about the effects of drug
use on their lives. Such presenters should be
screened first to determine that (1) they do not
currendy Test drugs or intend to use them; (2) their
attitudes toward chug use by peers are appropriate to
the purpose of a prevention activity; and (3) they are
ardculate, willing to participate, and blely to profit
from the experience themselves. l)one well, with
sincerity aud intelligence, presentations by recovered
abusers can be a positive influence in dissuading
peers front everimenting. Done in a haphazard or
unplanned manner, these activities can do more
harm than good.

You Asked For It

Among the many commercial and
public agency-prepared booklets prepared for teen-
agers on the subject of drugs is one entitled You
Asked For It: Information on itkohol, Other Drugs and
Teenagers. This well-prepared, easy-to-read, 24-page
booklet covers just about everything that should be
covered on the subject without overwhelming or
turning of# the student:

What is a drug?
Some words to know
Using drugs and abusing drags
Drug facts
Drugs, sex, and reproduction
Drugs' effects or driving, school, and sports
Dealing with peer pressure
Handling drug problems
Talking with your parents about drugs
Feeling good without drugs.

This publication, available from the Wisconsin Clear-
inghouse, is fterfect for mass distribution to students
or as a handout to at-risk students.
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For Coaches Only

Schoolwide prevention activities can
start with a particular cross-section of students, With
the high visibility and peer respect given athletes,
school efforts targeted for this population can be
effective. The Department of Justice Drug Enforce-
ment Administration publishes a packet of materials
aimed at high school coaches. One booklet, For
Coaches Only: How to Start a Datg Prevention Ply-
graln, is a challenge to coaches to take advantage of
their special relationship with young people. They
are in contact with many of the opinion makers and
status leaders of the school and have a tremendous
impact on them. It encourages coaches to make sure
that their athletes are not using, abusing, or condon-
ing the use of drugs or alcohol. It suggests that they
make a survey to see exactly what the problem is, if
one exists, among athletes in their school. Recent
studies have shown that alcohol and drug use among
student athletes may be very serious in certain
schools. The booklet asks coaches first to find out
how much they know about their players, to become
aware of their problems, situations, and habits.

The second challenge is for coaches
to do something about preventing the drug problem
on their teams. In particular they are told that theycan

Make themselves knowledgeable, just like every-
one else, about the symptoms of drug abuse and
be able to recognize the signs.
Call their captains together and talk about drug
abuse.
Open a dialogue with athletes on alcohol and drug
abuse.

Persuade the athletes in their school to use pres-
sure on teammates to refrain from the use of drugs
and alcohol.

Enforce training rules and school regulations,
sometimes better than others can.
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Advise athletes of the legal penalties of drug use.
Develop a plan for dealing with drug abuse.
Set up conferences with pareats.
Check on their athletescall them at home, let
them know that they are watching and they care.
Investigate violations and confront athletes im-
mediately.
Take immediate action when they overhear party
plans tbat might involve drugs and alcohol being
talked about in the locker room.
Confront their players immediately when they
smell alcohol or detect some other drug.
Do something about snuff, which is known to be a
cause of cancer and which is popular among some
athletes.
Try tR) counteract the negative publicity about
alcohol and drug abuse problems among profes-
sional athletes that permeates tile media.
Try to counteract the beer and snuff commercials
that give kids the impression that good athletes
use these drugs.
Finally, set a good example for the students.

The Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion also publishes a booklet called Team up for
Drug heoention, a set of specific action plans that
coaches can adopt. This packet of information in-
cludes the following printed material:
1. The effects of drugs on young people
2. Reasons why athletes use alcohol and other

drugs
3. Enabling behaviors for coaches (things coaches

may or may not do that unwittingly suPPort
student drug use)

4. Responsibilifies of coaches regarding chemical
abuse

5. Suggestions to coaches on starting a drug pre-
vention program for athletes
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6. Nine Steps for drug prevention programs for
athletes

7. Suggestions for captains when dealing with their
teammates

8. Sample survey to give to athletes on their drug
use

9. Sample letter to parents
10. Sample snrvey of coaches.

The activities enumerated in this packet are practical
and simple, they require no money and little extra
time, and they are appropriate to the coach's overall
job description and responsibility. .

Studert Assistaace Program

Based on the employee assistance
program model found in industry and in some larger
school systems throughout the United States, the
student assistance program uses professional coun-
selors to prcwide primary prevention and early inter-
verticm services. One successful interagency version
of this approach, which has been adopted by a
number of communities around the nation, is the
Westchester County Student Assistance Program. In
this model cottiselors are accountable to both the
community mental health agency that employs them
and the school where they are based.

Students may be referred to the pro-
gram counselors by school staff who are concerned
about a student problem, or by the parents or
students themselves. Those found under the influ-
ence of drugs or alcohol on school grounds or at
school activities are required to enter the program.
Counseling groups are a major source of assistance
to students, striving to help them improve self-
esteem and their ability to cope with school and
family problems. Preventive support groups for new-
comers and seniors who will soon leave school for
work or college also are conducted to help strength-
en their defenses during these periods of vulnerabili-
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ty. Students not ready for vow involvement are
counseled individually. Counselors also cotiduct fam-
ily sessions for those needing and requesting help
and make referrals to community treatment agencies
and private practitioners when necessary, In addi-
tion, they make presentations at faculty meetings
Ind provide consultations on individual stndents and
srudent activities.

Alcohol Prevention

Alcohol is perhaps the most devastat-
ing al all clnigs for young people, accounting for
ruined lives, death, and tragedy in great proportion.
The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alco-
holism publishes a great many materials on adoles-
cent alcohol abuse toevention. One such publkation,
On the Sidelines: Atm Adult Leader Guide for Youth
Alcohol Programs, contains ideas, suggestions, and
alcohol edlcation concepts from youth kaders across
the country. Its purpose is to help adults stimulate
and support alcohol abuse prevention projects 'car-
ried out by youth, for youth, on issues that Mterest
and affect them."41 A companion booklet. Is 100 a
Four-Lelier Word?, gives 12 project ideas for prevent-
ing alcohol abuse among adolescents. It starts vtith a
look at one's roots, and family and community
influences and attitades toward drinking, Other ac-
tion plans include the following:

Working with a local disc jockey to get messages
across to kids who are listeners
Suggesting alternatives to drinking that can be
promoted
Setting up student support centers
Arranging drinking and driving demonstrations
that can be carried out in driver education classes
Staging experiments with peer pressure
Opening drop-in centers or so-called dry discos
Producing creative assembly programs.

417
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The booklet lists numerous sources of information,
including pamphlets, booklets, films, and other re-
sources that can be used with a variety of groups;
the costs of specigc materials; and the names,
address%) and telephone numbers of people who
have successfully implemented these programs. It
also provides suggestions and information on how to
begin working with youngsters. Finally, it lists
sources of help in the 50 states and the territories of
the United States.

Minority Group-Oriented Activities

Schools =1. respond to the proVern
of drug and alcohol abuse among minority youthby
I, Bolstering feelings of self-worth and pride in

students ethnic groups and/or race
2.. Introducing posiOve role models into school actilfi-

ties at assemblies awl through books, films, and
other media

3, Using bilingual and other minority staff and Yol-
unteers in schools to provide support and under,.
standing, and to facilitate home-school commu-
nicaSon

4. Training school staff in cross-cultural sensitivity
and understanding

5. Offering a variety of cultural activities in which
both students and parents can participate during
the school year

6. Offering instructional and language accommoda-
tions to newly arrived, lhnited-English-speaking
students

7. Developing cooperative relationships bemeen
schools and native language and/or minority-ori-
ented helping agencies in the community, and
holding workshops for parents to acquaint them
with these services

8. Teaching and practicing problem-solving, deci-
sion-making, goal-setting, and social defense skills

1A 1 8
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9. Supporting recreational and other altertrative ac,
tivities to drug use.

Program atIci Materials
for BLad'Youth

Although not nearly enough attention
is being paid tk, ority-orientA program and
materials, some gosttriustent agencies and nadonal
health organizations do publish non-English-lanpage
versions and spgkialHly prepared editions of drug and
alcohol abuse-related materials. Commercial palish,
era also are beginning to produce more minority,
oriented materiak. Minority interest groups likewise
am a good source of information about such materi,
als and program,

In response to -urging by a panel of
Black enerts constituted by the National Institute
On Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, the Institute
prepared a Gaidetrook for Pkening Atcohl Proration
Programs for BkitIe Youth. in Black and other minor,
ity communities, Mtrtment of alcohol and drug Koir
lems traditionally has taken precedence over preven,
don activities. According to the Guidebook, "I31ack
Americans represent the largest ethnic minority
group in the United Uates, yet alcohol programming
fa this Wig/ has lyeen limited and is often not
sensitive to cultural differences and values." Chaps
tete in the Guideboole cover the following topics:

/31ack history, with an emphasis on alcohol use
among Black Americans, and the experience of
/31ack youth 'with drinking
Prevention approaches and reasons why traditional
programs for white youngsters have often been
unsuccessful with Mack youth
Hine alcohol prevention strategies suitable for use
with Blacks
How tv start prevention programs by involving the
community
Resources with information on operating Black

119 11A
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With toll:grams, as well as names and addresses
natiooal, state, and local organizations,

Ev-roples oi activities and materials especially de.
slicried for We with non-English-speaking and Ameri-
CtiO tndian students also are included in Chapter 7.

Natural Helpers Program

This program is a peer and adult
eotzselift approach designed to help adolescents
within a school deal with problems such aS mood
alles, and difficulties with friends, fAmilies,
vain*, and drugs. The premise behind the Natural
Helpers Program is that students with problems
tititnraily see* out other students and occasionally
Withers or other school staff whom they trusty They
asltilera for advice, for help in getting assistance, or
jot tA provide a sympathetic ear. Using this misting
network, the Natural Helpers Program provides
trail:454g to students and adults who are already
serving as informal helpers in the school. It gives
thea the skills they need to more effectively help
rOng pe4ple who seek them out.

People in a school who are natural
helflers can probably be readily identified. Certain
studorts, Webers, administrators, counselors, or
other stalf members because of their position of their
Perwtalityas A coach, or as a student leader, or as
a, friendly kid who is popular or very approachable

candidates. The Natural Helpers program
eaciAtiog peer networks wherever possible. It

Identifies the helpers by means of a survey, thus
atooritig that students and staff selected are already
Irierwi as trustworthy. It provides specific kinds of
{0014 in communication skills, decision making,
pretlem solving, referral, and other helping activi-
ties. The program tries to identify the typical prob-
jems Uced by students and to provide the helpers
vat information relevant to those problems. It also
olataltshes situations where helpers can use their
skills to help others and it tries to support 'are
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Reader's Digest bas identified 115 student-developed
programs for combating drinking and driving
through a $500,090 college scholarship contest, For a
list and more information write
Reader's Digest l'ublic Relations
Pleamntville, NY 1.0570
(914) 241-5385

Project Graduation information can be obtained from
most national parent groups, KIDAi or NIAA, or
from
Washington Regional Alcohol Program.
1705 De Sales Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20038
(202) 293-2272

One-to-One ProgramFor infonaation on how the
One-to-Cone Profeatil works at Southfield Senior
High School write to
M. Susan Pearce
SoutbAeld Senior High School
Sout Weld, MI 48024

Mentor ModelYor one school district's experiences
with the Mentor Model, contact
Director of Quality Integrated Education
Montgomery County Public Schools
850 flungerford Drive
Rockville, MD 20850

"Just Say No" ClubsPamphlets for kids, booklets
for organizers, and "lust Say No" flyers ,on drugs
and thew effects are ava iilable n English or Spanish
from NIDA.
lust Say isre tee shirts, bumper stickers, and pins
are available from
Parents in Action
do Pacific Institute
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 612
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Support GroupsFor guidelines and advice on set-
ting up support groups contact

Children Are People, Inc. (ft--6)

493 Selby Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55102
(612) 227-4031

Community Intervention
529 South 7th Street, Suite 570

Minneapolis, UN 55415
1-800-328-0417

New Beginnings
1325 Everett Court
Lakewood, CO 80215
(303) 231-9090

Shock-Trauma Unit--

Assistant Principal (CODAA)
Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School
4301 East-West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814

Rescue Squad
Assistant Principal
Gaithersburg High School
314 South Frederick Avenue
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

You Asked For It: Informatk4 on Alcohol, Other
Dnws, and Teenage's, as well as a number a otlw
publications and posters on youth and drugs, is
available from
Wisconsin Clearinghouse
1954 East Washington Avenue
Madison, WI 53704-5291
(608) 263-2797

For Coaches Only and its companion booklet Team
up for Orug Prevention are available from
U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Washington, DC 20537
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On the Sidelines and Is Beer a Four-Letter Wort; may
be obtained from
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information
P.O, Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852

For information on the student assistance program,
write
Director, Student Assistance Program
Westchester County Department of Community

Mental Health
112 East Plains Road (2d Floor)
White Plains, NY 10601
(914) 285-5260

Preventing Alcohol Problems Through a Student Assis-
tance Program, A Manual for Implementation Based
on the Westchester County, New York, Model. National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1984.

Minority Group-Oriented Activitles

Harrison-Burns, Bettye, and others. A Guide to Mut
tic:Mural Drug Abuse Prevention: Strategies Series
Booklet. NIDA. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981.

See also Resources Series Booklet and Needs Assess-
ment Series Booklet in the above NIDA series.

A Guidebook for Planning Alcohol Prevention Pro-
grams for Black Youth is available from
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
U. Department of Health and Human Services
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857
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POT information on raca-speafic training/workshops,
consultation, and resources iiicluding books, radio
and TV public service anactunceamts, and posters
contact
Minnesota institute on Zack Chemical Abuse
2616 Him net Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55408

For a description of a Refugee Parent Training
Program clealim with student drug abase prevention,
amtact
BRingual Office
do Central Middle School
Main Street
Murphreesboro, TN 37130
(616) 890-5728

Two refemaces useful in working with Southeast
Asian refugee students and their families are
Owan, Tcoin Choken, and others, eds. Southeast
Asian Mental Health: Treatment, Prevention, Semkes,
Training and Research. Rockville, Md.: National In-
stitute of Mental Health, Division of Prevention and
Special Mental Health Programs, 5600 Pishers Lane,
1985.
A Guide for Helping liefugea Adjust to Their New
Life in the United States. Washington, D.C.: Center
for Applied Linguistics, 3520 Prospect St., N.W.,
1981.

The following are some suggested background rer..-
ings in the area of minority student drag and alcohol
abuse aud risk factors:
Au Nguyen, Thuy-Phuong. °Positive Self-Concept in
the Vietnamese Bilingual Child." Bilingual Journal 8
(Spring 1984): 9-44.
Banks, lames A. "Black Youths in Predominantly
White Suburbs: An Exploratory Study of Their
Attitudes and Self-Concept." Journal of Negro Educa-
tion 63 (Winter 1984): 3-17.
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Ford, Dengce S. 'Self-Concept and Perception of
School Atmosphere Among Urban Junior High
School Students.' Journal of NAgro Education 54
(Winter 1985): 82-88,
Grossman, Fred, and Red* Paul M. "Classroom
Cense lbw An Approach to Improve Student Self-
Concept." Counseling and Values 21 (October 1976):
64-66.
%ram-Delgado, Denise, and DeVado, Melvin. "Rh-
panic Adolescents and Substance Abuse: Issues for
the 1980's." CAW and Youth Services 6 (Spring-
Summer 1983): 71-87.
Morgan, Monica C., and others. "Subcultural Differ-
ences in Alcohol Use Among Youth." foam. I .of
Adolescent Health Care 5 (Jily 1984): 191-95.
Moreno, Steve. Vomos a Habkr del Abuso de ks
Drogas (Lxt's Talk About Drug Abase), 1981. Avail-
able from Moreno Educational Co 6437 Elaine
Way, San Diego, CA 9120 [(714) 461-06651.

Other booklets in this Spanisll-English Series:
Padres Aprenden Acerca de las Drogas Tarents Learn
About Drggs)
Conw Usar la Disciplina Preventivo y k Recompensa
Positiva con Sus RijOS (heventive Discipline and Ptscv-
live Rewards)
Los Elect& de k Tension en ks Padres' y k Vida
Pansilsor (The Effects of Stress on Parents and Family
Lif0
Padres: Apmsden Sabre Sus Mos Adolescentes (Par-
ents: Learn About Your Teenage's)
Padres: Estas Son Akunas Ideas para Poder Comuni.
cane con Sus Ilgos Adolescent& (Parents: Some Ideas
for Communicating with Your Teenage's)

Tam Thi, Dang Wei. Vietnamese Refugee Students, A
Handbook for School Personnel. 28 ed. Springfield,

MOMD, 18O, Available from National Dissenu-
nation Center, 417 Rock St., Fall River, MA 02720
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Videocassette:

My Last Chance in Life,
Maury Wills Talks About Thugs

Color (12 mix)
Lawren Productions, c.
P.O. Box 666
Mendocino, CA 95460

The following is available from National Clearing-
house for Bilhlfilial Education, 1555 Wilson Boule-
vard, Suite 605, Itosslyn, VA 22209, 800436-4560:
Saville-Troate, Muriel, A °Jew* to Culture in the
Classroom, 1078,

Natural Helpers

A Natural Helpers PteRratn manual is available from
Comprehensive Health Education Foundation
20832 Pacific Highway South
Seattle, WA 98188
(206) 824-2907

12S
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CilArr Ell 7

Prevention
Mater.ials and
Activities for the
Classroom

I'm not really into drugs, but wherever I aris there's lots of
cocaine and marijuana use. I feel really smcorniortala at
these parties when it's all around me.

Shavvoi, age 15

Health and Drug Abuse
Curricula

Historically, drug abuse prevention
programs were built on the assumption that children
and adolescents used drugs because they were igno-
rant of the consequences of using them. Such igno-
rance, it was reasoned, resulted in neutral or even
favorable attitudes toward experimentation and/or
regular use. Now we understand that drug abuse is
associated with a variety of social, intrapersonal, and
behavioral factors as welLa Most health education
curricula today are therefore a great deal more
comprehensive. Sample currictla and materials are
available from state education rlepartnents, local
school systems, public and peivate agencies like
NIDA or the American Lung Association, and com-
mercial educational text and materials publishers.
Most of them build on the research that emphasizes
self-esteem, decision making, refusal skifls, and per-
tinent information about the effects of drugs. And
almost all begin at an earlier age. Some of these
curricula are highlighted in the following pages.

as
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Hoes Looking at You, Two

The National institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) Prepared a K-12
drug awl alcohol curtieulum called "Here's Looking
at You, Two," in Seattle, Washirgton, in 1979. This
curriculum provides a self-contained set of sequential
activities at each grade level designed to achieve a
cumulative effect, It includes a teacher training
component awl bas beitn field-tested in a number of
communities and states. NIAAA received positive
feedback throigh its evaluation of the curriculum.
Th_e Prigralti provides specific drug and alcohol
intorrantion, lugh-ouality creative materials that are
easy to use, and a mechania.a for continued evalua-
tion and revision of these materials that permits the
incorporation of up-to-date information. The pro-
gram's phaosophy is that the incidence of alcohol
and drug abuse among young people will decrease if
they have a greater &tree of self-esteem, are better
able to cope with life's problems, have current facts
aboat alcohol and other drugs, and are more skilled
in handling interpersonal relationships.

The basic objectives of the program
include the following:

1. Informationto expose youth to the basic facts
about the physiological, psychological, and socio-
logical iniplications 4 drug and alcohol use, and to
teach them bow to ?other information about alco-
hol and drum to distinguish between reliable and
unreliable, and relevant and irrelevant infor-
mation.

2. Analysisto help youngsters identify and define
problems; gather information; brainstorm alterna-
tives; predict consequences associated with differ-
ent choices and behaviors; identify analysis fac-
tors such as attitudes, values, feelings, emotions,
pressures from peers and families, risk levels and
habits; develop action plans on the basis of these
analyses and evaluate the appropriateness of their
actions.

, 130
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Copisg skillsto help students gain skkls in identi-
fying sources of stress in their lives, to recognize
when they are stressed and as effects on them; to
identify mechanisms for coping with the stress
and determining consequecces a the coping
behavlors.

4. Serf-awayto kelp 5roung people increase their
seli-awateness by helping them identify what is
important to them in their lives; to help tbem
recognize their feelings and knovr how to expresb
them by eorpltining how they feol Amt thkan-
selves awl identifyirf their various roles and
activities, as well as increasing positive self-con-
cepts so that students can identify their own
personal strengths and weaknesses and develop
skills in selecting and praetking changed
behaviors,

Each objective or area of objectives is repeated in
each grade level throughout the curriculum Vor
example, information on drugs and alcohol starts in
Itindeltartell and first grade when students learn
why substances cannot be identified just by loolting
at, tasthkg, or smelling them. Elementary and middle
school/junior high students make an in-depth stlgly
of controlled substances, and senior high students
receive alcohol and drug information from research,
speakers, and films. Other areas such as problem
solving, coping skills, and self-concept are also dealt
with at eakh grade level.

Project Charlie

This K-6 curriculum has over 35
lessons designed for classrooni use once a week, lt
focuses on the following:

Self-awareness and self-esteem
Relationships
Decision-making skills
Chemical use (taught only in grades 4 through 6).

0131
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12roject Chan* (Chemical Abuse Resolution Lies in
Education) staff tea ch. the lessons in the Edina,
Minnesota, schools where the private, uonprofit or-
ganization that developed the program is based.
%Ice its inception Mae years ago, the project has
trained 3,500 teachers in 23 states and 4 Canadian
provinces. The curriculum is based on research
findings about what dm-abusing younoters have in
cuttanon: the need for bailing social competence
and positive self-concept. Project Charke's assump-
tion is that before drug information can be helpful to
them, children need to have social alapetencies: a
positive self-image, the arilldelleA and skills to say
no, and the ability to deal with stress. Charlie also
aims at building a partnership between school and
family to teach children cnrcial liwing skills. It
teaches kids to respect and feel good about them-
selves and others, and to make healthy decisions;
and it encournes parents to become iuvolved and
continue discussions at home. In the classroom Proj-
ect Charlie emphasizes comattuntations, particularly
the am of listening, in an environment that is open,
trusting, and supportive.

Alcohol/Other Drug Risk
Reductiou Project

This pmject is a kindergarten
011'000 grade 6 health curriculum developed by the
Washington Area Council on Akoholism and Drug
Abuse (WACADA) with innencky minority children
under a grant from .the 11.5. Center for Disease
Contra in Atlanta. It vas Veld-tested from 1980 to
1084 in Washington, O.C. The curriculum content
ar4icle includes a program designed to be integrated
iato the core curriculum of each grade. Infused into
att projects, songs, games, skience experiments,
langvage arts, history, and math, these learning
experiences give students a well-balanced program
oi substance abuse edocatioa as well a's effective
ways of copiag with the world today.
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Thi-4 etkoktittrA is unique in that it IA
particularly oda. innencity children where drag
and alcohol. abuse may be common occurrences Tot
elementary school-age youngsters. It assumes that
children already 9coovr a great deal about alcohol,
totoszco, iothe 4110, and have beeo exposed to
them either in tbek borates or neighborhoods, or in
the community at haze. The content focum on
identification of alcobely tobacco, and other drug
products; plosical &Nem of akohol and other drugs:
envit-ontuental effects; environmental influences deal,
hug with the Way, tociaty, and peers; and Ole
defenses apinst ibtice abuse such as risk takitg,
decision malting, copityi skills, and self-awareness.
This curriculum currently in use in many WW1,
ington, D.C.0 public elementary schools,

Miertiatives

Oe progr.:4ra being field-tested in
eight junior WO schools an Minnesota teaches kids
to recognise and poctige alternatives to using drugs,

7-9 ill addition to many crater approaches to preventiug
drug use. The proem, Ittowil as Amaizng Melia,

10 oyes, consists of discussions of the following topics
electedled by anti trained peer leaders:

1. The immediate od long-term consequences of
drug use

2. lily kids take drugs
3. Analysis of the lactors that influence kids to take

ittitg%
4. Finding alterweithes to chug use that meet these

same needs
5. Developing counterargnments to druguciug

media infltaences
6. IdentifYing tint misting peer pressure
1. Learnirig how to be WI assertive noodrug user
0. Making a, public 4imunitinent to continue not to

us* drugs*
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Some of the schools include additional components
beyood the classroom sessions:
1. Newsletters to parents on parent-child corommi-

cktion about drugs
$planations of school rules on drugs by pker

leaders (up videotape)
3. Al "Alternatives Week" planned by peer leaders,

pthmoting and reinforcing health-enhancing alter.
Wive activities and behaviors

4. Assistance to parents who desire to stop smoklog.

Project DARE

A successful interagency effort to
help elementvy and middle school/junior high school
studeots resist peer pressure to experiment with
drup is the Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(DA= project of the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment and the Los Angeles Unified School District .
ger*, too, the goal is to teach kids to say no, not
after but before experimenting and as peer presoore

The DARE curriculum consists of 17
le-osotto talkIht by Los Angeles police officers otit 'fon-
time duty with the project. Each officer is assigned
gve schools each semester (usually fifth and %bah
grades) to Qisit on a weekly basis to present a
curriculum prepared by school health specialists.
These carefully selected line officers, all with many
year4 of street experience, are fully trained by school
district personnel who carefully monitor their class-
room performance. In addition to the elementary
school program, a middle school/junior high school
cunkvIum, coupled with early intervention counsel-
ing a high-risk students by school counselors, is also
being implemented.

The DARE curriculum consists of
the following 17 classroom sessions conducted by the
policv officer, followed up by activities taught by the
classmom OAcher:

1. Practices for personal safety
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magazine, a Fame poster with a drug message, a
fitness followup, and a play aothitY.

Refusal Skills

Because of the research rinclings sup-
porting the effectiveness of this approach in prevent-
ing the onset of cigarette smoking among students, a
number of commercial refusal slalls materials are
beginning to appear. Two examples are the 8ayivg
No to Alcohol and Drugs Slra (or video) And the
Refusal Skills teacher training and 41IPPon Materi410,

The film is designed for cbildrem 9
through 12ages at which stUdents may have beard
about but not yet experimented with alekkol or
drugs. It presents ways to say no t4 peers, under
various types of pressure, when offered drugs. It aw
tries to build self-confidence and asaertivenees, and
to establish awareness of positive altemtins to
drug use among its viewers. Finally, it aplores
reasons why young people get involved with alcohol
and drugs, and their effect on health and perfor,
mance. 'Valerie Briaco-Hooks, winner of three gold
medals at the 1984 Olympics at Los Angeles, NOS
the presentation.

The Refusal Skills program ails at
helping students resist peer pressure by Malls a
specific behavioral steps, Trained staff merobetv
model the steps for students who are then required
to perform them in front of a videotape recorder and
camera. After viewing their performance and tem@
ing feedback, students practice the skits until they
achieve mastery. The Refusal Skilis teaching module
supports the "Here's Looldng at You, Twos' drug
and alcohol curriculum.

The program offera teacher training
workshops, a videotape, and computer software Os
allows students to learn/reinforce the skills usiug the
Apple IIE computer, as well as followup aM practim
activities that can be conducted after stutlents 1105
cowpleted work on the computer. The Refaaal Skills
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program has been used most often in schools in
Washington and a few other western states. While
considetecl .specially helpful in upper elementary
and junior hAgh school grades, it has been implement-
ed in third grade through high school classrooms
with stutlento of all ability levels.

Smoking Prevention

The American Cancer Society pub-
lisliktfi A packet of materials on smoking prevention
available tree of charge. It includes an envelope
conreining two buttons: one illustrated with a frog
wearing lipstick, saying, '.(Itiss Me, I Don't Smoke";
the other with flowers, saying, "Smoking Stinks," A
booklet ior elementary school-age youngsters enti-
tled Ralf an(' Puff tells how the story of the big bad
wolf and the three little pigs got turned around
because the wolf smoked and was unable to huff and
puff ancl blow anything down. Consequently when
asked, "Who's afraid of the big bad wolf?" the
answer is, 'Nobody, if he smokes." The packet also
contaius pamphlets on the dangers of smoking, how
to stop thli*Vg, some myths about stopping smok-
ing, the dangers of chewing tobacco or snuff, facts
on hing kancer, and "15 Most Often Asked Ques-
tions Ahout Smoking and Health and Their An-
swerc" Other materials in the packet include a
comic book featuring some multiracial Marvel comic
chat -eters and a coloring book for elementary young-
sters entitled The Stoty of a Cigarette.

For older students, the American
Callkkr Socitty distributes "Smoking Prevention,"
a packet containing a multicolored, 81/2 x 11.inch
scienti5c booklet, The Beleaguered Lung, Cancer
Avader, with overlays of physiological depictions
of the lungs slid the various tissues affected by lung
cancer. This publication is suitable for a high school
or middle school/junior high biology class. A news-
paper-like sheet called "The Cigarette Paper" with
the headline "Teen Smoking ThndsWhat's New,"

1137 38
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features a report on the bin-eased smoking of girls
ages 12 to 18 over that of boys, some tips to help
gait molting, and other articlev of interest. Finally
the parket contains a sheet of cutout "Kiss Me, I
Don't Smoke" decals that can be mounted to make
extra copies of the button. The American Cancer
Society will send this material free of charge upon
request. Local clupters are listed ill local telephone
directories.

DeciAion Making

This Side U. is a popular NIDA
Em booklet for intermediate, junior high, and perhaps

first-year high school students. Subtitled Making
Deci5ious About Progs, it has been used extensively
around the °Rimy. Although scheduled for revision
$04114 the booklet still serves as a -very useful source
of information for young people faced with making
decisions about &wt. The 64,page publication fea-
tures cartoons, utulticolored layouto, and an easy-to-
'ancient:NW and -read format. ft begins with a de-
scripeton of various drugs and their effects. It
continues with a dem/a-to-earth discussion of why
sone people take drugs, and then eitainines the "fine
art of the fast answer," which is another approach to
how to say no to pressures to take drugs. The next
topic, "Taking gisl" deals with decision making,
self-esteem, riskbig rejection, and seeking accep-
tance from peers.

A section called "Getting to Know
Me" deals again with making choice.; and thinking
about the self and the individual's iralue system. The
publication ends with tips Jot alternatives to getting
high called "mind trips." Several mind trips are
suggested for kids to take alone or with others.
Some suggestions are very helpful and appeal to
youngsters; othoss are somewhat infantile and may
not be well rec.,4ved by adolescents. In general,
however, the book is useful for divg education or
health classes, or for a good discussion piece for an
extracurricular awry§ a group counseling session.
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like lass Activities

The teacher's impact on student atti-
tudes, knowledge, and opinions is greatest in the
classroom. The thISSIAMA, therefore, should be a
major focus of prevention activities in the school.
Regardless of subject or-grade level, most if not all
teachers can do something to infuse drug and alcohol
pcevention,into their sobject andfor class space. The
following pages describe activities that can be imple-
melted in connection with the regular curriculum
amd that do not require the teacher to be an expert
on the subject.

Mass Media

Film, drama, and journalism students B
can write a produce their imn videotape on drug/
alcohol abuse prevention. Providing information, re- 54 g
sources, and technical process skills and advice will
help students produce a well-thought-out, quality
product that has the added appeal of approaching
adolescents from their peers point of view. Schools
wth TV studios and daily student-authoreil lbeWs
bulletins also can air student-produced drug preven-
tion messages. Discuss the role of television as the
preeminent mass medium among children and ode-
lesceuts, and tile effect the alcohol and drug model-
ing behavior they observe on TV and in other media
may have. Discuss the fact that alcohol is the most
/N.:Tient/7 advertised beverage in television program-
ming, and that its use is generally depicted as
promoting posi1ive consequences.0

Discuss the fact that most mass me-
dia drug prevention campaigns have failed to change
behavior because they have not reached the intended
audience and have relied on bformation and fear
messages.30 Have students analyze some TV or radio
public service announcements similar to those done
by the Lung Association or the U.S. Department of
Health and li-lurnan Services, and see if they can 4o
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better op their closed circuit productions, videotapes,
or the public address system.

Stuilent Publicatious

14 a program sponsored by the Wash-
ington Arta Council On Alcohol and Drug Abuse
MACADA), students 13-48 reviewed literature on

5-12 drug and alcohol abuse and *rote their own pam-
phlet clil-ectecl at their peers. The result, EOM'
About :On(gs, was so well received that the 60,000
published copies ran out in six months. Other classes
might also research, write, and publish a drug
prevention booklet.

4-12

6-11

Book Reports

Be sure the school library/media cen-
ter contains books and other materials at all interest
and reading levels on drug and alcohol abuse, espe-
cially inspirational stories of children, adolescents,
adults, and, in particular, celebrities or sports figures
who have overcome these problems. Encourage
youngsters to read some of the. Woks for reports and
research projects.

Student Compositions

IA February 1985, the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse (NM) published Teens in
Action: Credting a Drug-Free Future for America's
Youth. The book describes the experiences of 15
teenagers who either became involved with drugs
and later stopped or who successfully resisted the
pressure to use drags. All the teens descr=t, their
experiences in starting prevention progran their
own homes, schools, and communities. Au cents
can easily identify with these young people E. many
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find their stories inspirationaL The book can be used
in English, social studies, health or same classes.
Teachers can ask students to read the book and then
write about their personal observations, 4ttitude9,
and actions regarding drug and alcohol prtventiou.

Recently NIDA tried oat the book
with students at Takoma Park Junior High School
(Maryland), a school with a culturally, ethnically, and
socioeconomically diverse student body. In conjunc-
tion with the school's English department, NIDA
held an orientation for about 600 studetts, briefing
them about the project. The students viewed six
public service announcements related to 4rugs and
alcohol, and two music videos whose theme was
resisting drug and alcohol use. NIDA also invited
two of the original fiftten teen authors to talk to the
students about the pressuses they' faced to flee drugs
and alcohol and how they successfully resisted them.
English teachers gave all students assignments to
ivrite about at least one or two of the items listed as
"Profiles for Action""Who am 1?" "Several thinfrs
that are important to me right now," "Why I think
young people use drugs and alcohol," "How much I
care about others," and "Are drugs and alcohol a
problem for young people in my school, community,
or for me?"

Students wrote essays of about 500
wordssome very personal and specific, others more
general and removed. Each student did a first,
intermediate, and final draft of the assignment within
a two-week period. Teachers selected the best pro-
file for each class and winners received prizes donat-
ed by a local service club as awards. NM% and
Takozna Park Junior High also agreed to publish a
booklet that included the profiles written by the
prize-winning students with their pictures and names
on the cover. A local TV atation paid for the
printing. At the end of the project 141DA sought
feedback from English teachers at Takoma Park
Junior High. All of them thought it was a valuable
experience that fit well into the English cnrriculuin
and said they would recommend it to others. The

141142
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teachers felt tbat the Assignment helped students not
only to leant *boat drug and alcohol issues, but also
to take stock of their own attitudes, and to improve
their writinr and communication skills.

Other schools can try a similar proj-
ect. It is low cost and easy to replicate, and can
reach many students. It can also generate a number
of school spinoff activities, such as discussions or
debates with the 1`ct1ebrity kids," and a pool of
stodent speakers who can visit other schools such as
feeder element:tries to discuss the topic.

Poston

A Another of agencies and commer-
cial concerno produce some very creative and appeal-
ing posters that are well received by adolescents. A

4-1z poster in the alieetWO (with the name, address, and
telephone number of a community drug counseling
service or a crisis hotline added in a corner or at the
bottom) can sem mow papooses: (a) as a conversa-
tion piece sq. an excuse to let people know where
the teacher stands on the issue of drug and alcohol
abuse, (b) WI a pooitive reminder to students in the
classroom of the message avinAt abusing drugs and
alcohol, and (c) AA a 00Urce of information on where
to get help that might be used by someone in the
class who IP/m.11d Igherwise be hesitant about asking
an educator for ouch information.

Some of the national suppliers of
posters, ao well as various drug education curriculum
companies, are lioted at the end of this chapter.
Many of these groups send their materials free of
charge. Although most of the posters are aimed at
older adoLescents, some may be useful for intermedi-
ate, middle, and jaAlor high school students. Teach-
ero who cannot rind any may have their students
create their own posters, and see if a local public
relations or printing company will print them in
quantity for the school.
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)Arama

Speech and drama classes sometimes
can nu pla,* or dramatic presentations with drug
and alkahol Moles to satisfy their curriculuga needs.
Otve andt p, Xtooze, is available trom the Mdiction
&souk Fouodation. It runs about 60 minutes and
consists a Aix separate vignettes that can be per-
formed as individual pieces or presented in soquence
in one pergomuce. liVith a few exceptions, all the
chsracwra play middle-class liigh school students.
StudentS *ha have put on the skits enjoy the
prograew they aiso become more critical ot alcohol
abase awl 13141* supportive of social control.

5ntne teens vnito and perform their
own art* ablVe skits, portraying themes of peer
prow% the effie:ts of taking drugs, and the results
of rime dependence. These vatits are filen Per-
formed for PMera and students in middle school/junior
hiet and elonentary school with followup discus-

4.iitit the audience. Often the student perform-
er,. proSt von more than their student audience. If
welt plson44, however, both groups can benea from
this activity,

Ceoss-Cultural Edwation

Although not yet plentiful, some cul-
tInal awareness materials are gt7ailable for use with
students new to the United Stat%s. In addition to
books aAld 411116 about other mimes, specific in-
attutional Materials and teaching tkchniquAs may be
ent/Actrel to help both refugee and nativt-born stu-
dents becon* awe aware and ancierstanding of their
own and etlieW cultures. lo her book al Oiltural
Aworwess reathing Techtn'tow, Jan Gastoo gives
tfit44m (luvikleanY those who teach Esalish as a
wood langme) suggestions tor helping outtents in
a multioiltutal classroom better irolerstand the new
culture wittoa dm stress and feelings of inadequacY
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tkait tallkitt4 often everien(V and Oa too help
mlittibilte dog use. GattAl WV$10:3 the twenty
teckiiqty4 in the book into kat etwo a cultural
avottow

tstgifekg tile process by intoutzim *44ents to
the goAkktot that culture prervadpe cint lives and
difInAent cuitures are organi/kd An different waYa

frowailft to cultural dinerencea by ;Wing students
the oppugn* to practice the MI of 0.0114 with
amhignity in a amatructive wny

3, Acceprin* selected aspects of tile target culture
patticipating in it as Ally- As WO)* vitae at

the eatne titoe students surowfor some of their
Own ca1tur4y bound wsYs *NA*

4, terrnisur polo about the tirget Anittnv and build-
iue, attitudes of respect for booth their own and
othem* ztltnres by helping 0444tot,4 ittivolop skills

attitildev that are ineff41 k intkmliog with
othet cOttims.

Craton offers oarciw4 that help stu-
/Wits realise that what we *owe io affected by
put ntperienens (culture, family, and interests) and
itat geuetalioizions can be dangentts And unfair (for
avnple, 'AO Americans are rinikv), In particular.
Ailk Attempts t4 get students to mtataine the stereo-
ink* On, od others bold, te tmderstmd how and
why they Wie* jormed, and to3 reglitA Vtin *en they

witi lead to mituutleatudingv.
To combat the ottlets produced by

facial Atereotyping, a number of toolice and alas for
4vAtiotae see plops are available AVA 1:114 Council on
Interracial Ilock44 for Chikix eti. to doe, The Secret of
60415>M0 sbsce creatures &co* stenotypes with a
white giti, tilack boy, and atsrotriw hny, con-
stinging the children that (1) vtotk4typol are not true,

s1eentypt4 cause barm, And (3) otet*eotypes are
Awl o inatify tmfair treatment of Wasen and
tuMorities,
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Teaching Social Skills 16 tilk
ESL Classroom

Many teachers of Eig11 $5 4 Akk 014
language (ESL) use materials that hklp t*it lide003
develop such social skills as makiog etki5i4014,
ting along with others, coping witb. Atoofitr .
identifying and accepting their own ieetifttS Ade
they learn to speak, read, and write Eng lisb, harltird
Bowers and John Godfrey's Canadian te$ t Ogisi141.4,
for example, uses a problem-solving WM Ciktvki,
op English language skills. Each of its 10 tiopktiv
presents students with relevant operl-erided 1VO1ietn4
and offers a number of possible solaticouS, 100i4g tto
analysis, discussion, and role-playing 4atleo 10.,
mensurate with students' linguistic abilitim

For teachers wishing to 1* *Wow
with making choices, getting along with ftio$5,
coping with authority, Janus Books pailisiM Mg"
of language development books that i5teOetit
cultural teens in realistic, interesting sitotions, Two
other books, for intermediate to advagail lova
English as a second language snxiettis, fctwo
helping youngsters understand and &VIVA fttar
feelings. Acceptance to Zeal: Functione DiullOte$
Students of English tries to help studettm qjyrkss
understand a range of desires, needs, kelvo, ego,/
tions, convictions, and attitudes througb diAlogo
role play. Students who cannot express evi l. foam
in English are at risk for stress and teUtfaticm,
Feelings by Doff and Jones likewise te4e1ies stiA4V0
to talk about, understand, and express thek iwi 0.041
others' feelings in a variety of social SitlOtiiSIA.

Ideas Booklet

A source of ideas for k.fteiltit arid
eighth grade classroom teachers ie h 1981 11D4
publication entitled Saying No, Drug AInge /Prom
don/Ideas for the Classroom. The activitikt ti NA
booklet include such curriculum areas as kti, isi
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cal education, health, social studies, language arts,
Sdence, and math. Two of the activities, one in math
Mid one in physical education, follow.

MathRank Ordering Options for Decisions
Thne Require& One to two days
Objective: To develop students' awareness of rank-ordering
techniques, to encourage increased computational skills.

Mettle& Explain the concept and use of rank-ordering tech-
nique* to your students. On paper, describe five decision-
014Itirk; situatioes relevant to your students and the pressures
they face. Outline four to seven options for behavior in each
situation. Examples might be:
A.. What would you doll one day your best friend refused to

svith you?. refuse to talk to him/her?
ask him/her what was wrong?
talk to a friend who knows you both?
talk to your parents?
get mad and start an argument with your friend?

IL What would you do if all your friends started to smoke and
kept pushing you to do the same?

try one and stop there?
start smoking?

. say no but still hang around with them?
stay away from them?
talk to your parents about the situation?. tell them you snort coke instead?

Methad: Give each of your students a copy of the situations,
anking talem to individually rank order the options, according to
what they would do in each case. Form small groups (five or six
per poup) and provide time for students to discuss their rank
orders, sharing the reasons for their choices. Ask each group to
determine a group rank order. Bring the class ,together as one
gtouP, so that each small group may report its group rank order
to the class. Compare the sman group rank orders, and if time
permits, develop a total class rank order. Ask students to share
their reactions to the situations and the task of making
decisions about the options.

Physkal EducationThe Impact of "Put-Downs" on Par-
ti4ipation

Time Required: One to three days
Cilljective: To increase student awareness of "put-downs" on
studeats' participation in sports activities.
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Method: After at Mg two wtteks of team sports activities, ask
students to individeolly write down cr.* put-down they have
beard sotattisbe ilittitisg the team sports activities. Explain to
the students that these put-downs will be read out loud to the
rest of the ulnas. Collect the but-downs, and one at A time, let
students draw one from the pile, read it to the class, and
describe how they ~Id feel if someone had made such a
statement to Omit TtAie WO:sitting, role play PE situations in
which pot-dosrAs eft Moly tA occur; role play ways in which
the siluaticas could be handled without the use of a tiut-down.
Ask students to think of ways in which put-downs pressure a
personespecially ill 4 team sports setting. Explain tbe concept
a self-image t stadeets, perhaPa bY telling the IAIAC AniLovable And (24pable,-5id Siam) or Claude Steiner's Warm
Mazy Story. Ask stntlents to draw a relationship between the
strength of a persoo's selHreage and hisiber williagoess to
partpate iia was 4etiv" hies. Ask students to individually
write down positive tItAteuVeits that would encourage rather
than discoursze Aim from playing with others in the class.
Collect these mote-4*W; without comment, read them out loud
to the class. Swe the positive statements. When appropriate or
fieceseaty, Mta tiL4t students choose a positive statement
rather than a int-clown as a way of communicating to someone
else in the clue.

These activitiks Are examples from which others can
be spun off. They are based on the strategy of
helping kids thIcktAtand the pressures from peers
that are so sttong At this time in their lives and also
learn how to tesist these pressures when they run
counter to their values And good judgment,

Strengthening Self-
Concept and Developing
&WW1 Skills

Iftemuse low self-esteem and inade-
quate personal and interpersonal skills increase the
likelihood of drug use, btlilding positive self-concept
in students las 'been regarded as an effective way to
prevent drug and Alcohol abuse. To date, however,
tesearch on Om effectiveness of this approach has
been mixe4.61 5tutlies of prevention approaches us-
ing training in mult social skills as communicating,

1 4
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problem soltint, dncteinn roaking, aM mognizing
and resisting tuvolanes vss drags brft tstn4rod to
show more pne4tw' reeattsA Among the owe self-
esteem and socht ltjl mtricula that bok shown
positive usv1t k detWeeing alcobig Atm jA the"Hetes Lon 4W gram, (tape**, 'when
begun bef,t sd1 ectInnifyanior higLA tow self-
concePt I bre and with bebeviors
that lead iounitstM to mlive actions; tberefore
educators cont4a0 to oesuerned witb enhancing
their stnriortati Mt-image, Yotmgsters lass*
lOW self-cow:As Ilkiitive that failurt is Aimed
by low abOity, on4 tbey way have a low apinion of
their ability. Oftvo thw Or-
1r Give up ess3y.

Procrastisostk,
* Deny tbat tboy AAA do things, and du oot even

want to try,
IP Have clitk* zlti,i dmisions.
IP Set nreøi1S IIi r low goals foe thew

selves.
IP Punish tliottuelveS *heti they fail.
IP Exhibit aoldety sioont glool work.
IP Exhibit law expizzatiotto for their olati per,

fornianze,04

School factoto tbot killitribgie to low selkoucept are
said to include the
IP Too auldt tiltstpotitiou itt the classroomb ztonDing

and compaing sisnttenta ivith one anotto
ConlPeativ4 tr4batiOn and testing tbst is over,
done

IP Emphasising alty miler than effort
Communkatistg 1419 Agfttations to studente
ExPress4 07411,04fte twattl these stniltots
A11ow4 Mo4et0 ti b uninvolved in kiessrooro
learning
Using puuitive dieciplitte practices.35
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Strategies for enhatinictg 5elkonCept and motivation
may include the followikw

1. Reduce competon ttitAiati' lkNi self-concept
children does not Mip ty Woe thett. Self-concept
the way they dill* uNelA 044/3010 by (a) using
cooperative leanliw twbviitive6), Al) individualizing
instruction, (c) casamikkaing Pertioinance expee-
tations in advaOne, 4titi id) Watling social
comparisons.

2. Promote beliefs io 000pOterice by (a)
giving individual fad1tlo4 iy Staktits *rid helping
them make plans Nz- iftWOVOftlerity (4) designing
tasks that are heitto tota 4Of WU hard, (e)
making success aloblt tCY More StOdents, and
(d) communicatitig MON 0.11,mtatioris.

3. Promote trial-airkoo Atotorthlette..4 115 (a) letting
students keep tro& a the akrallo a trials until
they achieve succom, (h) tbis approach
in selected lessotm 1e) iCAgnsing Wort expend-
ed as opposed tcy vtweee ffiltiillfe, (4) showing
interest in student progfe55, 4.13ti Aniphasizing
effort expended in pities awl tasks.

4. Encourage realistk go/ sktrihg W (a) making
grades contingent VOA, tAkkting Citik's goals, and
(b) practicing gout *ttiOgy

5. Increase involvement in 10.113i1g- 115 (a) using
flexible scheduling- AM 00-14C-3nk) (b) relating the
curriculum to tbe etlidkitte espoienges, and (c)
making sure kakil 44140.it has stonething to
contribute.

6. Increase chances fot' 4lieM5 by (4) Wining chil-
dren in friend u't,I4x, lJl (1)) providing
intensive acaderniv.= OW1 tAilling, (c) usingpeer tutors.

7. Reduce anxiety (tam iit e tests often
add to anxiety 411ti Ai*Ct tM Pkkilit5 of the test)
by (a) using a -variety tf ttAkliftt pts-xtices, (b)
communicating otPeattl bth4Vion, M advance,
and (c) creating pilAjti) Aiwktive climate.

valui
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8. Provide for affective needs by (a) using activities
that encourage self-reinforcement, and (13) using
procedures that encourage peer support.%

The basics of building positive self-
concepts are the same for an elementary or a
secondary school class: having positive expectations;
praising students for their attempts; stressing effort,
not giving students work they cannot do; making
sure eacIr student's strength is set off to advantzige
so that he or she can demonstrate it at some time;
listening to and respecting students so they will
listen to and rftpect the teacher.

Self-esteem buading techniques alsoEl include recognizing and accepting feelings such as
joy, anger, fear, disappointment, or affection. Two

X-3 self-esteem building programs that are available and
4-6 have proved useful are DUSO and Magic Circle (the

human development program). DUSO (Developing
Understanding of Self and Others) is a kit designed
for the primary grades that relies heavily on story-
telling, puppets, audiotapes, and songs. Magic Circle
is more appropriate for the upper elementary grades;
it requires more concentration and more focused
listening skills than DUSO since the main activity
involves children biking and listening to each other.

TESA

One approach designed to help teach-
ers build positive student self-concepts and become
universally supportive and motivating to all students

g..12 in a class is called TESA (Teacher Expectations and
Student Achievement). TESA is used primarily as a
means of addressing unconscious biases teachers
may have toward students that can result in different
expectations and achievement. TESA can also be
very helpful in shaping classroom practice that sup-
poi s and motivates students and thereby helps raise
their self-esteem.

The program trains teachers in the
following classroom strategies:
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1. Giving each child an equal chance to respond
each day in class

2. Affirming or correaing a student's
performance/response

3. Circulating physically among all the children in
the class each day

4. Giving individual help to each rigid as frequently
as to any other child

5, Using specific reasons for praising each child's
correct response

6. Showing courtesy to students, in and outside
class

/. Showing an interest in each student
8. Asking each student questions that search for

details and require thought
9. Listening to what each student has to say

10. Touching children in a friendly mariner on the
shoulder or arm as appropriate

11. Showing feeling toward students, and being ac-
cepting of them

12. Attempting to prevent misunderstandings before
they occur.

Experts agree that spending time and
effort helping students develop their self-esteem will
pay dividends since self-esteem affects every aspect
of human eadeavor. It is as significant to school
achievement as is intelligence; it certainly is an
essential prerequisite to the development of a pro-
ductive and healthy personality. It is a common
factor lacking in school dropouts, drug abusers, and
delinquents. It may be the basic factor controlling
student behavior. Some consider it the primary basis
for the moral decisions people make. Certainly it is a
major contributor to both mental and physical health;
and it is highly correlated to the manner in which
teachers relate to students and students relate to
teachers.
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PREVENTION MATERALSJANA ACTIVITIES

Resources

Health and Drug Abuse Curricula

"Here's Looking at You, Two," described in Preven-
tion Plus: Involving Schook, Parents, and the Commu-
nity in Alcohol and Drug Education. National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Washington,
D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1984. pp, 2-15.

Materials to help analyze this curriculum and its
teacher training component are available from
Comprehensive Health Education Foundation
20832 Pacific Highway South
Seattle, WA 98188
(206) 824-2907

Project Charlie
5701 Normandale Road
Edina, MN 55424
(612) 925-9706

The Alcohol/Other Drug Risk Reduction Project Teach-
er's Guide is available from
Washington Area Council on Alcoholism and

Drug Abuse, Inc.
1232 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 783-1300

Amazing Alternatives
Contact

David M. Murray, Ph.D.
Cheryl L. Perry, Ph.D.
School of Public Health
University of Minnesota
611 Beacon Street, SE
Stadium Gate 27
Minneapolis, MN 55455

IV 3
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Resounts

Children Are People (K-6 Curriculum)
493 Selby Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55102
(612) 227-4031

Project DARE
Juvenile Division
Los Angeles Police Department
150 North Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, CA 90028
(213) 485-4856

Curriculum and Other
Program Materials

The Soozie and Katy prevention coloring book is
available from
U.S. Department of justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
Washington, DC 20537

A Stoty About Peelings Coloring Book, for children
grades K-2, uses cartoon characters from flirt, A
Stoty About Feelings (color, 10 min., 18 gnu or
videocassette with teacher guide) to help them gain
clearer understanding of chemical dependency and
the role feelings play in their lives. Both are available
from

Johnson Institute
510 First Avenue, North

Minneapolis, MN 55403-1607
(612) 341-0435

Marijuana, A Second Look can be ordered from the
local chapter of the American Lung Association.

American Cancer Society Stnthing Prevention packet
may be ordered from the local chapter of tile Ameri-
can Cancer Society.



PREVENTION MATERIALS AND ACIVITOS

Saying No to Akohol and Drugs (color, 12 min., 16
mm or videocassette) is available from
Film Fair Communications
10300 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, CA 91604
(213) 985-0244

Refusal Skilk
Roberts, Fitzmahan and Associates
9131 California Avenue, SW
Seattle, WA 98136
(206) 932-8409

This Side Up is available from NIDA or from the
National Clearinghouse for Drug Abu* Information.

In-Class Activities

Rappin' About Drugs
Washington Area Council on Alcoholism and

Drug Abuse (WACADA)
1232 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 783-1300

Teens in Action and accompanying materials are
available from
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Division of Prevention and Communications
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Information on Takoma Park Juniof High School
experience is available from
Principal, Takoma Park Junior High School
7611 Piney Branch Road
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Resowes

Posters (free)

Drugs
National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse

Information
P.O. Box 416
Kensington, MD 20795
(301) 143-6500

Alcohol-
National Clearinghouse for A1co1161 Information
P.O. Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 468-2600

Drinking and Driving
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NTS-11, U.S. Department of Transpottatioll
400 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
(202) 426-0123

Smoking
American Lung Association
National Headquarters
1740 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
(212) 245-8000
or from local chapter
American Cancer Society

Drama

Booze is available from

Marketing Services Department 410
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S2S1
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Cross-CultnYal 'Materials

Gaston, 3ftl Culture Awareness Teaching Tech.
nienes, Brattleboro, Vt; Proliogna Associates, 1984.
Galttol% *let. 'Cultural ktrientatipn in the English
as a Second Language Claasiroom; In Beyond Experi.
ence, edited. by Could Bagdad& and Elizabeth G.
Warner, 13ratt1etioro, Yt Xtperirdent Press, 1977,
pp, 95, 96.
La Forge, Paul G. Counsel* and Culture in Second
Language Acquisition. Agincourt, Ont.: Dominie
Press, 1953.

Available from Cotincn on Interracial Books for
Childm, Inc., 1841 Braadvay, Neve York, NY
100234648:
Fkhting Distriminationsomd-calor filmstrip on
strategies for overcoming sod= and racism, grades

The Secret of Ooodasnwsound,color filmstrip on sex
Mt race stereutYping% gr4deg 44.
Unlearning 'Indian" Stereo0esfi1rasuip, grades 2
and up.
Unlearning Asian.American StereotypesOmit*,
elementary and middle schooliinnior high.
Unlearning Chicano and Nolo Rican StereoOpes
filmstriP, grades 5-8,

Social Skills is the .8S,t, Classroom

AlOyama, CAM. Acceptance to Zeal: Functional Dia-
logues for Students of English. New York: Minerva
Book% 1981.

Bowers, Barbara, awl Godfrey, John. Decisitnrs.
Aellesiurtf Out.: DoratiW PP0,0s, 1983.
Canatio, jack. The trig Hosge and Other Pkys,
Ray vie a IA, Jam* %cat Publiohers, 1980.



The Put-Down Pro and Other Plays. Hayward,
Calif.: Janus Book Publishers, 1980.
Day-Garcia, Sharon, and others. Drink the Winds,
Let the Waters Flow Free: American Indians and
Recovery from Alcohasm. Available from Johnson
Institute, 510 First Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN
55403-1607.

Doff, Adrian, and Jones, Christopher. Feelings, A
Course in Conversational English for Upper-Intermedi-
ate and More Advanced Students. New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1980.
Roderman, W. H. The Choice and Other Stories.
Hayward, Calif Janus Book Publishers, 1980.

Self-Concept and Social Skills

Canfield, Jack, and Wells, Harold C. 100 Ways To
Enhance Self-Concept in the Classroom. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976.
Hawkins, J. David, and others. "Childhood Predic-
tors and the Prevention of Adolescent Substance
Abuse." In Etiology of Drug Abuse: Implications for
Prevention, edited by Coryl LaRue Jones and Robert
J. Battjes, pp. 75-126. NIDA. Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1985.
Mack, John E., and Ablor, Steven L., eds. The
Development and Sustaining of Self-Esteem in Child-
hood. New York: International Universities Press,
1983.

Manatt, Marsha. Parents, Peers, and Pot., NIDA.
Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 19: v.
Silvernail, David L. Developing Positive Student Self-
Concept. 2d ed. Washington, D.C.: National Educa-
tion Association, 1985.
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PREVENTION MAMMALS AND ACTIVITIES

Commerdal Programs

"Building Self-Esteem: A Comprehensive School
Program" by Robert Reasoner available from
Self-Esteem, Inc.
3428 Ridgemont Drive
Mountain View, CA 94040
(415) 967-3428

DUSO and Magic Circle materials and guide are
available from
Developing Understanding of Self and Others

(DUSO)
American Guidance Services
P.O. Box 99
Circle Pines, MN 55014
(612) 786-4343

Magic Circle
Human Development Training Institute
1727 5th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101

"Skills for Adolescents" (Grades 6-8) and "SkilL for
Living" (Grades 9-12) are available from
Quest National Center
6655 Sharon Woods Boulevard
Columbus, OH 43229
(614) 882-6400 or 800-446-2700

Schools needing fmancial support to implement these
highly regarded programs should contact their local
Lion's Club for assistance.

"Youth Dynamics" available from
Youth Dynamics
P.O. Box 163
Huntington, Beach, CA 92647
(714) 894-4529
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Simon, Sidney. I Ant Lovabk and CapabkA Modern
Allegory o n the Classical Put-Down. Allen, Tex.:
Argus Communications. (P.O. Box 6000, Allen, TX
75002)

TESA Training Seminar Information (availableregionally):

TESA Project Director
Los Angeles County Education Center
9300 East Imperial Highway, Room 246
Downey, CA 90242-2890
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CHAPTER 8.4,

Parent, Student,
and Community
Prevention

I'd get money out of my mom's purse. Then I'd tell her,
"I'm going out tonight," and she'd give me $5. And my
friends would say to their folks, "We're going out to-
night," too. Everyone would get some money, and we'd all
put it together. And we'd go get high.

Amy, age 14

Parent Power

As with intervention and treatment
of student drug and alcohol abuse, prevention activi-
ties require more than school involvement in order to
be effective. If a clamp down at school moves
student drug use to the shopping center parldng lot
at night or the empty home after school, little is
accomplished. Likewise, if children and adolescents
are told at school that indiscriminate use of chemical
substances may have dire effects, they should hear
and see a complementary message at home.

Without parents' full involvement,
the efforts of school personnel may not be as effec-
tive as possible. Within the last half dozen years,
however, parents around the nation have mobilized
to fight drug and alcohol abuse. Most of these newly
formed groups have urged parents to reassert them-
selves and take back control of their children's
upbringing by following some of these steps:

Get together with other parents, particularly those
of chilaren with whom your children associate, and
find out what is going on among your children and
those in the community with regard to drugs.

161
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Acquaint yourself with the effects, availability, and
terminology of drugs.
Take a firm stand against drug and alcohol use by
your children and communicate it clearly and
unemotionally to them.
Agree with your spouse and, if possible, with other
parents, upon consistent and fair consequences for
violation of mks a home, and support school rules
and regulations.
Keep in touch with other parents, school officials,
interested community leaders, and drug Pteatment
providers in the community, preferably through a
network or planning group.
Try to work with others to identify and make
available alternatives to drugs for children and
adolescents.
Pay attention to your child's moods, bavior,
performance in school, and general demeanor.

The Wisconsin Clearinghouse and EA
the National PTA offer this advice to parents of
young children:51 K--6

Teach your children to feel good about themselves
by helping them learn to (a) communicate honestly;
(b) cooperate with others and take responsibility at
an early age; (c) make judgments and decisions;
and (d) give and receive unconditional km.
Provide your children with positive role models by
(a) exercising and eating sensibly; (b) maintaining
positive, supportive relationships with spouse, chil-
dren, and friends; (c) recognizing ancl handling
stress in constructive ways; and (d) avoiding the
use of drugs and alcohol to relieve tension, stress,
unhappiness, and boredom.
Provide quality time for your children by (a)
spending time with each child alone, (b) listening
to what your children say, (c) asking your children
for their opinions about family problems and deci-
sions, and (d) not talking down to your children.

. ,
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School staff can support individual
parents and parent groups by

Keeping them informed of changes in their chil-
dren's behavior and/or performance at school
Joining with parents to sponsor parenting skills
workshops
Jointly lobbying local governments to make avail-
able recreational and other alternatives to drug use
for adolescents in the community
Generally maintaining regular contact and coopera-
tion with parent and community antidrug abuse
groups through faculty and administration repre-
sentation on the leadership boards of such groups.

Student-Implemented
Activities

Efforts to change existing norms fa-
vorable to drug and alcohol use among young people
and to decrease some of the widespread acceptance
of drug use, particularly alcohol, in society is another
way to try to prevent student drug abuse. Efforts to
change norms that have included school and commu-
nity awareness and media campaigns have had some
success. Student involvement and leadership of such
activities are recent phenomena that seem to have
coincided with a decrease in adolescent we of some
drugs and less favorable student attitudes toward
drug abusers.

Students Against Driving Drunk
(SADD)

Now found in schools around the
nation, SADD started in 1981 in Massachusetts as a
student reaction to young people's losing their lives
in alcohol-related automobile accidents. SADD's goal
is to increase the level of awareness among students
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Atm tho *Agin of drinking and driving. The
etAtlent4 rboomehtv4 osaally with an adult sponsor or
adviaitt, aohiolto Os pal through the use of Pam-
*OA, Wat," taittAea, bumper stickers, vigils, as-
40044,41 OftkallgYs Anti workshops. SADD also ad-
VAItta 1:* ktit IX:Valve peer pressure to help
mai* ititiatiek arivieg unacceptable. It tries to
ea* OW litlatat44$ * the school by asking them to
sikoo plOgeti tIla* MO will not drink and drive and
bY 44,14b4 ate* swot to also sign contracts. The

COALMV WIlan, stipulates that the student
IrAtitaige* *A tilt* and drive and the parents
pow* th*t 3i thit OW** calls and asks for a ride
hove, tiny vo-41 pnvitie that ride with no subsequent

altt tint it is better to save a life
bY tot dzisinf4 dritking than to punish people
fop &Ma%

WO has been credited with saving
maily rzYw 410 'voiding a positive alternative
into vhkl ici4 Patt clannel their energies and
taivms, Tbia W))) Agatach, however, is not with-
0,4 It itim etemingly tacit approval of
teeeegt tkitkitg, Itag as it is not mixed with
dtiviog, distethts *ANA( persons who would change
the slom off yati 4riAir, don't drive," to simply
'Darer 0310 Ottoti 0W it reasonable, however,
whoa food vith attiotts life-threatening problem,

aosploy * VW* ottiai as SADD does to deal with
the Wow:WA proiaim firstdeath from drinking
elttl afivilw, The emeo11 problem of drinking andtirtik tf 4htto14 ortainly never be forgotten.
tiltittatteIff tkotat Wao be concern about chang-
int OA poputir amaisttiou between drinking and

Komi Om& In the meantime, if SADD can
vAnot weevlik have no problem with it as a

tevorsont itit*Wro.,44 long as efforts to discourage
ttAtA att9 41144114; 4 all also continue. Much of

filo mart tuktit ODD literature, it should be no.d,
ow *A pttiAS kn pat out that the purpose of the
"Cdtitr40 &AW kthween parents and teenagers
is AO t, endortm dtillking, which is illegal for
posoona *Met' ogo 22 in most states.
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Peer Counseling

Peer counseling programs are one of
many ways students can help one another. Peer
counselors can help those who are having problems,
or those who are going through the normal childhood
or adolescent stresses and strains and want to con-
fide in someone. Such programs require that teat;h-
ers and administrators provide support, guidance,
and a good deal of training mid oversight. Many
school systems have used peer counseling programs
particularly as an adjunct and supplement to their
professional counseling services. Students often will
turn to each other and listen to a peer rather than a
professional within the school setting when they
have a problem or when they need a sounding board.
Because peers share a point of view, a language
system, similar values and interests, and, because a
relationship with a person of the same age lacks the
usual control and authority overtones of a relation-
ship with an adult, some students feel more comfort-
able with this kind of arrangement. Peer counseling
pr9grams take this helping relationship that often
oasts among peers and organize it by providing
training for interested students. The training gives
them skills in interpersonal communication, decision
making, problem solving, and referral procedures. In
addition to helping youngsters who may have prob-
lems, the peer counselors themselvesthose who
receive the trainingbenefit as well. They acquire a
set of skills critical to their own self-adjustment and
functioning. Many school systems use these pro-
grams in grades 7 through 1.2 but some have also
tried them in grades 5 and 6.

Depending upon the specific activi-
ties the peer counselors are expected to carry out,
their training may be relatively short or somewhat
extensive. It may involve simple listening and valida-
tion techniques or supervised experience in running
discussion groups and making class presentations. At
the very least, peer counselors should be able to
listen, show support and understanding, and know
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how to refer troubled classmates to qualified pfc fes-
sionals, including counselors, psychologists, and com-
munity agencies. Feer counselors generally are not
expected to offer solutions, to "preach" to theit
classmacts, to attempt to deliver services, or to work
with serioosly disturbed youngsters beyond their
capabilities and qualifications.

If its limitations are kept clearly in
mind and realistic goals and operating procedures
are established, peer counseling can be a useful early
intervetWon and prevention approach. Training re-
covered drug or alcohol abusers as peer counselors
may be particularly useful since some kids may
resent talking to adults, or even to other students
who they think have never used drugs or know little
about the drug scene. Recovered abusers, however,
should be thoroughly trained and should understand
the limitations of their role. Some of these young-
sters, because of their missionary zeal to help others,
may, if not completely trained, try to accomplish
more than they are qualified to -,indertake.

Depending upon the needs and char-
acteristics of the schr,ol, peer counselors may be
used in a variety of ways. These include leading
group rap sessions; one-to-one counseling with stu-
dents assigned by the sctv2,ol counselor; making
classroom presentations about drugs, decision mak-
ing, or other social skills; and staffing drop-in cen-
ters. In all cases peer counseIN's should work under
the close supervision of a trained counselor and only
with youngsters assigned to them.

Community Prevention
Activities

Community Information and
Referral Center

In one community, the school system
and local goveriunent joined forces to set up a
community drug information and referral center to

1651 6 6
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serve both teachers and parents. The "CARE Cen-
ter' not only collects and disseminates information
on drug and alcohol abuse, education, prevention,
and treatment, it also provides many other services,
such as the following:

Functioning as a spealtere bureau for school,
parent, and other constituencies
En lie:ins the involvement and material supPort of
local businesses for school- and community anti-
dnig projects
Operating a telephone and drop-in referral service
for teachers, parents, and students
Organizing school and community woritshops on
topics such as "Parent:ilk; Skills," "PCP," "Work-
ing with Children of Alcoholics," and general
awareness-raising seminars
Functioning as a meeting place for schools, police,
courts, weal service agencies, and others who
work directly with juvenile drug abusers to inter-
act and develop cooperative strategies
Sponsoring parent awareness, support, and action
groups.

Initially, the center was staffed by a
coordinator paid by the local government, a secretary
Paid by the school system., and volunteers. Operating
expenses came from businesses and loc.vl govern-
ment funds. More recently, the running of the center
has been contracted out to a small private concern in
the cogununity, with funding continuing to come
from school, government, and business. The center's
success is a result of its effectiveness in serving as a
focus for the diverse efforts and needs of a variety of
constittienciesproviders and consumers alike,

Substance Abuse Prevention and
Education Centers (SAPE)

In Michigan, the State Departzient of
Public Health funds six regional centers, housed in
intermediate schools, across the state. ThPir aim is

, 167
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the prevention of teen substance abuse. The centers'
services are available to educators, parents, and
students able:
For Educators:

Prevention and intervention skills and strategiestrag
Program dissemination
Materials and curriculum distribution
Current program evaluation
Curriculum consultation
Counseling referral

For Parents:
Effective parenting training

For High School Students:
Helping to organize SADD chapters, prom and
graduation drug-free alternatives
Summer training on health promotion and sub-
stance abuse prevention
Peer counseling training

Alliance Against Drugs

In Massachusetts, the Governor's Al-
liance Against Drugs Campaign focuses on setting up
state and local interagency advisory groups that
serve as links among police, schools, health agencies,
and business. These groups, with seed money from
the state, are developing training programs, examin-
ing and revising discipline policies, creating curricu-
lum materials, and initiating whatever projects are
necessary and appropriate to specific local communi-
ties. A major focus of tlut Massachusetts effort is to
concentrate the drug abuse prevention etfort from
kindergarten through eighth grade.

In New York City, police, like their
colleagues in Los Angeles, are in the schools giving
substance abuse instruction to fifth and sixth grad-
ers. The national PTA, the American Association of
School Administrators, the National Association of

1 6 8
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Secondary School Principals, the National Educinion
Association, and many other organizations all have
encouraged their members to get involved in the
Sight to combat student drug abuse. And across the
nation, communities are mobilizing to fight the prob-
leznpreventing it if they can and treating it *hen
they cannot.

Resources

Parent Prevention Advities

N1AAA has collected scores of alcohol and drug
abase prevention ideas directly from school and
community persons who have tried them with suc-
cess. Over 60 such ideas with the addresses -of the
Persons who submitted them are described in
Prevention Plus: Involving Schools, Parents, and Me
Community in Alcohol artd Drug Education. National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Wssh-
ington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, tf.S.
Government Printing Office, 1984. pp. 253-324.

Also contact
National PTA
brag Abuse Prevention Project
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 787-0977

The following provide useful ideas v.:,d advice for
parents:
r.saacs, Susan, and Fornaciari-Stoll, Suzanne. Who's
in Control. A Parent's Guide to Discipline. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Potomac Press, 1984. (Available from
Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation) 7101
Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814)
Manatt, Marsha. Parents, Peers, and Pot II. Nil)A.
Wastqngton, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1983.
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Meyer, Roberta. The Parent Connection: How to
Communicate with nor Child About Alcohol and
Other Drugs. New Yor't Franklin Watts Publishing,
1984.

Rose, Marc, and others. Family Life Skills, Training
for Drug Abuse Prevention. NIDA. Washington, D.C.:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1984.

Student-Implemented Activities

Students Against Driviug Drunk (SADD)
P.O. Box. 800
Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481-3568

Peer Counseling Trainiv Curriculum
Maryland &lite Departtnent of Education
200 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

Community Prevention Activities

Alliance Against Drugs
Massachusetts Departmeut of Education
Quincy Center Plaza
1385 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
(6.17) 770-7500

CARE Center (Comnumity Information and Referral)
200 Park Avenue

..Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 279-4555

Substance Abuse Prevention and Education (SAPE)
Center

Eaton Intermediate School District
1790 East Packard Highway
Charlotte, MI 48813
(517) 543-5500
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CHAPTER 9

Treatment
Programs for
Drug and Alcohol
Abuse

leo tole to quit smoking. I've done it a hundred times.
Mark Twain

Once young people have become
depeeent on drugs or alcohol, freeing them froM
this C peadence can be extremely difficult. Abuserii
often do not want to surrender the pleasure of drog
us* for what they may regard as a harsh reality, aad
will actively resist treatment. They may pretead to
cooperate with the treatment staff, only to return to
drug Use after release from the program. Teachera
and other school personnel should do what they do
besteducate children and adolescents. They should
not bk expected to administer treatment for drug aad
alcohol dependence. They can help, however, la
gettiag your tsters into treatment and in being am-
portive of mcovered and recovering student drag
abusers.

Types of Treatment

Professional Programs

Over the past 15 years professioml
ez-ttg creatment programs have proliferated ii thie

r4no-/ to such an t that it is now rare to grid A
Iraulco:tty witho'...t at least one or two. The most

prevaLalt forms of treatment are. (1) drug free, M
deto4fication, and (3) maintenance. The "drug-free"
mode treats drug use without medication. Its prim-
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ry method is counseling. "Detoxification' refers to a
treatment of withdrawal from drugs, sometimes with
the support of prescribed medicatiot for a limited
period with the aim of attracting the abuser into
loager-terin treatment. If methadone or 5ome other
drug substitute is prescribed for longer periods; the
treattiledt litOde is called "maintenance." 'The goal of
such programs usually is to eliminate criminal behav-
ior among long-term addicts while establishing a
more productive lifestyle.

These basic forms of treatment may
be provided in a variety of settings: outpatient or
residential; at a hospital or in the community; at a
public, nonprofit setting or in a private clinic or
office. Certain programs are exclusively for adults
wl0e Sifte serve adults and youth. Relatively few
serge only young people. Other programs specialize
in rmiting only alcohol abusers or only cocaine or
heroin abusers. A few treatment facilities specialize
in crisis-oriented emergency services for overdoses
oi "bad trips" from LSD, PCP, or amphetamines.

One kind of residential, drug-free
program is called the "therapeutic community." This
kind of program emphasizes persuading adolescents
to abandon self-destructive behavior, to come to
grips with their problems, and to pursue constructive
alternatives to drug use. It uses group therapy, peer
confrontation, and counseling to change tile values
and behaviors that contributed to the drug abuse.
Such programs may last from two to eighteen
months. Their historical development can be traced
to Synatmn, established in 1958 by Claude Dederick
when he broke off from Akoholics Anonymous.
Program such as Daytop House, Odyss., !ouse,
Phoenix Rouse, Gateway, and Gaudenzia exam-
ples of therapeutic communities. While th'by have
been effective for some youthful addicts, they have
been criticized for replacing the youngster's drug
dependency with a dependency on the structure and
support of the therapeutic community.

Outpatient drug-free programs at
hospitals or clinics may feature such strategies as rap
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sessions, recreational activities, azul personal coun-
seling. The average duration of treatment in a day
program often is less than .-4iz months.

Research studies have shown that
each of these treatment programs caA produce "sub-
stantial improvement in the social functioning and
employment of clients and decreases in drug use and
criminality."$g Treatment research gudies, however,
do not attempt to evaluate "cure" rates, Instead,
because drug dependency is now viewed as a chronic
disease, much lOte cardiovascular or arthritic dis-
eases, they measure overall improvement. Few per-
sons are "cured" to the extent that they are no
longer at risk for a recurrence of their illness. They
tend to follow a relapsing and remitting course,
experts tell us, with successive treaments followed
by longer periods of remission.30

The large majority of such programs,
however, serve adult abusers, few, if any, of those
studied were for adolescents. The shortage of treat-
ment programs, particularly residentisl programs, for
adolescents is a major problem in many parts of the
United States. In many cases, thooe that do exist for
juveniles are private and expensive. Insurance may
cover some of the costs, but for those who need
treatment and have no insuralice Or have used up
their insurame, the problem maY go untreated.

Tz, addition to these formal, struc-
tured approacte.4, professional treatment also is
available from individual psychiatrists, psychologists,
social workers, and other trained drug abuse thera-
pists who counsel the youngster, the parents, and
other family members as wellL.

Drug-free outpatient treat-oent is the
most likely type for young abusers and those enter-
ing treatment for the first times° Regardless of type,
however, about half of all persons in treatment
discontinue it prematurely, either by dropping out or
by being dismissed by the facility for rule violation."

Because behavorial, family, and so-
cial problems of adolescent drug abusers are as likely
to be the cause as the effect of the drug abuse, some
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experts believe treatment for adolescents should be
oriented toward these problem" Adolescents there-
fore should not be randomly directed toward various
treatment programs; rather, they should be referred
based on carefal assessment and analysis of their
underlying problems. Assignment of a youngster
whose problem is primarily one of interpersonal
relationships to a treatment program based on theo-
ries that ascribe drug abuse to biological or psycho-
logical malftuactions may make little sense, and may
meet with limited success. In addition, since the
longer the treatment the more successful it tends to
be,63 every effort should be made to limit the high
treatment dropout rate.

Self-Help Groups

Unlike the more formal treatment
programs described in the preceding pages, most
self-help groupa are free of charge. The best known
and most successful of these groups is Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA), a voluntary, worldwide organiza-
tion that holds regular meetings for alcoholics of all
ages, and whose members strive to help each other
attain and inaintain sobriety.

Recently, AA has been accepting
members with drug dependencies other than alcohol,
and offshoots of the organization using the same
basic approach have sprung up. Two examples are
Narcotics Aponymc is and Cocaine Anonymous. The
companion organizations for the abusers' family
members are Al-Anon and now Nar-Anon; the group
for teen family members of alcoholics is called
Alateen. Other sources of help for parents in con-
fronting and dealing with a child's (drug abuse in-
clude such went, peer, and support group offshoots
as Toughlove, which uses a "natural consequences"
approach to deal with recalcitrant and/or drug-abus-
ing children,



Other Approaches

In most communities, variations and
combinations of these basic approaches can be
found. In some communities, including large metro-
politan areas, a continuum of drug treatment pro-
grams may be available. Occasionally, public school
sydtems conduct their own treatment program, es-
tablishing special schools or programs for drug-
abusing students. An example of this approach is the
Phoenix School Program in Montgontly County,
Maryland. There, students with mild-to-moderate
drug problems are allowed to attend a small drug-
free day school removed from the influence of drug-
using friends. Abstinence is monitored through nri-
nalysis. Besides academics, students receive daily
group counseling and drug education. Parents are
required to attend regular meetings in the evenings
to help them in their interactions with their children
at home.

More frequently, however, hospital
and other residential programs, such as the therapeu-
tic community type, (a) provide their own schools, (b)
contract with the local school system for home
instructors, or (c) provide no schooling at all while
the youngster is undergoing residential treatment.
Many programs now encourage their patients to
attend AA or NA meetings both during the treat-
ment and frequently as an aftercare support.

The School's Role

Identification

Before treatment of drug or alcohol
abuse can begin, the problem must be identified. In
general, the earlier the identification, the earlier
treatment can begin; and the earlier treatment be-
gins, the better its chances of success. Alcmg with
parents, teachers are in a good position to help in
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identifying the drug problem. Despite the denial,
despite the deception, despite the uncertainty and
misgivings, teachers and other school personnel must
share their concerns about the student's behavior/
performance with parentsnot once, but repeatedly
if necessary. Painfully and reluctantly, but ultimate-
ly, the student's fanny will make that identifica-
tionwith the help of the school, it will be much
sooner.

Intervention

Depending on the student's stage of
drug use, a less restrictive or extreme approach may
be enough to put the youngster back on track. The
school may be able to help with this kind of early
intervention. One school system, for example, as-
signs students who have been suspended for alcohol
or drug use for the first time, or who are suspected
of using drugs, to a three-day Drug Education and
Awareness Program. On Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, the program provides a crash course on
drugs and their effects, reasons for using drugs,
skills for resisting Deer pressure, and alternatives to
drug use. Parents of students assigned to the pro-
gram are required to meet with the %)rogram staff on
the Monday night preceding the three-day session.
At this meeting they review the highlights of the
program's content, and receive information on the
need for vigilance about the drug problem and on
community support groups and other resources.

The family, after all, has the primary
responsibility for intervention, just as it has for other
aspects of the student's drug abuse; the school
should not relieve it of that responsibility. Neverthe-
less, the school may help with early intervention as it
does with identification. Many of the prevention
activities described in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 are not
far removed from early intervention, and in the early
stages of experimentation and occasional drug use
they may be effective.
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Occasionally, schools encounter fam-
ilies that refuse to get help or are themselves so
dysfunctional that they are unable to take any kind
of constructive action on behalf of their child. At
such times the school should refer the case to the
child protection unit of the public social service
agency. Indeed, referral is mandatory for educators
under child abuse and neglect laws in most states.

Entering Treatment

Even when the student's family has
been given an accurate diagnosis of drug dependency
and is committed to helping the child solve the
problem, obstacles to receiving treatment may still
arise. Generally, the more serious the drug abuse
problem, the more the student is in need of a
structured treatment program.

In many cases, some pressure must
be put on the student to enter treatment, particularly
a residential or highly structured program. Some-
times the student will progress from less restrictive
programsfailing to remain drug free at eachto
more restrictive ones, Often the student will be given
an ultimatum by parents, or directed by the police or
court to enter a program. The school can help by
working with parents, social worker, parole officer,
case worker, and others to get the youngster into
treatment. This may require anything from gentle
encouragement from a teacher or counselor with
whom the student has a good relationship to threat-
ening to keep the student out of school unless he or
she enters treatment. For some students, all options
but tnatment must be closed before they accept
help,

Even persons who argue that treat-
ment will not work if the student does not agree to it
admit that few want drug abuse treatment before
they enter it. Once in a drug-free environment for a
week or two, the toxicity level of the student's
system starts to recede and the youngster becomes
more amenabl...: to the approach. During the initial
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stages of treatment, however, drug abusers thiiik
only of getting out; and they often tell therapists tall
tales of abuse and poor treatment at the hands of
parents and teachers. At the same time, they may
complain bitterly to parents of the mistreatment
being inflicted by the treatment program staff. These
are natural reactions in adjusting to treatment; they
have been observed in many young people undergo-
ing structured treatment I:WW2/M.

Aftercare

Completion of a treatment program
does not ensure freedom from drug abuse for the
rest of one's life; nor iS it a Olution to all of life's
problems, Some youngsters and their families try
many programs before they Are able to conquer their
drug dependence and achieve some stability in their
lives and in their relationships with each other. In
certain eases, tragically, they never dA rise above the
drug dependency.

But in those eases where treatment
seems effective, there is mueli to be done to remain
drug free and to achieve dominance over the under-
lying problems that caused or exacerbated the diug
abuse. Some experts believe recovered drug abusers
will carry a predisposition for drug dependence with
them for the rest of their lives; therefore they must
continue to be vigilant and abstemious. In any event,
most recovered abusers must continue to work on
developing their coping skills, their relationships
with other family members, and their ability to make
new "straight" friends.

Continued therapy, th::, .tfore, and
continued attendance at AA or NA iueetings are
recommended long after a youngster has completed
a formal treatment program. Parents and other
family members also are encouraged to continue in
parent support groups or to attend Al-Anon-type
meetings. Reintegrating A recovered or recovering
drug abuser into school also requires special atten-
tion. Unfortunately this is not always provided.
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Reentry

Returning from a long-terrn residen-
tial program to home and school is a particularly
difficult transition for a young person. When half.

way houses are available, they may help students
make the adjustment from treatment center to home.
Typically, however, the youngster goes directly back
to school---with fear and hope. For many students it
is a retura to a social situation in which old friends
and old eavectaeArts create a high-risk situation. At
this time, the Iv-vicar is particularly vulnerable
and in need .°_eti').1nragetuent, support, and under-
standing if the aeV-r.icles and altills learned in treat-
ment are to be ma.atained.

Before the student returns, the treat-
ment program's case worker and/or the parents
should contact the school authorities and apprise
them of (1.) the youngster's date of return, (2) a
description of the treatment program's activities and
goals, the aftercare program plans, and (4) the
date of the discharge conference at the treatment
center,- The school 'should assign a case manager
(usually a counselor, psychologist, or pupil services
worker) to attend the discharge conference and to set
up a preliminary reentry conference at the school to
develop a transition plan and support system. Such a
plan should include the following components:
1 A program schedule that allows for an achievable

workload, taking into consideration the possible
need for remediation or makeup work, and built-in
time for any ongoing outpatient treatment com-
mitments in the late afternoon or evening

2. Extracurricular and/or counseling opportunities
such as weekly support group meetings that allow
for making new friends and pursuing alternatives
to drug use

3. A support team of persons, including a counselor
or aclnunistrator, non-drug-using students, and a
teacher, to whom the returning student can talk at
any time of the day as the need arises
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A. A recovay contract or plan that prescribes specif-
ic consequences in the event a relapse occurs
and/or aftercare goals are not met

5. Ongoing consultation with Ur; treatment center
aftercare coordinator and the parents.

The basic components of a school-
hosed aftercare program should include the
follow*:

1. Behavior monitoring involving a system of daily or
weekly feedback on the student's behavior and
academic work

Z. Support groups that oiler the student an opportu-
nity to et with other .itudents with similar
baekgrounds for understanding and encourage-
ment

3. Goals for recovery that may involve school perfor-
maece and/or attendance, relationships, and sobri-
ety, and that mny be monitored while at the same
time they give the student a sense of progress and
aeleeveinent

4. A cse manager assigned to assist the student
dor* the reentry process and to coordinate the
school's interaction with the treatment center and
other parties during the transition period.

On occasion, when the student left
school wider very negative circumstances, the
yvungster may be enrolled in a different school. This
change protects the student enabliug him or her to
gait again in a new location without the pressure of
old drurusing cronies or A bad reputation among
students and faculty.

Whatever school the student returns
to, however, it is importaat that the teachers, coun-
selor, and principal be apprised of the youngster's
current drug use and treatvent status. Teachers, in
pvticular, need to be aware that a recovering or
recovered drug abuser is returning to their class so
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that they can be sensitive to the student's situation
and vigilant for any signs of A problem that may
recpiire special assistance. Those who believe teach-
ers should not be told that such students are in their
classes in order to protect the youngster from nega-
tive stereotyping underestimate the integrity and
compassion of teachers. They also overlook the need
for constructive in-class monitoring of these young-
sters who in the first few months of returning to
school are particularly vulnerable to backsliding. At
this time they need all the help they can get;
confidentiality regulations Should not act as a barrier
to their getting this help. Classroom teachers are in
an exceptionally good position to monitor and report
on student behavior. Their vigilance, commitment,
and concern, when combined with appropriate
knowledge and skill, can save lives.

Relapse

When, even after the school has done
all it can to help implement an aftercare program, a
student suffers a relapse and the use of drugs again
begins to disrupt classroom teaching and learning,
the school must act. A conference among school
personnel, parents, student, arid treatment center
representative should be held to review the student's
performance in light of the recovery goals. At this
point, the recovery contract, which should have
stipulated specific steps to take in such an event,
may be invoked.

The conference should decide wheth-
er or not to recommend that the student return to
treatment or seek other therapy. If that course of
action is deemed best, then normal referral proce-
dures should be followed. just as at the initial
referral, students, and sometimes parents, may
strongly resist receiving treatment. Unfortunately, it
may be necessary for youngsters to undergo treat-
ment more than once, and the schooi ,tou ld be just
as firm the second time as it Was the first.



This, then, brings us almost full cir-
cle in the battle to combat student drug and alcohol
abuse. The fmal chapter discusses and puts into
perspective the consequences and the future steps in
dealing with this problem in the schools.

Resources

National Directoty of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism
Treatment and Prevention Programs. N1DA and
NIAAA. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985.
Comparative Effectiveness of Drug Abuse Treatment
Modalities. NIDA. Washington, D.C.: Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
1980.
Johnson, Vernon E. I'll Quit Tomorrow: A Practical
Guide to Akoholism Treatment. Rev: ed. New York:
Harper and Row, 1973. (Available from the National
Council on Alcoholism, 733 Third Ave., New York,
NY 10017)

The following films/videos on treatment issues are
available from
Gerald T. Rogers Productions
5225 Old Orchard Road, Suite 23
Skokie, IL 60077
(312) 967-8080
From Now On (1984)
27 min., color
Three chemically dependent individualsa young
executive, a teenager, and a blue collar workerare
followed through their drug abuse treatment and
their struggle to stay drug free. Emphasizes after-
care and the help of the whole family. (High school)
How to Sabotage Your Treatment
24 min., color
This film is aimed at patients in treatment programs
to help them identify roadblocks they often place in
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tlte way of their own recovery. An excellent orienta-
tion to whAt treatment is all about. (High school)

The following treatment and recovery booklets are
available from
Johnson Institute
51.0 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55403-1607 (1-800-231-5165)

Chemical Dependency and Recovery Are Family Affairs
(41 pp.)

4ecovery of Chemically Dependent Families (12 pp.)
Offbeat and Nontraditional Treatment Methods in
41coholism (32 pp.)

gektPse/Slips: Abstinent Akoholics Who Retwn to
&inking (6z up.)

Vor information on representative types of treatment
for children and adolescents, contact the following or
tile local mental heakh association:

Pairbanks hospital Inpatient Center
8102 Clearvista Parkway
lodianapolis, IN 46256
(17) 849-8222
4ateway Foundation, Inc.
04 South Mich*an Avenue, Suite 1400
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 663-1130

Jamestown
11550 Jasmine Trail, North
Stillwater, MN 55082
(602) 429-5307

Marvtorth Adolescent Chemical Dependency
Treatment Center

?X). Box 96
Sitawnee-otpDelaware, PA 18356-0098
(717) 563-1112
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Phoenix House, Executive Offices
164 West 74th Street
New York, NY 10023
(212) 787-3000

Coordinator, Phoenix School Program
Montgomery County Public Schools
Carver Educational Services Center, Room 230
.150 flungerford Drive

MI) 20850
eNf Chikl and Adolescent Services

Psycc Institute of Washington, D.C.
4460 i c Arthur Boulevard, NW

De 2P007

Direcwr
SecniA Getesis Rehabilitatioo Programs
4723 Montomnery Lane, &lite 602
Bethesda, Wii) 21814
(301) 656-1:,4 5

Director, Straight. inc.
P.O. Box 848
Marietta, GA 30061
(404) 434-8679

For information on school employees' obligations to
report child neglect, see
Tower, Cynthia Crosson. Child Abe* and Neglect: A
Teacher's Itandbook for Deteclion. Reporting, and
Classroom Mrnagement. Wo-:,1-iington, D.C.: National
Education Association, 19.

For information on a parew- suomt and action
group, see
York, Phyllis, and York, David. Tokkhlove, A Self
help Mantfal for Parents Troubled bY Penage Behar.).

Sellersv:41e, Pa4 Community Service Foundation,
1980. (Ord1/4.,:. fror 'rough love, P.O. /3ox 1069, Doy-
lestown, PA 189v.....)
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For more information on school awareness training
interventions, contact
Substance Abuse Coordinator
Fairfax County Public Schools
Department of Student Services
10310 Layton Ball Drive
Fairfax, ITA 22030
(703) 6984546

For more information on aftercare self-help groups,
contact

Alcoholics Anonymous
Box 59
Grand Centxal Station
New York, NY 10017
(212) 473-6200

Alateen, Al-Anon Family Group Headquarters
P.O. liox 182, Madison Square Station
New York, NY 10159
(212) 481-6565

Nar-Anm Paray Groups
P.O. Bolt 2562
Palos Verdes Peninsula, C41. 90274
(213) 547-5800



CHAPTER 10

What Next?

tvery course of action, including a faillge to act at all, has
)3ahlra1 consequence.

The President's COMIlliSSion ofit Organized Crime

Although the rate of student use of
most drugs has either declined or remained constant
since 1979, an unacceptably large number of young
people continue to abuse drugs and alcohol; and the
use of such dangerous drugs as cocaine and PCP has
actually increased. In addition to deleterious long-
term physical effects, the more immediate impact of
these chemicals on the mental and emotiont devel-
opment of students can be tragically devastating.

Among the reasons Idds take drugs,social pressuresfrom peers and from family and
societal role modelsare at the top of the list.
Adolescent predisposition toward rebelliousness,
nonconformity, and independence also figure
prominently.

Student abuse of drugs and alcohol
clearly is a problem that belongs to us allparents,
the schools, government, business, and students.
Fortunately, our society is mobilizing to fight this
scourge. Parents and students alike have organizedto combat the problem. Government and business
are cracking down on the users of illicit drugs as
well as those who traffic in them. Over half of all the
Fortune 500 firms reportedly have programs in place
to identify drug and alcohol abuse and rehabilitate
employees. Many professional athletes and entertain-
ers, sensitive to the bad press they have received for
sadng a poor example for youth, now go out of their
way to present a healthful, drug-free image.

Signs of student drug use, while cer-
tainly not infallible, often inchide falling grades,
mood shifts, and estrangemer t from family and old
friends. When a teacher, or ;;..her school employee,
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has cause to suspect a student is abusing drugs, the
suggested course of action (see Chapter 6) is to (1)
express concern about the youngster's failing grades,
moodiness, or other observed behavior; (2) encourage
the youngster to seek help and offer to assist in
gettings that help; (3) if the behavior is extreme or if
it permsts, notify the parent and similarly express
concern over the observed behavior; (4) cozsult with
colleagues about the student and refer the youngster
to appropriate staff; and (6) participate in the inter-
vention program if appropriate.

Specific steps for attacle,ng the drug
problem and identifying the roles staff members
should play are best laid out in comprehensive school
policies and regulations. This removes the uncertain-
ty from the situation and allows each individual to
know what role he/she may properly Play and which
procedure to employ. Questions such as who should
call the parent or whether to hold a student's
confession in confidence are then answered clearly.

Training staff, aesessing the scope of
the problem, enforcing rules, and forming coalitions
with parents, students, and the community-at-large
are also important steps in attacking the problem.
The major components of the school's antidrug
effort, however, are early intervention and preven-
tion activities, Although no one prevention approach
has proven to be totally effective, programs based on
the reasons students take drugs, such as social
pressures, hold the most promise. When prevention
and early intervention fail, schools should be pre-
pared to refer students to professional drug treat-
ment, and to support the student's reentry and
transition back to school after treatment.

The following checklist may be use-
ful in determining if a school has touched all the
important bases and in identifying any missing
elements:
1. Has the school developed a cooperative relation-

ship with community groups and organizations
active (or capable of becoming active) in the fight
against stadent drug and alce%ol abuse?
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2. Is the school strictly enforcing rules on dm We,
possession, and distribution?

3. Is the school integrating drug abuse information
and needed social skills into the curriculum, espe-
cially in upper elementary and junior high schools;
and are school staff adopting new research-based
health education curricula and extending their Mk
to begin in the primary grades?

4. Is the school tre- ;ng faculty and stag on the
effects of drugs, auti the skills needed to recor
nize and appropriately confront the problem?

5. Is the school addressing associated and related
destructive behaviors abuse, eating disorders,
delinquency, chronic ibsenteeism, suicide?

6. Is the school attemptiag to change norms through
the use a positive peer pressure, and by support-
ing student antidrug activists?

7. Does the school have a fully developed set of
prevention and intervention strategies in place?

8. Has the school developed, revised, and pillikized
school drug policies to students, parents, awl the
comnunlity?

9. Has the school assigned specific responsibility and
authority, and provided adequate resources for
organizing, implementing, and evaluating its anti-
drug efforts?

This last question is particularly important. It hiss todo, in many instances, with why some schools'
antidrug efforts are effective and ongoing and others
have little or no impact and fade because of neglect
and loss of interest when a key staff member 'WM.
The answer to why some programs work and last
and others do not is usually related to one or more ofthe following reasons:

Policies and rules are either not implemented or
are implemented inconsistently.
Program responsibilities and duties are expected
to be undertaken without proper budget and staff.

1. 8
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Overall responsibility and authority are either as-
signed to too many individuals or to no one in
puticular.

School drug prevention and inter:en-
tion programs that work and last have one person in
charge, their own budget and staff resources, and
well-thought-out, consistently implemented policies
and rules. They also tend to be characterihed by
dedication and enthusiasm on the part of those
working with them, support from the school's leader-
ship, the trust of school staff and community alike,
and consistency from one school to another within
the same school district.

Does this mean that a school that
f.7)..nnot have a full-blown program should not bother
to have any? It does not. Diffemat schools across the
nation have adopted very different policies and rules.
Some have been comprehensive and far-reaching in
scope; others have concentrated on narrower goals.
Each school must look at its own particular situa-
tionits student body, its staff, its conimunityaud
decide for itself how it will deal -,vith the problem of
student drug and alcohol abuse.

Throughout this book, I have at-
temnted to stress the importance of ownership and
acton and to present useful information and re-
sources with which to act. Now it is up to the
readers. What you decide to do is important; but it is
not nearly as important as the decision yon maketo
do something.

1 8 9
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Appendix A

State Drug Abuse
Prevention Agencies

Alabama
Drug Abuse Program Section
Division of Ala:111°11am and Drug Abuse
Deontment of Mental Health
145 Maw Street
Montgomery, AL 36104
Alaska
Office of Drug Abuse
Dept. of Health fa Social Services
Pouch H-01D
Juneau, AK 99801

Arizona
Drug Abuse Programs
Division of Behavioral Health Services
Department of Health Services
2500 Bast Van I3uren
Phoenix, AZ 86008

At Icamas
Office of Drug and Alcohol Abuse Preventivu
Dept, of Social ik Rehab. Services
1515 Building
)615 West 7th
Little Rock, AR 72203

California
California Department of Health
Substance Abuse Division
Roma 1592, 744 P Street
Sacramento, CA 95914

Colorado
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division
Depastment of Health
4210 East 11th Avenue
Denver, CO 80220

Connecticut
Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Council
Department of Mental Health
90 Washingum Street
Hartford, CT 06115
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De lawats
Bureau of substance Abase
Governor Oxon Health Center
Cottage /18
Delaware City, DE 19706
Florida
Bureau of Dritg Abuse Preventioa
Division of Mental Health
Dept of Uealth & Rehab. Services
1317 Whiewood Blvd.
Tallahassee, n 32301
Gaols
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section

off Mental Health & Uetardation.
Department of Human Resources
618 P0110A De Leon Avenue, E.
Atlanta, OA 30308

Hawaii
Alcohol and Drufg Abuse l3ranch
Departmtnt of Health
1279 QuetA Emma Street, Room 404
Honolulu, HI 96813
Idaho
Bureau of 5ubstance Abuse
Division of Community Rebabgitation
Department of Health and Welfare
LIU Buildilig, Room 327
Boise, ID 83720
Illinois
Dangerous Drugs Commission
300 llortb State Street, 1st1i Thor
Chicago, II 60610
bicliana
Division of Addiction Services
Department of Mental Health
5 Indiana Square
Indianapolit IN 46204
Iowa
Iowa Drug Abuse Authority
615 East 1.4th Street
Des Moines, IA 50319
Kansas
Drug Abaso "Unit
Dept. of Social and Rehab. Services
2700 W. WI Street, Biddle Bldg.
Topeka, KS 66608
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Louisiana
Bureau of Substance Abuse
Division of Hospitals
Louisiana Health and Human Resource Administration
Weber Building. 7th Floor
Baton Rouge, LA 70801

Maine
Office of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Prevention
Bureau of Rehabilitation
32 Winthrop Street
Augusta, ME 04330
Maryland
Drug Abuse Administration
Dept of Health & Mental Hygiene
Herbert O'Conor Office Builciing
201 W. Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

Massachusetts
Division of Drug Rehabilitation
Department of Mental Health
190 Portland Street
Boston, MA 02114
Michigan
Office of Substance Abuse Services
3500 North Logan Street
P.O. Box 30035
Lansing, MI 48909
Minnesota
Drug and Alcohol Authority
Chemical Dependency Division
Dept. of Public Welfare
402 Metro Square Building
St. Paul, MN 55101
Mississippi
Division of Drug Misuse
Department of Mental Health
1001 Lee State Office Building
Jackson, MS 39201
Missouri
Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
Department of Mental Health
2002 Missouri Blvd.
Jefferson City, MO 65101
Montana
Addictive Diseases Division
Department of Institutions
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1539 1 lth Avenue
Helena, MT 59601

Nebraska
Nebraska Commission on Drugs
P.O. Box 94726
State Capitol Building
Lincoln, NE 68509

Nevada
Bureau of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Rehabilitation Division
Department of Human Resources
505 East King Street
Carson City, NV 89710

New Hampshire
Office of Drug Abuse Prevention
3 Capital Street, Room 405
Concord, NH 03301

New Jersey
Division of Narcotic and Drug Abuse Control
Department of Health
541 East State Street
Trenton, NJ 08609

New Mexico
Drug Abuse Agency
Department of Hospitals & Institutions
113 Washington
Santa Fe, NM 87501

New York
Office of Drug Abuse Services
Executive Park South
Albany, NY 12203

North Carolina
North Carolina Drug Commission
Box 19324
Raleigh, NC 27609

North Dakota
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Department of Health
909 Basin Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58505

Ohio
Ohio Bureau of Drug Abuse
Division of Mental Health
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
65 S. Front Street, Room 211
Columbus, OH 43215
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Oklahoma
Division of Drug Abuse Services
Department of Mental Health
P.O. Box 53277, Capitol Station
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
Oregon
Programs for Alcohol and Drug Problems
Mental Health 'Division
Department of Human Resources
2575 Bittern Street, N.E.
Salem, OR 97310

Pennsylvania
Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Riverside Office Center
Building #1, Suite N
1101 North Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
Rhode Island
Rhode Island Drug Abuse Program
Department of Mental Health and Retardation and Hospitals
303 General Hospital
Rhode Island Medical Center
Cranston, RI 02920
SoLth Carolina
South Carolina Conunission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
3700 Forest Drive
P.O. Box 4616
Columbia, SC 29240

South Dakota
Division of Drugs and Substance Control
Department of Health
Joe Foss Building
Pierre, SD 57501
Tennessee
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section
Department of Mental Health
501 Union Street, 4th Floor
Nashville, TN 37219
Texas
Drug Abuse Division
Department of Community Affairs
Lox 13166, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711
Utah
Division of Alcoholism and Drugs
554 South 300 .East
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
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Vermont
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
Department of Social & Rehab. Services
State Office Building
Montpelier, VT 0560^

Virginia
Department of Mental Health/Mental Retardation
Division of Substance Abuse Control
Commonwealth of Virginia
P.O. Box 1797
Richmond, VA 23214

Washington
Office of Drug Abuse Prevention
Community Services Division
DSHS, OB-43E
Olympia, WA 98504

West Virginia
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Department of Mental Health
1800 Waeiington Street, East
Charlesto a, WV 25305

Wiscona'm
Bureau of Alcohol & Other Drug Abuse
Division of Mental Hygiene
Department of Health and Social Services
One West Wilson Street, Room 523
Madison, WI 53702

Wyoming
Drug Abuse Programs
State Office Building West
Cheyenne, WY 82001

Appendix B

Additional Organizations to Contact
for Help, Information, and Materials

Alateen, Al-Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc.
P.O. Box 182
Madison Square Station
New York, NY 10159
(212) 481-6565
Alcoholics Anonymous
General Service Office
P.O. Box 459
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Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
(212) 636-1100
American Automobile Associatiun (AAA)
Traffic Safety Department
Falls Church, VA 22047
(703) 222-5000
American Cancer Society
777 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212) 371-2900
American Council for Drug Education
5820 Hubbard Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 984-5700
Arrerican Lung Association
1740 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
(212) 245-8000
National Association for Children of Alcoh olics
31706 Coast Highway, Suite 201
South Laguna, CA 92677
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information
P.O. Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852
National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information
P.O. Box 416
Kensington, MD 20795
800-638-2045 (National)
800-492-2948 (Mayland)
National Council on Alcoholism
733 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free Youth
1820 Franwall Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20902
(301) 649-7100
Natior 11 Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Office of Alcohol Countermeasures
NTS 21
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857
(301) 443-6245
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National School Safety Center
7311 Greenhaven Drive
Sacramento, CA 95831
(916) 427-4600
Parents' Resource Institute for Drug Education (PRIDE)
100 Edgewood Avenue, Suite 1216
Atlanta, GA 30303
800-241-7946
(404) 658-2548
Center for Community Change
100 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20007
Linking community groups with community development tech-
niques is the focus of the Center for Community Change. The
Center concentrates on the problems facing low-income commu-
nities and provides training in strategies and advocacy.
Center for Multi-Cultural Awareness (CMA)
2924 Columbia Pile
Arlington, VA 22204
A 'project of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),
operated by Development Associate& CMA is a resource center
for Black, Native American, Asian-American, Puerto Rican,
Mexican-American, and other Hispanic communities. It identi-
fies, develops, and adopts culturally relevant materials for drug
abuse prevention, and provides technical planning assistance to
state agencies, as well as assistance to local programs within
minority communities. The Center also has expertise in
networking and coalition building to offer community groups.
U.S. Department of Education
Black Concerns Staff
Hubert Humphrey Building
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201
The Black Concerns Staff of DOE has current information
available on network building and federal funding.
National Black Alcoholism Cauncil (NBAC)
United Methodist Building
100 Maryland Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
NBAC is a formed organization dedicated to working
with Black p. Laid the devastation of alcoholism in Black
communities. '1.4 Council may be of assistance to community
workers engaged in treatment, prevention, public policy, re-
search, and planning.
National Center for Alcohol Education (NCAE)
1601 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209
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The NCAE offers training packages in programming, commiosi-
ty resources, planning, maintaining a volunteer program, sad
training the youth worker in an alcohol service agency. Of
particular interest is a prevention kit available for Block
communities, entitled "Ounce of Prevention."
National Council on Alcoholism (NCA)
Minority Program
733 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
NCA provides technical assistance in program planning arid
evaluation for minority groups. It distributes literature on
alcohol and minorities, and maintains a list of minority consul-
tants and projects to assist program planners.
Naticaial Parent Teacher Association (PTA)
Alcohol Education Project
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611
The National PTA has a history of wor!..ing with parents and
youth on issues around youthful drug abuse and driaking. A
series of four two-hour workshops designed for parents to help
children make informed decisions about drinking is availane
from the Alcohol Education Project.
National Youth Work Alliance (NYWA)
1346 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036
NYWA is a reference and information service for yooth
workers and program developers. It publishes resource mate*
als and a newsletter, Youth Alternatives. It also hosts an Anniial
National Youth Workers Conference and various training pro-
grams on specific topics of interest to youth workers.
Pyramid Project
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1006
Bethesda, MD 20014

Pyramid West
3746 Mt. Diablo Blvd., Suite 200
Lafayette, CA 94549
Pyramid Project is a resource-sharing network in the field of
primary drug abuse prevention funded by the Prevention
Branch of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),
Division of Resource Development. It provides assistance aod
information on community management and staff development;
prevention strategies, media, needs assessment, and community
organizations; research and evaluadon; prevention curricula;
funding resources; and training. Pyramid acts as a consultant in
directly addressing specific problems facing an agency or
identifies other apiropriate individuals/organizations that mow
offer consultant services to the agency.
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High $ehoot Senior Prue Use

TaVle 3

Vaily Users
C1101 07

15 15 17 '12 '75 '170 '01 14 '613 '84 '83

6.0", 9.105 10.716 10.356 9.185 70% 64 5455 5.0% 4.01
1024780 NA NA NA 20A 0.1 04 13-2 0. 432 0.3 04A61/1 Boot Nieto NA NA NA /IA 0.0 01 03 00 0.2 03 0.3
1$511%06165004 NA NA NA /IA 0.2 01 0.1 O. 0-2 02 0.3251) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 03 0.0 0.1 u3 0.1Pc, NA NA NA 14A 0.1 0.1 03 03 0.1 03 0.3
MAI* 03 04 0.1 0.1 0.2 04 0.3 0.2 02 0,3 0.4
1#5.6to 03 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
VA, Opiates 01 134 02 0.1 0.0 04 03 04 0.1 0.1 04
Siks060601 NA NA NA IIA NA kA 11A 0.2 0.8 116 0.4
SeStive0 0.5 0.3 0.2 o.2 0.1 04 02 0.2 0.2 0,1 0.5

fite411untos 03 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 04 0.1 01 g1 0.0 01/44.6soquaket 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 04 0.1 04 go O. 0.0
'17100u01*rs 03 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 04 03 03 0.1 01 0.0
Akohol 2.7 54 6.1 5.7 6.0 60 50 5.7 5.5 4.8 5.0
titocerao 26.8 284 OA 22.5 25.4 284 AP 231 232 18.7 18.5

NA indicates data not eailshle
'Indicates less than .5'56

'reran:
eted in Last Year: Usetl at least onee in the 12 rnOttths prior to survey.
OW in Apt Moak Used at least once in the 30 days prior to survey.
Otily Use's: Used 20 or mote times ill the month prior to survey,

Sante: Natiousl Institute on Drug Arlo*, Monitoritg theBUNN Shay. 1982
ONsbingtots, DZ.: Superintendent oiDocurnents, Governtuent Printing
(Ace, 1986).
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Appendix

School Policy Statement*

The Bights of Students Seeking help for Alcohol and Other DAIS
Problems Must Be Protected as Proscribed by Law.

It is important that educators serve in a
helping role to students who are seeking to overcome alcohol/
drug abuse and/or dependency. Public School Law 7-410
encourages students to sale, educators for help with drug ablee
problems. The law protects the student and educamr from
disclosing any information discussed. Furthermore, Bylaw
13A.08.92, Individual Student Records, provides additiobal
protection to students concerning information recorded in their
school records. Public Law 93.579 (Title V USC Sec. 552A
the Buckley Amendment) also protects the confidentialitY of
school records. However, this law applies only to records kept
by the school. Any records transferred to an outside agency can
be subpoenaed. However, this should not discourage students
from seelcing help. . . .

TeacherInvolvement

A teacher, administrator, or counselor may
respond to a student seeking help with a chemical dependency
Or abuse problem and cannot be compelled to use the inform-
tion in a disciplinary manner. All school personnel should be
aware of the disrinction between students seeking help and
those who are violating the law. All incidents regarding posses-
sion or distribution of alcohol/drugs should be reported by
school personnel to the principal. Tlis rule may not apply if the
student seeks help for his/her drug problem. An educator who
suspects alcohol/drug use may approach the student with an
offer to help, but the confidentiality law applies only if the
student then asks for help.

In most instances, professional help from
alcohol/drug treatment agencies shollld also be sought. Each
educator should be aware of the professional help available to
alcohol/drug involved youth and should make use of these
resources when needed.

As with any sensitive problem, any addition-
al help should be sought without destroying the coutdential
relationship between student and educator. Students should
know that there is a continuing concern on the pact of the
educator even when other resources are pursued. The Impact of

Selectioas from School Polity: Akohol cold Other Drugs, Marylaad State
Departmett of Edacation, 1982. Repeated with permission.
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School Polky Statemot

all efforts should be to Constantly reinforce the help-seeking
behavior of students with drug problems. If 4 student enlists
the assistance of an educator, iv is important that the educator
should ask the student atOut any past or current counseling.
'.1.1rther suggestions regarding teacher/student counseling are

found in tbe section entirled 'Ile Helping Relationship."

Guidelines for Vrug Abuse Co:dueling

Guidel4es for drug abuse counseling were
vlopted by the Maryland State Board of Education as Resolu-
tion No. 1971-50. They should be .4sed as basic En.lidelines by
educators counseling students. Th kull text of the guidelines is
included here. While it is established that educators who meet
with students are under no legal duty to infoon the parents
about a student's visit or drug abuse problem, every effort
should be made to encourage the student to involve his/htn*
parents in the problem.

General Anfesuional Guideline&

I. Every case in Valieli 4 student seeks counseling Of
information from A t:Ircolessional educator ta overcotne
drug abuse must trt handled on an individual basis,
which will depend upon the nature and particulars of
the subject case. In determining what procedures might
be appropriate, the kducator from whom mob informa-
tion is sought should consider the following factors:
A. Age of student

1Ype of rlsw
C. Intensity 0 involvement
D. Sincerity of studer4 and willingness to undertake

appropriate treavneot
E. Resources avail4le
F. Parental involvement

IL As in any good helping relationship, the eduoator at the
earliest appropriate time is encouraged to discuss the
availability of other resources, his/her professional limi-
tations, and the degrahility of parental involvement.
Decisions to include parents should be made jointly by
the student and edaeater, unless in the jantiOlellt of the
educator, the mental or physical health of die child is
immediately and langerously threatened.

IIL The law on cionfidentiality places no duty on the part of
educators to inform parents, administrators, or law
enforcement personnel of the identity of students seek-
ing help for overcooling drug abuse problems,

,State Boarcl Publication (1971). NM Resolution No. 1971,-Xl.
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IV. While confidentialitY is a major force in enhancing help-
seeking bY current or potential drug abusers, edutators
are cautioned to obtain professional medical advice or
to refer the studeot to the appropriate available medical
facility if there is an immediate and dangerous threat to
the student's pkvsical or mental health. As in the
performance of any professional role, failure to act
reasonably in a drug counseling case may subject the
educator to civil liability,

V. Examples of immediate and dangerous threats to a
student's health are loot; of consciousness, severe in-
toxication, inability to communicate coherently, or
threat of suicide.

VI. When an educator comes into possession of a subetence
ausPeoted to be a drug, the material should be placed in
the custody of the priocipal who will contact the
appropriate law etforcement agency. When such sus-
pected substances are reeeived bY any member of the
school faculty, the following steps should be taitec
A. Immediately place the substance in an envelope or

other container and label the container with the
date, time, and circtunstances. NOTE: When such
substances . are acquired by an educator deriost a
counseliikelinforstiatine-seekitig confe-esee, the name
of the studeat should sot be indicaied. IA all other
instances where AA educator comes into possession
of drugs, the MAW of the individual should be
carefully nous!.

B. Do not hide the eAPpecttd mbdance uhdtt 44Y
chrotatanoes.

C. Attheearliestopporivoity, turnthe matkrislovero)
the principal who in tarn will keep it under lock and
key,

D. The principal or person holding the substance in
every case should notify the local or state police and
turn over all substances,

E. The principal should give the educator a receipt
stating the quantity of the drug. It should be
remembered that no authority has beet given to any
school personnel to pessess any prohibited drug or
paraphernalia except during the transfer to proper
authorities.

VII. Helping role contacts with students seeking to over-
come a drug problem should be held on school' premises
whenever possible.

VIII. If an educator feels inkvable of providing adeguate
help for a student or feels his/her counseling can no
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longer benefit the student the educator and student
should cooperatively seek additional professional help
from available sources.

IX. Any written information pestaining to or about the
information seeking/counseling session should be re-
garded as the personal notes of the educator. No record
should be kept in any official school file or folder.

X. All educators should have access to a list of local
resources where students with drug problems may be
referred for help. (It would also be beneficial to have in
each school a drug resource person who could act as a
sharing person to aid an educator involved in counsel-
ing a drog-involved student.)

XL In the general classroom situation, teachers should not
attempt to diagnose symptoms of drug abuse. Because
of the difficulty of determieing such symptoms, it is
suggested that any time a student is physically or
mentally incapable of functiooieg properly in class,
he/she should be sent to the school health facility where
the usual school health referral procedures should be
followed.

The Helping Relationship

Any educatoror WAYSt anyone associated
with the educational processis often thrust suddenly into the
"helping" role when interacting with young people tnday. The
"generation gap" is accentuated by such factors as the nature
of youth's discontent and the means by which it is expressed.
Thus, philosophically, the adult and youth may find themselves
hopelessly opposed as each says the other will "never under-
stand." Their positions become emotionally polarized as the
adult says, "Get out and never come bacic," arid the youth says,
"Okay." Thereafter, each retreats to the respective peer group
and justifies action thus taken. This prototype of interaction
occurs daily in homes and schools all over the state. Too often
the nature of the apparently insoluble conflict has to do with
drug abuse.

Youth today, by virtue of their sophistica-
tion, have an uncanny accuracy for directing their plea for help
to sympathetic adults. This, of course, does riot imply sincerity
on the part of either participant. The adult who feels the need
to be liked by all students should be aware that behavior
resulting from this need to be liked may not be in the student's
best interest.

The nature of the counseling process is the
simultaneous differentiation of roles and merging of goals
between the two participants. It is a microspearum of parent-
hood, but is presumably carried out between a mature adult and
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a youth who are not burdened by adverse etnotienal investzient
in each other. The process is destined to fail if the youth's
behavior is persistently justified at the expense of sincere
introspection and if the adult agrees with this line of reasoning.

Students ask for personal help in drug mat-
ters in many ways. Sometimes the request is blunt: "I'm
scared. I'm hooked on drug X." But more often the request is
worded, "I know this guy Or "What would
happen if " Most often the questions come to the
educator piecemeal as the student tests the response. Thus it is
wise to employ similar rhetorical and abstract techniques in
questioning and responding as those used by the student. For
example, even if both teacher and student kno* that they are
really talking about the student, it should be the student who
says, 'That other guy l've been telling you *bunt is really me."
The educator should never forget that the diplomatic handling
of this initial, frustrating, tentative contact with the youngster
may be life saving and that the youngstitr has chosen the
educator in lieu of all other adults including the routh's parents.

The following are offered as very general
guidelines for individual counseling with students who seek
your help in matters related to drug abUse. TheY are not
intended to preempt your personal experience or judgment.

I. Initial Contact. Some students may be evasive, talk in
the third persou, begin with a safe topic and generally
test the educator for some indication of interest, sincer-
ity, strength aeid drug awareness. Others may be blunt
and shocking ill their first contact, but they may also be
testing for the above conditions.

II. Shock Material. Chronic drug-involved students some-
times attempt to shock the edum *ith a discussion
of material which may seem initially overwhelming or
appalling. Such material might include criminal behav-
ior, severe depression, Parental pottialmeati prostitu-
tion, or homosexual behavior. Bducators who fmd
themselves unable to evaluate the real versus exagim-
ated meaning of such revelations of a student should
obtain the advice of a local resource person.

Confidentiality should be maintained despite this out-
side-the-relationship contact. It is desirable that the
student be made aware of the specific contact or be
generally aware that the educator is involved in profes-
sional sharing of material discussed.

III. Third-Person Referenr.3. A student Niho refers to a
"friend's" drug problem may be tallting about himself/
herself or may truly be talking abotit a friend and not
want to be identified If talking about a real friend, the
student should be told of the educator's position rela-
tive to the existing legislative provisions, i.e., protection
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of divulged information, and requested to pass this legal
information on to the drug-involved friend.

W. Referral. No educator need feel locked into the role of
confidential adviser to a student who asks for help in
matters of drug abube. Should a teacher, counselor, or
administrator feel unable to help a youngster, the
educator should attempt to refer the requesting student
to a colleague or other available professional. After a
helping relationship has begun, both the educator and
the student &we the option to cease further sessions
together. At that point, the educator shay suggest an
appropriate referral. If there appears to be an imminent
threat to the physical or mental health of the student
and the relanonship has been terminated, a report must
be made to some responsible adult such as a parent,
physician, or school administrator who can provide
definitive help. It is desirable to inform the student of
this.

V. Why Me The crucial ingredient in counseling is a
trusting relationsbip. The student has generally chosen
the educator as an adult adviser, and the reasons for
that choice are usually unknown to both. The educator
may have been presented as an authority by a fellow
student or a colleague. The educator may have shown
understanding in a personal or class discussion. The
educator's appearance may remind the student of a
trusted (or vulnerable) person previously known or the
educator's own feelings for the student may have
invited the confidence. Whatever the reasons for get-
ting together in the one-to-one counseliog role, the
educator must take a careful look at those reasons. The
initial question for a prospective teacher/counselor has
to be "Why me?"

VI. Counseling Contract. TherePfter, the educator must deal
with the counseling contnict. There has to be tactful
honesty. This need not be so negative as, "I'm not sure
that you've come to the right person, Johnny." A
trusting kid is turned off in a hurry and likely agrees
and walks off. The educator can start off with ar
honest bargain by saying, "I want to help you and I
appreciate your trust in wanting to talk to me about
this. I promise to listen to you and I'll do that with an
open mind and no opinion about how bad Of good drugs
may be for you. I also promise to try to understand
your point of view, no matter what you tell me. In
return, want you to tell me the whole story of you and
drugs. I'm net interested in your supplier, just your
habit. After ;rou've fmished, we'll talk about where we
go from there. That means that you may be able to
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settle this between us or that we both may bave to get
help from someone else."

The counseling contract cannot contain definite bar-
ge/vs with absolute confming limits on the teacher hlte,
"If I tell you, do you promise not to tell anyone?" The
tempt;ttion to agree with such a bargain has been
enerienced by any adult confronted by a youngster in
distress, but experience has Mott* taught that refusal
to compromise is both immediately and ultiteatelY the
more respected position.

aniVelor /We. First, when the student reveals opinions
on tbe absolutes of right and wrong, the teacher
coubselor has to avoid the traditional role of police or
parent The police are often perceived by youth as
Agures of arbitrary parental censure and prejudice and
are often aeon as dumb, uninformed, hypocritical, and
impotent. Secondly, the teacher bas to be aware of the
testing procedure as the student reveals information
(often erroneousl about "this pusher, dealer, pharma-
cist, doctor, or clinic." Possibly, the most difficult
adaptation of the teacherkoueselor is avoiding the
censuring parent role and at the same time avoiding the
role of an adult advocating illegal or self-destructive
behavior. Sone students suggest personal forms of
blackmail such as, "If you tell any of this," or "If you
only knew what your own kids were using." The
temptation to reveal one's normal parental concern is
obvious, but this ploy may only .be a testing procedure
by the staktit sincerely seeking help while trying tti
discover the educator's degree of prejudice against
drug abuse.

SunonaPy of Student's 1?ig1t to Confidentiality

1. Maryland Public School Law 7-410 protects studertts who
seek help from teachers, counselors, and other educators for
overcoming drug problems.

2. A student can tallr to a member of the school faculty about a
drug problem and nothing said during the conference can be
used against the student by the school, police, fir courts.

3. The teacher Of c01111selOr is not required to report a student
who comes for help with a drug problem.

4. Parents do not have to be notified that such a conference
took place. However, every effort should be made to
encourage students to involve their parents.
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5. Parents do not have to be notlged in the case of people
under 18 seeking help for a drug problem from a physician,
psychologist, hospital, or authorioed drug abuse program.

6. When a student seeks help for a drag Problem from a
teacher, cotniselor, administrator, at other educator, no legal
or school disciOnaly action In* be taken on the basis of
this confidential communication. The conhdentiality law
protects a student's statements and the educator's observa-
tions during the help-seeking relationship.

7. The school officials cannot ignore illegal drug use. If a
teacher, counselor, or principal Ends a student bringing drug
equipment to school, using, or caoying drugs, the educator
must observe the drug laws and enforce school policy.
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Va., IWO. 14 min.
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Associalion (AAA), Falls Church, Va., nu. 4 min.
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York, 1915. 9 min.

An avimated film about a mythical land that is invaded bY au
eight-Wined, fast-talking pitch man, whose attempt to induce
the citizens into smoking cigarettes is foiled by a group of
childien. (K-6)

Story About Feelings. American Automobile Association (AAA),
Falls Church, Va., 1985. 10 min.

Live And animated scenes present the story of a boy naved
John, who begins smoking "to feel cool." John also Uses
drags and alcohol to feel good, especially when he has
problems that make him feel bad. Clliklren tell the story,
which depicts the deterioration in John's behavior and his
relationships. The film emphasizes the message that sub-
stance abvse is an illness and not a moral weakness, as Jolui
is taken to a hospital because he took inure pills and cltillks
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than his body could handle. After treAtment, John returns to
a happy life with the help of his family anti 111.5. Cat Z. (6-8)

Why Peopk Smoke. Pyramid F0ms, Santa Monica, Calif., ud-
10 min.

Clever atiimated presentation of the antismoking side of the
cigarette issue. (K-12)

Middle School/Junior IBA

Alcohol and DrugsHow They Affect Your oJy. Barr Rios,
Pasadena, Calif., 1981. 20 min.

Begins tiST asking "Are you a polluter?" and goes on to
eXplaill ways in which alcohol and other drugs can pollute
the body. (K-8)

Alcohol, Drogs or Alternatives. Barr Films, Pasadena, Calif., n.d.
26 min.

An exploration of alternatives to dependence upon drugs and
alcohol. 0-9)

Barbara 11.funoy; National Audiovisual Center, Washington,
D.C., n.d. 15 min.

A. young substitute teacher at Jackson Innior High School
fuids her class involved in a discussion of whether alcohol Le
"good" or "bad." The fdm touches on varied cultural and
religious customs regarding alcohol, peer pressure, and
attitude% toward drinking. (5-12)

Drugs and Your Amazing Mincl. Alfred iliggins Films, LOA
Angeles, Calif., n.d. 16 min.

Explain% the types of drugs, including alcohol, and their
effects on the body. (6-9)

.Drugs: The First Decision. BFA, New York, 1971. 9 min.
Explores the effects of drugs on young lives through inter-
views kid reviews of case studies of teenage drug users.
(6-9)

Get the MeSsage,P. Gerald T. Rogers Productions, Inc., Slwkie,
Ill., 1984. 18 min.

Teaches children to analyze conflicting messages about
drugs and alcohol accurately. The film also stresses the fact
that saying no to drugs is everyone'.. 4ght.. (1(-8)

Like Father, Like Son? National Audiovisual Center, Washing-
ton, D.C., a.d. 15 min.

Studying about drinking at Jackson Junior High School, Jiul
realizes that his own father is a problem drinker. He tries to
talk to his father about his drinking. The Alm deals with
social aod k.moblein drinking, physical and psychological
effects of dnnking, attitudes toward alcoholism, Emd where
to find help. (5-12)
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The Party's Over. National Audiovisnal Center, Washington,
D.C., 1976, 16 min.

A class At Jaclmon Junior High School discusses questions
such AS *hat the legal age of dainking should be, and when
did you take your first drink. A grotty of young people crash
a nondsinking party and one shows off by drinking too much.

Stoned: Aft Anti-Drug Film Learniug Corporation of America,
New York, 1980. SO min. (8-12)
Trigger gloss for Alcohol Education, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich., 1915. 2 min.

Sbt films of about 2 minutea eaell designed to facilitate
discustions that help young people clarify values and make
firm Corattlitmeas 'With resPect to drinking. Suggestions for
use are included in film can, (842)

Understanding Alcohol UselAbuse. Walt Disney, Burbank, Calif.,
n.d. 12 min.

Denioasttates through animation half> alcohol can disrupt the
drinker's mental and emotional resbonses, explains the clird-
cal Iftsigal effects of alcohol via the body, and explores the
reasons people choose to drink. (64.2)

Middle $chool/Junior Nigh/Senior High

AlcohoL Vritsgs, or Alternatives. Darr Pam, Pasadena, Calif.,
ad. 26 min.

An eoloration of alternatives) to dependence upon drugs and
alcohol. (7-9)

AU Bottled Up. Aims, Glendale, Calif., 1975. 11 min.
Animation used to interpret feelingis expressed by teenagers
whose parents are alcoholica. (9-1)

All My roworrows, Centron Films, Lawrence, Kan., 1979. 17
min

PhysioloOcal and uncial effects of alcohol and barbiturates
through the experiences of a teenage girl. (9-12)

Angel booth. Media rive, Los Angeles, 1980. 33 min.
A documentary view from the stteets of PCP or "angel
dust." (9-12)

Born Drthsk The Petal Alcohol Syndrotne, ADC Media Concepts,
New York, 1979. 10 MIS.

Explains what alcohol can do to a developing fetus. (9,12)
Comebaelter--the Bob Welch Story. Churchill Films, Los Angeles,
n.d. 22 rain.

Bob Welch, former l)odger pitcher, and his struggle veith
alcohol. (9-12)
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Death in the Past Last MIT Teleprograma, Northbrook, It
(9-12)

brugs, Thinking, and Vriving ArMS tilstructionai Servico,
HollYwbod, COL (9-12)
Easy Way via ACI Media, Inc., New York, 1971. 8 min.

Demonstrate the effects of marijuana and Gther drugs on
the mental and emotional growth of the adolescent. (7-11)

Feminine Mistuke. Pyramid Fams, SIAM Monica, Calif., 197$.
24 min.

The effecto of smoking on a woman's body. 'lay effective
presentation for both boys and girls. (6-12)

I Am Joe's gear& Narcotics Education, Inc., Washington, D.C.,
1979. 25 min.

Explains the heart's function, and portrays the effects of
such factors as smoking. (8-12)

I Am Joe's lArng. Narc....Jcs Education, Inc., Washington, D.C.
1979. 25 Min.

Prenenta eke functiont; of the 1111196 and the hazards related to
their misuse, including smoking. (8-12)

Is It Wort* row Life? American Luag Association, New York,
1970. 24 win.

A physiciau demonstrates the phYsiological effects of ciga-
rette smoking, exOsining how sniviting i s a major cause of
bronchitis, heart disease, and lung cancer. (7-12)

It Can't fiopPos to Me. Southerby Productions, Inc., Anaheiro,
Calif., n.d. 28 min. (9-12)
Kevin's Story. New Day Ffinis, Wayne, NJ., n.d. 19 min.

The story of Kevin 'intmel, age 18, convicted of manslaugb,
ter and drunk driving for the death of an 18-year-old girL As
an alternative form of poniQtrnent, he was sentenced M
speak about his accident for one rear to high school
students, parents, and teachers. This personal and powerfUl
film is about his speech. (9-12)

On Our Own. Crerald T. Ilogers Productions, Inc., Skokie, IL
1985.

Aimed st high school seniors and youg adults, this Blut
helps those who will soon leave high school for college,
work, or maitary service become awtre of their vulnerability
to chemical clepeocleacy. (12-college)

Reading, Writing and Reefer, Parts I & IL Films, Inc., Wil-
mette, Ill., 1978. 52 rain.

An examination of the dramatic increase in the use of
marijuana bY American teenagers And adolescents, and its
drastic effects on their lives. (7-12)
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